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Courts Asked fo Block Railroad Strike
CHICAGO. (AP) - The nation's railroads have filed a petition in U.S. District Court
seeking to prevent a scheduled
strike 10) days before Christmas
by three shop unions.
The
unions,
representing
some 53,000 workers , called a
walkout Tuesday for 6 a.m.
Tuesday , Dec. 15 , after talks
broke down in Washington over
wages.
A strike would cripple 187
railroads and terminal and
switching companies which handle more than 90 per cent of the

nation 's rail traffi c, a union
spokesman said.
Judge Joseph Sam Perry
scheduled a hearing today on
the railroad petition filed late
Tuesday.
The unions — electrical workers, machinists and sheet metal
workers — reinstated a strike
call originally set for Nov , 23,
but postponed for further negotiations.
The railroads alleged in the
petition that the strike deadline
is an illegal attempt to compel
the railroads to bargain directly
with the three unions, rather

than withlthe AFL-CIO Railway
Employes Department, which
had been authorized to bargain
for them.
The carriers sought a temporary restraining order to prevent a strike, picketing or other
types of interference with the
movement of trains. The petition also sought a permanent
injunction.
The railroads charged that a
nationwide work stoppage would
cost them a daily loss in operating revenues of $26,752,000.
The petition called the de-

Goodfellows Need Your Help

mands for the three unions
"wholly inconsistent with the
recommendations of the President's Emergency Board."
A presidential emergency
board had recommended a
wage Increase of 27 cents an
hour over three years:
The petition accused the three
unions of subverting their members by asking for bigger wage
hikes than the Railway Employes Department had asked.
The petition named as defendants the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and

Another U.S.
Soldier Killed
In Viet Clash

SAIGON, Viet Nam (AP) Government forces won the Battle of An Lao today by recapturing a strategic ,hill from
Communist guerrillas. But fighting erupted at a dozes other
places in central Viet Nam and
another American was killed.
A U.S. infantry officer died in
a Viet Cong ambush in coastal
Phu Yen Province.

Th* Empty
THIS CARTOON, drawn by Tom May,
Detroit Journal artist in 1907 when he discovered a little girl forgotten at Christmas,
has been a source of inspiration to Goodfellow organizations since that time. The publication of the cartoon at Christmastime, 1908,
prompted the formation of Forgotten Clubs,
an idea which other cities adopted and conVerted into GoodfeHBw organizations. They
all had the same purpose — to see that little
1

Stocking
children were not forgotten at Christmastime.
The Goodfellows organization was founded in
Winona in 1910 when contributions were asked
by the old Winona Independent "to see that
Santa Claus won't forget a single child in
Winona." "You, too, can help keep this spirit
alive in Winona by making a contribution to
the Goodfellows now. Mail or bring icontributions to The Goodfellows in care of The
Daily News.

Committee Looks lnto
^
Baker s Bank Records
Edward T. Hugler, would testify
about an inspection he has
made of the bank records of
Baker and Don B, Reynolds , a
local insurance agent.
Reynolds swore last week that
he was the "bag man" (or
channeling $25,000 to the 3960
Democratic campaign fund

CULTURAL EXCHANGE

Hot Lin e Tests
Prove Interesting
WASHINGTON (API - The
Moscow-Washington hot line has
developed a sort of cultural exchange.
In testing the circuit , U.S.
military operators sometimes
send excerpts from encyclopedias across the 5, 200-mile Telet ype link to the Soviet capital.
And, as Soviet Foreign Ministor Andrei A. Gromyko said at
tho United Nations, the Russians transmit sections of Ivan
Turgenev 's first novel , "Notes
of a Hunter. "
The U.S. and Soviet operators

Goodfellows Fund
Previously listed ..$ 918.15
2.00
A Friend
From Spring Grove,
Minn
1.00
In memory of, Donald
8. Curtis
10.00
Winona Athlete Club
'.
5.00
Auxiliary
50,00
Luther II. Bailey ,.
Flrtt National Bank of
Winona and

Employes*
Mrs, G. J, Tweedy
V. H. T
,.
OI.M

100.00
5.00
2.00
10.00

Total To Date , fl,133.15

Clothing—Friends from
Arcadia, Wis.

occasionally have exchanged
greetings on special occasions.
They swapped Happy New
Year wishes tor 1964 and there
was another exchange on the
first anniversary of the hot line
last September.
Tho hot line was set up during
the Kennedy administration ns
a device for instantaneous
emergency communication between the Soviet and U.S. heads
of state.
President Johnson has retained the link and the Defense
Department said there has been
no change in procedure since
the recent Soviet government
turnover which ousted Nikita
Khrushchev as premier.
There is a great reluctance In
tho Pentagon to say anything
about tho hot line 's operation .
The Teletype machines nt the
Washington end of the circuit
are in the tightly guarded National Military Command Center in the Pentagon. When necessary, the link can be extended
to Johnson 's ranch or other
places the President may be.
The hot Hne complex In the
center is manned by five teams ,
ouch made up of one officer and
two noncommissioned officers.
All services are represented.
The teams work eight-hour
shifts around the clock.

ermakers and blacksmiths, carmen and the firemen and oilers,
reached agreement* before the
deadline.
The
agreements followed
closely the recommendations of
the presidential
emergency
board ,
The three unions still bargaining postponed the Nov. 23 strike
at_the request of Secretary of
Labor W. Willard Wirtz. They
went from Chicago to Washington to confer with Wirtz and
continue negotiations with the
carriers.

The railroads have settled
with 8 of their 11 principal nonoperating unions and all 5 opera*
ting unions within the emerge*
ncy 's boards recommendations.
The carriers have refused to go
beyond the pattern with the
three shop unions.
The unions contend their
members possess certain skills
which entitle them to a larger
pay boost. They contend they
are underpaid in relation to
comparable jobs in industry.
Ramsey said the three unions
now average $2.74 per hour.

Barry Carries Unity
Plea to Ike and Nixon

NEW YORK (AP) — Sen. politics with former President would meet in the afternoon, but
Barry Goldwater is ready to tell Dwight D. Eisenhower: and that details had not been
a Republican summit confer- former Vice President Richard worked out.
ence today he thinks the strug- M. Nixon.
"There is no agenda," said
gle over GOP leadership is tear- Precise arrangements for the
ing the beaten party apart.
New York conference were -Republican National Chairman
That was the word from a cloudy. There was no word as to X)ean Burch. He is here to atsource close to the defeated Re- exactly when or where the tend at least part of the discuspublican presidential nominee meeting would be held. An Ei- sions usat will bring together
The toll of Americans killed as Goldwater prepared to talk senhower aide said the three the three men who have carried
in combat in South Viet Nam
in the last three years rose to
231. Deaths from other war-related c auses are listed at 95.
Nearly 1,500 Americans have
been wounded. Ten are missing
and nine are detained by the
Communists.
About a dozen Americans WASHINGTON (AP)—British of the nuclear force to which at working out the broadened
have been wounded in various Prime Minister Harold Wilson the British would assign their NATO nuclear program in more
parts of South Viet Nam. this said today his talks with Presi- bomber and prospective nuclear concrete detail.
dent Johnson have been com- submarine units with Allied
week.^The two leaden reportedly
pletely successful in setting ob- sharing of the costs as well as
stopped short of trying to agree
The An Lao Valley was the jectives for the formation of a the strategic control.
scene of a hard, three-day ac- nuclear weapons force in NATO In two days of conferences cn a formula embracing the
tion.
and laying guidelines for Allied ended Tuesday night, Wilson new, broader approach, but offiand Johnson agreed that the cials said they had reached acOne U.S.- soldier was killed, consultation.
another was missing and two Wilson also declared at a United States and Britain will cord on the general guidelines
were wounded at the end of the news conference winding up his start urgent consultations with to be followed in the consultafierce fighting in the valley 300 Washington conferences that other nations this week aimed tions. *
miles northeast of Saigon. More "we are prepared to go forthan 50 Vietnamese government ward with all proposals" insoldiers were believed killed.
cluding a U.S. plan for an Al'
The Communists suffered at lied jointly owned and mixedmanned
nuclear
surface
fleet.
least 30 dead but captured two
West
Germany
would
be a
4.2-inch mortars—the largest in
general use in Viet Nam—and central member of this force.
300 rounds of ammunition. They Wilson expressed hope that
also destroyed or damaged five the French government of Presarmored amphibious personnel ident Charles de Gaulle will be
carriers.
interested in the new, broadened
MOSCOW (AP) - Premier budgets of the big nations.
A Vietnamese division com- approach to a solution of the
The new Soviet premier said
Alexei
N. Kosygin announced
mander said American air pow- nuclear weapons problem in
the
military budget next year
er saved the day. "Except for NATO which has been worked today a cut of 500 million rubles will total 12.8 billion rubles, or
the helicopters, I'm sure the out . here.
— $555 million — in the Soviet 12.9 per cent of all government
district headquarters would Wilson declined to be drawn Union's military budget for 1965 expenditures, as against ' 14.5
have been lost," he declared.
into a detailed discussion of the and called on other major pow- per cent in 1964.
proposals which he made to
The Army said Pfc. Arthnr A. Johnson,
The military budget in 1964
he will deal ers to follow suit.
Shelton of Loyalton, Calif., a with themsaying
Kosygin told the Supreme So- totaled 13.3 billion rubles and
and
with
his
policy
helicopter gunner, was killed by
toward the U.S, multilateral viet, the Soviet Union 's rubber- was 600 million rubles less than
small arms fire as his ship es- force plan in a
speech in the stamp parliament, that the So- 1963. Western officials contend
corted a medical evacuation
House of Commons next week . viet cut and an expected reduc- that much Soviet defense spendhelicopter into the valley,
tion of military spending in the ing is disguised under nornmiliSpec. 5 William R. Hamlin of He would not say at this time United States "constitute a defi- tary items in the budget , and
whether*
Britain
would
be
willSeattle, Wash., was reported
ing to be an active member of nite positive step toward reduc- some Western military analysts
missing. He was with three ar- the
believe total military spending
mixed-m a n n e d force or ing international tension."
mored personnel carriers that
this year is well over twice the
would
help
pay
for
it.
were destroyed by Viet Cong
He said the Soviet Union atfire as they rolled into the val- B ritain's primary Interest, taches great importance to the budgeted figure.¦
ley.
however , .is in getting creation further reduction of the military

U.S., Britain to Approach
Allies on New NATO Plan

POLITICAL PAYOFF CHARGED

WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate investigators plan to explore
publicly today, the bank records
of Bobby Baker and a witness
who accused him of engineering
en alleged political payoff on a
government construction contract.
The Senate Rules Committee
said one of its investigators ,

two of its officers; the Interna*
tion al Association of Machinists
and two of its officers ; and the
Sheet Metal Workers' International Association and three of
its officers; and all members of
the three unions.
Joseph W. Ramsey, geenral
vice president of the International Association of Machinists,
said the union would contest the
petition , but declined to elaborate.
Six shop unions were involved
in the Nov. 23 strike call, but
the three which represent boil-

from Matthew H. McCloskey,
Philadelphia contractor. McCloskey is a former Democratic
fund raiser and former ambassador to Ireland.
The whlte'-liaired McCloskey,
now retired, told the committee
there was "not an ounce of
truth" in Reynolds' testimony.
He said an overpayment McCloskey & Co. made to Reynolds 1 insurance firm was just
"a goof. "
Before ilti gltlcr nnd possibly
others testify , the committee
scheduled a closed session to
discuss its future course in its
politically explosive probe of
Baker 's affairs while he was
secretary to the Senate's Democratic majority .
Baker resigned under fire
Oct, 7, 1963, from his $19,600-ayear post arid has refused to
answer questions in two appearances before the committee
about the fortune he built up
while on the Senate payroll.
Reynolds testified that under
instructions from Baker he
billed McCloskey 's firm for
about $.'15,000 more than was due
on a perform ance bond for construction of the District of
Columbia Sports Stadium.
As the "bag man." Reynolds
said he kept $10,000 of the overpayment and gave the rest lo
Baker in five lots ot $5,000 cash
for relay for the 11W0 Democratic campaign.
Under instructions from the
committee, Hugler examined
Baker 's and Reynolds' , bank
records in nn effort to find out if
he could trace tho alleged payments.
m

WEATHER
FKDKRAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Considerable cloudiness through
Thursday. Low tonight 12-25 ,
high Thursday 25-32.
LOCAL WtiATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum , 32; minimum, 20;
noon , 29; precipitation, none.

Small Cut in
Russ Military

Platteville College Queen
Slain at Studen t Union

PLATTEVILLE, Wis. M Pretty and popular Kathleen
Moan , n former homecoming
queen at Platteville State University, was killed hy three pistol shots in the head as she sat
at a table in the crowded student union Tuesday.
Police are holding a 19-yenrold former student who told police he walked up to the girl
arid without speaking to her
opened fire/but didn't know why
he had done it, He said he "took
a liking " to the girl but never
dated her.

coming queen in 1963 , was seat- met Treglown on the campus
ed alone at a corner table. Au- and they had started walking
thorities said the fact slie had toward a classroom building,
her back to a wall probably when Treglown muttered . TThis
saved other students from in- is the wrong building and turnjury. It was estimated there ed toward the union."
were 75 to 10O students In the
union at the time of the shoot- After walking out of the
union , Treglown got in a car
ing, at 3':55 p.m.
Treglown , who had dropped and drove to nearby Lancaster
out of Platteville last spring be- where he was taken Into cuscause of falling grades, said he tody by Police Chief Melvin Gilplanned to re-enter at tho start len nnd Patrolman Frank Aicher. They said he offered no
of the next semester.
He walked into the union with resistance and surrendered the
a former classmate, Richard pistol .
Ellis, a sophomore from Meq- Treglown Is the only child of
Grant County Undcrsheriff uon.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore TregRoy Gr-ancy identified the youth Kills told authorities lie had lown. The father is
employed in
as John Andrew Treglown of
an
industrial
plant
at
Dubuque,
w
•*,*** %*a***r%mkh **sma *> *m4sw ***t>v^**H4> *^*»^*4 *>'L
Benton, who said he had been
Iowa.
'drinking beer for about two
-fl j SHOPPING
Graney said the youtli had not
hours before going to the cambeen working while he waited
I JD DAYS LEFT
pus in this southwestern Wisto re-enter school.
consin city. Treglown was held
The undersheriff said Tregwithout charge.
lown
went to a rural area tavof
Bclvidere
,
Miss Moan , 21 ,
ern near Lancaster about noon.
III , was killed by three shots
"He apparently had spent confrom a nine millimeter Luger,
siderable time there previouswhich Treglown told authorities
ly, " Graney said.
he had purchased about a, year
Grant County operates under
ago.
the local option ordinance which
CHRISTMAS SEALS fiqhtTB and
Miss Moan ,, n senior In elepermits the sale of beer to
other RESPIRATORY DISEASES
mentary education nnd homeminors 18 years and older ,
SH

Young Engineer
Badly Injured

the Republican colors in the last
four presidential elections.
- "This is a very informal conference," Burch said.
The embattled party chairman, hand-picked by Goldwater, said he does not expect
the Arizona senator will specifically ask Eisenhower and Nixon
to back Burch's continued service as GOP chairman.
The
Republican
National
Committee meets in Chicago
Jan. 22-23 to decide whether
Burch will retain his post.

A source close to Goldwater
said the Republican nominee
who lost in a landslide to * resident Johnson, wanted to talk
with Eisenhower and Nixon
about the struggle now going on
within the party.
The source said Goldwater
would explain his views on the
battle which pits his conservative followers against GOP
moderates.
"He will explain that as far as
he is concerned, this is tearing
the party up, " the source said.
Eisenhower met twice with
Gov. William W. Scranton of
Pennsylvania at Gettysburg,
Pa., Tuesday. The talks were
described as social with "no
political significance. "
Rep. Robert Taft Jr. of Ohio
said in a telephone interview he
is not Interested in becoming
party chairman. He brushed
aside as "rumors" reports that
some Republicans are rallying
behind him as a replacement
for Burch.
Taft called for a reorganization of party machinery and
said he thinks differences between Republicans have been
exaggerated.

3 New Junior
Colleges Asked
For Next Fall

ST. PAUL (AP) - The Minnesota Junior College Board, in
existence less than six months,
already is proposing three sites
for new schools to open next fall
and plans to ask the legislature
for authorization for four more.
The action came Tuesday
when the board set junior college classes for Minneapolis , St.
Paul and Thief River Falls, to
make use of presently) available
facilities.

GRANITE F A L L S , Minn.
CAP) — Alden Tupper, 30, Huron, S.D., an engineer with the
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation,
was injured seriously Tuesday
while inspecting an electrical
substation near Granite Falls.
Tupper came in contact with
a 65,000 volt line. His clothing
caught fire and he fell 25 feet to
Leaders said the move was rethe ground.
garded as temporary and that a
campaign would be undertaken
for permanent Installations at
Modern Fashions
those locations as well ns plans
for the additional junior centers.
Modern fashions b r i n g
Tentative outlines call for two
their own problems. For in- of these in the Twin Cities area ,
stance, docs a man tip his
a third in northern Minnesota ,
bat to a woman wearing
possibly nt International Falls,
trousers ? . . . The greatest
nnd another in the southern part
war song over written , of the state, -with Fairmont reclaims Bob Goddard , is
garded as likely site.
"Here Comes the Bride "
With the 11 colleges the board
. . . No matter what the
took over upon its creation as of
new styles are, the women
last July 1, this would give the
who are the first to wear
state a total of 18 such facilithem nre visually the ones
ties.
who shouldn 't . . . Rending
The 11 in being when the
the reports, you realize
there are fi ve types of weath- group took over are located nt
er — summer, winter , fall , Austin, Brainerd, Ely, Fergus
Falls, Hibbing, Coleraine, Roy
spring, and unseasonable.
Chester, Willrnar, Worthington ,
Eveleth and Virginia.
Tho temporary classes scheduled next fall would utilize 11
spare classrooms In Centennial
High School in Circle Pines and
(For more laughs see Earl
8 similarly unused at MinneapoWilson ' on Page 4)
lis'!) Central.

Shop Tonigh t-ANinona Stores Open Until 9 p.m.

3 County Road
Job Bids Asked

The Winona County Board of 37 over the south branch of the
Commissioners Tuesday voted Whitewater River , 2.5 miles
to advertise for bids on two bi- east and 2.75
~T '
tuminous surfacing projects and miles north of ' *+
St.
Charles.
V-OUntV
One bridge.
T h e board
THE SURFACING projects also approved
Rrsarrl
final pavment j DOai Q
will involve:
$42 ,051.21
• County State Aid Highway !of
' for work clone on CSAH 26 by
38 from a point half a mile
south of the east limits of Utica ; Ben Envin k Son, Inc., which
to CSAH 29 south of Lewiston , defaulted on the project. The
a distance of 3.5 miles.
J money will go to Fidelity and
• CSAH 5 from the south Casualty Co., New York City,
county line northeast for a dis- the bonding firm that had the
tance of 1.8 . miles, ending at a | job finished.
point nine miles south of New Payment is contingent on the
Hartford.
\ bonding company 's furnishing
The bridge is to carry CSAH i waivers from all persons or

J
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Warren
Hart
Wilson
Wiscoy
Pleasant Hill . . . . . . . . .
New Hartford
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"A"
GRADE
TOP

merit badges. The court of
honor wag conducted by LeRoy
Czaplewskl , Scoutmaster , and
Robert Clchamowski and Howard Goss, troop committeemen.
Dresbach
974.86 ASSESSOR AT LEWISTON
Richmond
616.31 LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
THE GROUP approved payOscar Steuern agel was appointment of $30,000 as township road
ed village assessor by the Counallotments for the year 1964. 2 Sf. Stanislaus
cil for one yea r.
The money will come from the
a
Street lights brighten the holy
road and bridge fund. Half of Scouts Receive
thoroughfares of Mecca , the
the amount paid to each township is based on its levy; the Their Life Award s most blessed of all Moslem
cities.
other half is based on its reported road and bridge expense. Two life awards were preThe money will be distributed sented to Boy Scouts of Troop
10, St. Stanislaus Church, at a
as follows:
Buying a Color TV
Townshi p
Amount court of honor Monday evening
on Terms?
Homer
$1 , 597.19 The awards were presented
It
will
be obsolete before
to
Gerald
and
David
CichanowWinona
717.52
yoii get it paid for , UNH illsdale
1, 109.27 ski.
LESS it's a . . .
Whitewater
683 . 24 A star award was presented
23" MOTOROLA
Elba
724.29 to Dusten Bertel and Douglas
COLOR TV
St. Charles
1,904.16 Kujak and a first class award
from
Mount Vernon
1,253.64 to Michael Duffy .
Norton
!
3, 180.61
Ricky Bambenek . received a
Winona Fire & Power
Rollingstone
1,385.76 second class award and Jay
Saratoga
2,325.02 Sadowski and James ThompEquipment Co.
Fremont
1,554.36 son , tenderfoot awards.
Across From liu) St. Parking Let
Utica
3,351.24
Twenty-five Scouts received
firms that furnished labor or
materials for the project.
A balance of $5 ,835.86, constituting the amount of a fede ral
tax lien , is to be withheld until
the person or firm entitled to it
has been determined.
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St. Paul Swiff
Plant to Get
New Buildings

ST. PAUL - Swift & Co. is
planning to construct new buildings to replace its pork and
loading facilities in South St.
Paul , it was reported Tuesday .
Noel Dike , Swift plant manager , said the company's existing outdated facilities ultimately will be demolished and the
land on which they stand will
be used as a parking lot,
The way was cleared for the
new construction when Swift acquired 12% acres in October
from the St. Paul Union Stockyards Co. The deal involved
Swift 's turning over 10% acres
of its own property to the stockyards, according to Dike.
Unaffected by the modernization program will be the company 's beef operation and its
sausage facilities. In the past
five years. Swift has completely
modernized these two operations.
Dike said the company Is now
operating in some buildings that
are 75 to 90 years old.
Swift employs between 2,800
and 2,900 people, including hourly and salaried workers, at its
South St. Paul plant , which is
the largest in the Swift chain.

Board Checks Goodview OKs
Deed Filming Liquor Store

mounted in a card, and the
cards would be kept in a cabinet, rather than being bofend
into books.
He added that if the microfilm
process would turn out to be
satisfactory, it would be cheaper for the county to buy a machine for filming documents.
The equivalent of three or four
years' rental fees , he said ,
would pay for the device.
Tust said he would try to
find answers to the questions he
raised Tuesday. He is to report
to the hoard at its January
meeting.
Fillmore County has begun to
use a microfilm process, and
COUNTY Register of Deeds Tust said he would visit the
Rollie Tust, however, told the register of deeds in Preston to
board Tuesday that he question- see how the system is working.
ed whether the microfilm would
be a permanent record . He also THE BOARD Monday had
' seen a demonstration of how
pointed o u t
the abstract company's machine
that there is I
«+%# made copies of documents
*¦
VlTy
a p l a c e on CVtQU
handled by the register of deeds.
e a c h docuThe advantage to the process,
ment on which
D /varrl
Winczewski told the board ,
to record the | PWcarq
would be that Tust would gain
book in which
it is filed and its page number much-needed space in h i s
crowded vault. The microfilmed
in the book.
Were the documents to be records would take up far less
filmed , each film would be space than do the currentlyused bound volumes.
The rental fee, he said , would
be less than the average monthly cost of $200 for paper and
supplies for Tust's office.
Winczewski explained , too,
that hi.s firm would have a problem if the board decided against
accepting his offer. ' The company, each day, copies all documents filed with the register of
The problem of conflicting deeds. This work is done at the
dates—which might have kept courthouse , because the docuWinona Winter, Carnival royal- ments cannot leave the sight of
ty from taking part in the St. the register.
Paul carnival—was solved at
TUST HAS allowed the firm to
Tuesday night's Winona Activ- keep some of Us supplies and
ity Group meeting.
equipment in his office. The
The Winona festival had microfilm machine was brought
been scheduled for Jan. 16 in — with Tust's permission —
through 24, a week earlier than Oct. 30, when the abstract comthe time during which the St. pany took it for a 30-day trial.
A short time later, WinczewPaul carnival is usually held.
This year, ho>wever, a bowling ski, said , his firm received a
congress to be held in St. Paul letter from Tust, asking that the
at the end of Janu ary forced a machine be removed. Lack of
one-week advancement of the space was given as the reason.
If his company could keep no
carnival.
copying
equipment in the regisHad Winona's new carnival ter's office,
Winczewski said , it
queen been chosen the weekwould
have
to
return to copying
end of Jan. 24, as had orgin- documents by hand — a "horse
ally been scheduled, neither and buggy ," system/ he added.
she and her attendants nor
The situation was further comJack Frost and his princes plicated , Winczewski said, bewould have been able to go to cause Tust said he was thinking
St. Paul.
of introducing a new system at
The group's solution was to his office — one that would
postpone the parade, queen necessitate his keeping all docupageant and coronation until ments for three or four days
the last weekend in January. after they were filed. The abThis will free the present roy- stract company — which state
alty to represent the city in St. law says must have reasonable
Paul.
access to these documents —
Most other events will be un- could have them then.
changed, and carnival activi- THIS, Winczewski said, would
ties will begin Jan. 16 and con- mean that his firm 's service
tinue through the 31st.
to customers would be slowed
considerably.
Tust, however, denied Tuesday that he was planning to establish any new system.
Documents filed in Tust's
vault are now copied by a
photostat machine. Resulting
copies take up half the shelf
Sheriff George Fort today re space taken by the documents
ported a break-in at the brick in their original form.
yards in West Burns Valley.
Until a decision is reached in
Frank Biesanz, Gilmore Val- January, the abstract firm has
ley , said today at 8:55 a.m. permission to keep its machine
that the break-in had occurred — which it bought at the end
Saturday and was probably the of the trial period — in Tust's
work of juveniles. The vandals vault.
broke into the office at the
yards, threw things around ,
tampered with an old tr-uck and
scattered bricks.
Mrs. Henry Zollman , 4145
8th St,, Goodview , reported today at 9:10 a.m. that someone
had left a small plastic deer
A suspended $35 fine or 12in a flower box. Mrs. 2ollman
day jail sentence was giv en
assumed it was a stolen article Victor Bitu , 73, 1005 W. Broadnnd called the sheriff to take way, today in municipal court
it away.
after he pleaded guilty to disorderly conduct by fighting
with his wife , Elsie.
Hunter Scheduled
Judge John D. McGill told
Bitu
that the suspension deFor Arraignment
pended on his good conduct during the next six months. The
In Pepin County
warning came after Bitu got
DURAND , Wis. (Special) - In a wrangle with his wife, who
Donald Giem is scheduled for had been called forward by
arraignment in Pepin County Judge McGill.
The woman answered Judge
Court Thursday at 10:30 a.m,
on a charge of having in his McGill' s question whether she
possession an antlerless deer and her husband could continue
Nov. 28, taken during the to live together without bickering by opening a bag filled with
closed season for does.
The case against Michal A. smashed household articles that
said Bitu had thrown at
ParislA Durnnd, charged with she
her.
operating too fast lor condi"You 're of on age where you
tions Nov. 14, was dismissed. should know better , " the Judge
Forfeitures: Rodney G, Burt , told the Bltus. And ho urged
$,1.r» , having in his possession a them to get along with each
rifle in n .shotgun .season only, other in the fiilino
John J. Shanahan , Milwaulilt ii wa.s arrested today nt
kee, $13, failure to stop for a 1:50 a.m . on a complaint sworn
stop sign Aug. 31.
out by his wife .
Decision on whether to buy
microfilming service for the register of deeds' office was put
off by the Winona County Board
of Commissioners Tuesd ay until
more information is available.
The proposal was put to the
board Monday by Anthony Winczewski, president of Winona
County Abstract Co., Inc. The
firm would furnish all necessary
equipment except a storage
cabinet , and would provide the
county with a filmed copy of
each document to be filed, as
well as a device with which the
films could be read. Cost would
be $185 a month.

Winter Carnival
Wabasha County
Queen Pageant ,
Jury Says Man
Parade Delayed
'
Wasn t Father

WABASHA , Minn. (Special)After about two hours and 20
minutes* of deliberation , a Wabasha County District Court
jury Tuesday found Raymond
L. Showers, Cannon Falls, not
guilty in a paternity case involving Renolie Brown, 19, native of Red Wing, waitress at
the Hiawatha Grill there. She
is formerly of Lake City .
The child , Sherill Marie, was
born April 21 at St. John 's Hospital , Red Wing. Miss Brown
testified she is unemployed
now . She admitted having been
intimate with other men since
she was with Showers July 16,
1963, on Memorial Hill, Red
Wing, but said Showers was the
father.
Showers, represented by John
Hoist , Red Wing, said he has
been working for the Chicago
Great Western Railway Co.,
but currently ii not employed.
The jury went out at 3:49 p.m.
and returned its verdict at 7:10
p.m. by W. C. Drysdale, Wabasha , foreman. Other jurors were
Mrs. Walter Danckwart and
Frank DeFrang, Lake City ;
Nick Delva , Goodhue; Mrs.
Walter Kruger and Donald Puetz , Plainview ; Dean Plank and
Mrs. Charles Theismann, Wabasha ; Emory Ponto, Elgin ;
Frank Roberson, Millville, and
Francis Sullivan , Kellogg.
The jury was called in at
1:30 p.m. today to hear the
state's aggravated assault case
against Larry Wayne Aslakson,
Red Wing. Out on $3,000 bond,
he was arraigned before Judge
Kenneth Kalbrenner in municipal court May 14, bound over
to District Court, and arraigned
before Judge Arnold Hatfield
Nov. 9, when he pleaded not
guilty,
He is specifically charged
wilh operating his car in such
a manner March 31 as to force
Young Tack Kim , off the traveled portion of Highway 61. Kim
received a fracture of the spine.
A Korean , he was a Winona
State College student.

Michigan Girl
In Whitehall Jail
For Church Theft
WHITEHALL , Wis. ( Special)
—A Mackinaw City , Mich. , girl
wns committed to me Trem pealeau County jail Tuesday foils days,
Sharon Ann Vieau , 111, pleaded guilty before Judge A. L.
Tuesme to taking $7(1 from Ss.
Peter & Paul Catholic Church ,
Independence, Dec, 1, She was
sentenced to pay a $50 fine plus
costs nnd jailed on failure to
pay.
Miss Vieau was brought to
(he jail here Friday night by
.Sheriff August Mutchoy fro m
Wisconsin Rapids where she
and two companion s were apprehended at a motel.

Office Entered
At Brick Yards

Husband Gets
Suspended Term

j f a r r w n b &L
Mm df owh
^
Hy RUTH HOGKIIS

Dully NewH Area Koitnr

Most of us suppl y ourselves with more Christmas cards
nnd stamps thitn wo think we might need, HO that in the rush
of other holiday preparations we don 't have (o worry about
thiil
Docs anyone have 24 loft , or even a few ?
We wort; th inking of 24 , been use ' that i.s Ihe number of
people at St. Elizabeth' s Nursing Homo , Wabasha , Winn.,
who just might like a cheery greeting from friend or stranger , a religious cord , a note of good wishes - Just some word
from the outside to make life more Interesting. Even tho
outside envelope may catch thy lr eye, with the new holiday
stumpa mode available by tho Post Office Department .
Your postmark from anywhere this newspaper Is read —

aL

Financing

Goodview voters Tuesday approved a proposal that municipal liquor store revenues be
pledged to .pay of a $65,000 bond
issue Tof a new store.
The measure was approved ,
181 to 60, in an election in
which only 241 voters went to
the polls.
Approval clears the way for
sale of bonds — probably Dec.
22 — and start of construction
— probabkj early next year.
Herbert C. Kleyla, operator of
Shangri-La Motel, received 139
votes to become a village trustee. He will begin a three-year
term in January.
Kleyla was the only candidate
who filed for the post. In Tuesday 's election , Dr. E. G. Callahan , a former village clerk, received 36 write-in votes, and incumbent Trustee Harris Anderson received 35. There were other scattered write-ins.
Incumbent Justice of the
Peace Floyd Farnholtz , who had
not filed for re-election, received
39 write-in votes to win another
two-year term . Among the other
scattered write-ins were 12
votes for Lewis Albert , currently serving as the village's other justice of the peace, and
five for George Kohner , an incumbent constable whosei term
has another year to run.
Lyle Jacobson , the only person to file for the post, was
elected constable witK 192 votes.
There were scattered write-ins ,
including 6 for Kohner.

Police Report
Two Collisions

EAGLE SCOUTS . . . Three new Eagle Scouts pin corsages on their mothers during court of honor ceremonies for
Cathedral Troop 11 at Holy Family Hall while the fathers
watch. Left to right, Richard Losinski Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.

Civil Service
For Sheriff's
Office OKed

A civil service system for the
sheriff's* department was established Tuesday by the Winona
County Board of Commissioners.
The board voted to establish
the system by a three-to-one
margin. Voting for the proposal
were Len J. Merchlewitz, .Winona , who proposed the motion ;
Leo H, Borkowski, Goodview,
who seconded
7—
it , and Carl O. F^T
Peterson , Fre- V-OUm V
mont.
Voting
no
D r ta r /J
DUaivJ
was J a m e s
P a p e n fuss,
Dakota. The chairman , Adolph
Spitzer, St. Charles, votes only
to break a tie.

Richard Losinski ; Craig Zeches, son of Mr. and Mrs. Francis
Zeches, and Daniel Nixon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ross Nixon.
(Eailj^ News photo)

Three Cathedral Scouts
Given Eagle Badges

Three Boy Scouts of Troop
II, Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart, received their Eagle
awards during a court of honor
at Holy Family Hall Tuesday
evening.
They are Daniel Nixon , 17, son
of ^ Mr. and Mrs. Ross Nixon,
463 Center St.; Richard Losinski Jr., 17, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Losinski, 64 E.
Wabasha St., and CraigTZeches,
16, son of Mr . and Mrs. Francis Zeches, 940 W. Howard St.
All three are juniors at Cotter High School.
DANIEL is a member of the
Brigadiers Drum and Bugle

Corps, the Cotter band , the
school's track team , has participated in the Scout canoe derby and is a junior¦ assistant
¦> .
Scoutmaster .
RICHARD has participated in
the Scout canoe derby and is
a junior assistant Scoutmaster.
CRAIG is a member of the
track and golf teams at Cotter,
is a member of the student
council , Pep Club, the church
choir and is .a. jurfior - assistant
Scoutmaster.
Three Scouts received Star
awards. They are John Wildenborg, Steve Gappa and Eugene
Richie.
Eight received first class
awards. They included Mike

Belden , Steve Williamson , Joe
Richardson , Don Kolles, Greg
Nixon , Phil Biesanz, James':
Murck and Ed Hoeppner.
*
Second class awards were,
presented to Terry Gray, Gary*
Stolpa ., Mike Malszychi and
John Murck.
Merit badges were presented
to Mike Belden , Steve William-1'.'
son; John Wildenborg, .. Stevet
Gappa , Dan Nixon , Eugene
Richie, Craig Zeches and Jack
Wera.
John Wildenborg was master
of ceremonies. Harold Libera
represented community and
business; Robert Smith, home ,
and school, and the Rev. James
Fitzpatrick , church and family.

Assessment Supervisor
Harmony
Truck
AT ITS NEXT meeting, the
Two collisions were report- chairman wlil designate a sherReappointed by Boa rd
ed in Winona Tuesday between iff 's civil service commission of Involved in
three
members.
It
will
have
5 and . 5:30 p.m. Neither was
David V. Sauer was reappointcharge of employing, promoting,
• Passing a resolution reserious.
ed Tuesday to a four-year term quested by the state, releasing
discharging antTsuspending all
A collision occurred at Broad- deputies and employes.
Fatal Accident asmentscountyby supervisor
of assess- lands from trust in favor of the
way and Ewing Street at 5:10
the Winona County local taxing district. The land
p.m, between Henry H. Kowalewski, 953 Mankato Ave., and
Mrs. James Theis, 715 W.
Broadway.
Ko-walewski was driving west
on Broadway and starting to
make a left turn north on Ewing Street; Mrs. Theis was pulling away from the north curb
east on Broadway.
Damage was $100 to the right
rear of the Kowalewski car and
the same amount to the right
front of the Theis vehicle.
Fifteen minutes later, there
was a collision at 4th and Market streets between Robert E.
Valentine, Fountain City, Wis.,
and Carlyle L. Puterbaugh , 18,
118 E. Sanborn St.
Valentine was driving east
on 4th Street, Puterbaugh north
on Market . More than $100 damage was done to the right front
of the Valentine car and a similar amount to the left front of
the Puterbaugh vehicle.
Patrolman George M. Liebsch
investigated.

Peterson Gets
Legion Award

Roy Peterson was named
"Leg ionnaire of the Month" by
Commander Lyle Haney of Leon
J. Wetzel Post 9 Tuesday evening.
Peterson is vice commander
in charge of activities.
In other business Vice Commander Alvin Beeman reported
that the 1965 membership now
exceeds 660.
G. M. Grabow , president of
Merchants National Bank , presented a check to the post for
new baseball team uniforms.
The brief meeting was preceded bv a joint dinner with
the auxiliary and was followed
by singing of Christmas songs.

Youth Killed in
Feed Auger Trough
PINE ISLAND, Minn. (AP)A fa rm youth was killed Tuesday evening when he apparently
fell into a trough in which an
auger rotated to carry feed to
swine,
The body of Dale Miller , in ,
wns found by his mother , Mrs.
Darrell E. M iller.
¦
In Finland , where evergreen
is a sign of mourning, straw is
used for Christmas decorations.

The commission also will have
the duty of classifying all positions in the department, and will
be required to keep a service
register and a register of those
who have applied for jobs in
the department.
Terms of membership on the
commission will be three years,
but the first group's members
will have staggered terms. It
is required to meet as soon as
possible after its establishment.
Thereafter , it is to meet the
first Monday of each February.
Sheriff George Fort, coincidentally „ appeared to ask the
board to act on the proposal
just as it was beginning to do
so.

PROVISIONS of the civil service system for sheriffs' departments are set forth in a state
statute. "Winona County's establishment of such a system, however, was authorized by special
legislation passed in 1963.
The special legislation was
needed because Winona County
does not qualify under the provisions of the general statute ,
County Attorney S. A. Sawyer
explained,
The general statute provides
that in order for a county of
this size to have a sheriff 's department civil service system,
it must be contiguous to a metropolitan area. The statute goes
on to def ine a metropolitan area
as two counties with a total
population of more than 1 million.

Tavern Patron
Pays $25 Fine

Roger J. Orlikowski , 855 E.
Sth St., pleaded guilty today in
municipal court to tampering
with a motor vehicle without
the owner 's permission.
Orlikowski told Judge John
D. McGi ll that he took the rotor cap off a car belonging to
Ambrose Schwartz, owner of
Amby 'd Tavern , 760 E. Sth St.,
"in compensation for " a bottle of whisky "Amby" refused
to return to him.
In fini ng Orlikowsk i $25 , to
bo satisfied out of bail , Judge
McGill told the defendant , "You
nre responsible for your own
good conduct. You shouldn 't
have lnk.cn the law Into your
own hands. "
Tho judge told Orlikowski
that 11 he wanted tlie whisky
returned he could see the city
attorney about swearing out «
complaint against Schwartz ,
Tho tampering incident occurred Sunday night, when , according to Orlikowski , he entered Amby 'a with a quart bottle of whisky, which ho put
behind Hie tavern 's juke box .
When Schwartz heard about it ,
ho took <he bottle and refused
to return It , Orlikowski told the
court.
Tho defendant admitte d he
was a little drunk and that
ho got angry at Schwurtz ,
which prompted him to go out
nnd remove the rotor cap fro m
Schwartz 's ear "in compensation. " lie gave the cap to a
patron when he re entered tho
tavern. Orlikowakl snld.

QkuidmoL

will add to the interest , two.
Give one of these people nt St. Elizabeth 's Nursing Homo
Wabasha , Minn,, a pleasant surprise;
Herman Meyer
Prod Seeling
Harney Kvcrs
Henry Rudnick
Jacob Ocsnu
John Boehlke
Mathew McNnllan
Ren Koopman
K. J. Heim
.Ed Mans
Christ Accola
J lorry Tenney
Arthur Smith
Fred Kalsow
George Schoirweiler
JVlIss Josephine Whalen
Miss Mne Ferron
MI SH Kntc Stlever
Miss Delia Molsh
Miss Edna Hall
Miss Marie Linnehun
-Mi 'N. Fred Seeling
Mrs. Anna Fells
JMrs . Frances Torkor

HARMONY , Minn. (Special)
— A trucker for the Harmony
Shipping Association wasn't injured in an Iowa sideswiping
accident Tuesday night, but the
driver of the car which hit his
stopped truck was fatally injured .
Dale Johnson, 18, son of Mr.
and Mrs . Vernon Johnson, was
driving an empty truck home
from Waterloo, Iowa, after delivering hogs. About 15 miles
northeast of Waverly an oncoming truck crowded him off
the road and sideswiped the
rack, breaking three stakes and
a spring hangar under it.
While officers were moving
the vehicle, a car driven by
Robert Funk, 20, Tripoli, Iowa ,
crashed into the rear of the
truck. He died today of injuries
received.
Johnson was able to drive the
truck home.

Fillmore County
Board Asks Bids

PRESTON , Minn. (Special) —
The Fillmore County Board
Tuesday authorized A u d i t o r
Charles Michener , to advertise
for the seasonal requirements
of gas and diesel fuel and for
county printing including the
official paper , financial statement, delinquent tax list and
commissioner proceedings.
Bids wil be opened at the
annual me ting Jan. 5.
Hearing tin a petition by Arlyn Hebrink , Lime Springs,
Iowa , to detach 160 acres fro m
Granger District 535 and set
them into Harmony District 228
was set for Jan. 19 at 1:30 p.m.
Six bids for redecorating the
courthouse interior were opened but no contract was awarded
on account of the disparity in
the amounts.
A total of $12,700 was placed
in the 1965 budget for tho extension department , as requested.

involved is a group of parcels
Board , of Commissioners.
The board asked Sauer to con- south of here that were sold to
sider hiring a deputy as a re- the Conservation Department
p lacement for the secretary he last year for its Minnesota Menow employs. Sauer said he morial Hardwood Forest land
acquisition program .
¦
would look for
'
, • i
a deputy , but I /¦»
• Placing on file a letter
felt he needed LOlUlty j from the federal Department of
the Interior , calling the board's
a secretary to
attention to the provision of the
take care of
s.J
D-Na
routine office | D O q iq | Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibiting discrimination because of
work. .
Sauer asked the board Tues- race, religion , sex or national
day to appoint him county as- origin in any program receiving
sessor , rather than supervisor federal funds.
The county receives federal
of assessments. This step has
money
as its share of wildlife*
been recommended by the state
commissioner of taxation , and refuge revenues.
The letter explained that no
only 24 Minnesot a counties still
complaints against the county
have supervisors.
had been received, and the
The chief difference between communication was merely a
the two is that an assessor has means of callling attention to
the authority to change an as- the law 's provisions.
sessment set by a local assese Voted to award a contract
sor. A supervisor cannot do for workmen 's compensation inthis, but must take the matter surance for 1965 to Gate City
to the county board.
Agency, Winona , the firm that
ANOTHER appointment —this had the contract this year. The
one of a county weed and seed premium , which will be based
inspector — is to be made at on the total county payroll next
the board 's January meeting. year, will be about $5,000.
The board had heard from
The group voted Tuesday in favor of advertising for appli- three insurance salesmen Tuesday. Besides Leonard Slaggie of
cants for 'the post.
Gate -Gity Agency, they
The present inspector is Char- the
¦were Duane Ringler , representles Smith , operator of Valley
ing Hardware Mutuals , a n d
Nursery in Goodview.
Hobert
Fischer, representing
Named to a full three-year
Federated
Insurance.
term on the Hiawatha Valley
Approved
payment of $252
•
Community Mental Health board
Frye,
was James Papenfuss , Dakota , overtime wages to Arthur
, for extra
courthouse
custodian
who was selected by a nomi- ¦work
he did while his co-worknating committee composed of
,
er
Hans
Koch , wa.s ill.
Len J. Merchlewitz , Winona ,
e
Placed
monthl y reports
and Leo R. Bork owski , Goodfrom
county
departments
on file
view , his fellow commissioners.
Papenfuss had been appoint- and authorized p a y m e n t of
ed to a one-year term on the monthly bills. The group first
bozird last year , the first year struck out one item . on a bill
from the sheriff' s department ,
the group wa.s in existence.
reimbursement
Two men whose terms on the however. It was
,
county extension committee are iov road Lolls ,which , the comexpiring were named to add! missioners said they felt should
tional three-year terms. They come from mileage payments.
nre Ray L. Schell , Mount Ver- Till': HOARD had been asked
non Township, and H e r b c r t 8>y William Sillman , Winona
Hanse , Hillsdale Township.
County soil conservationist , to
OTHKR ACTION by tlie board Wo on record as sponsoring a
watershed project proposed for
Included:
the middle branch of the Whitewater RivtM- valley .
The hoard postponed action
until County Attorney S. A. Sawyer can find out what obligations sponsorship involve,
¦
The oldest hospital still In
existence is snid to be the Hotel Dieu , founded in Paris
around (150.
the
influence
of
liquor
nt
der
tho time of the crash — "about
three drinks of whiskey." He
said he had noticed some difficulty in steering tho pickup and
that it "swayed over " tho center line prior to the collision.
Sehnd, father of 13 children ,
faces up to five years in prison as a result of the charge,
He is out on $3,000 bond while
a pre-sentence investigation Is
In progress.
The claim «gnlnst tho village
was filed with Fred Gerber ,
Plainview , wlio is attorney for
her husband, according to John
Meilnrdy, Wabasha County attorney nnd advisor to Albert
llurkhardt , attorney for the vilSANITARY
lage board.
. |
Plumbing 9> Heating Co. I
Schacl lives about five miles
148 E. Jrd St.
from the crash scene on U.S,
Pbon. 11J1 I
03.
"¦
¦
i» mi ft fa \
nm
»*

Plainview Sued
In Death of 3

PLAINVipW , Minn. (Special )
-Mrs. Edwnrd II. Schad , South
Troy, has fi led a $30,000 clnini
against the village of Plainview"
under the Dram Shop Act for
allegedly serving Intoxicating
beverages to her husband on
Oct. 16.
This wns the date ho collided
with a Rochester car on Highway 247 about a mile west of
Potsdam , resulting In tho deaths
of Miss Eldorn Lamprcclit , 42,
driver , Mrs, Albert Lnmprocht ,
7:1, j ind Mrs. George Iberg, 70,
Rochester residents.
Schad reportedl y had been in
Plainview and was en route
west In a pickup when tho
crash occurred.
Schad pleaded guilty to three
counts of criminal negligence
before Judge Arnold H atfield
Nov. 30. Ho admitted lie was un-
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Guitarist Plays
Here on Sunday

Guitarist Andy Nelson will
play in the Pasteur Hall auditorium on the Winona State College campus at 2 p.m. Sunday.
The appearance is sponsored
by Hal Leonard Music, Inc.,
which recently completed a remodeling program in its store
at 64 £. 2nd St. An open house
there will be held Friday and
Saturday.
NELSON HAS played on road
shows sponsored by a Chicago
radio station , WLS. He has
been a staff musician for WGN
radio and television stations in
Chicago and has appeared on
the
Dave\ Garroway television
Andy Nelson
program.
For six years he was a member of a group called tbe Tune
a drive to gather discarded
Rabbit Shelter
Toppers, He toured the country
with them . He has recorded After Christmas last year, trees, picks them up with trucks
with such groups as the Har- Frank Breza , E. B. 's Corner , and holds a huge bonfire, turn
monicats, Ken Griffin , Ted and a group of friends gathered the trees over this winter to a
Weems and Frankie Yankovic. up a couple of hundred dis- small conservation group in the
The remodeling project at carded Christmas trees, took West End of the city that will
Hal Leonard's has doubled the them out to the upper end of use them for additional rabbit
firm 's retail space. The retail Prairie Island and in the ad- shelters. The Upper Mississippi
River Wild Life and Fish Re|
area , in which both band and
STRUM , Wis. — Two bands, a fretted instruments are sold, joining willow area along the j fuge has approved the plan and
triple trio and two other vocal |now measures 40 by 25 feet , Minnesota City dike, stacked j refuge lands can be used as
groups will perform in Eleva- and there are two soundproof them in piles, like the one pic- 1 shelter location areas.
tured above, in the experiment |
Strum Central High School's studios for teaching and record- to bring back cottontail huntThe idea is not new. The
ing. The firm offers guitar,
Christmas concert at 8 p.m. : drum and banjo instruction .
National Wildlife Federation
ing to the area.
distributed a pamphlet on
Thursday.
Interior walls are covered
how to build such shelters a
The concert band's program ' with peg board , on which inIt worked. The cottonfew years back and the prowill include the overture to Han- struments are displayed.
tails -welcomed the shelter
gram got splendid results
del 's "The Messiah" and themes
and used it for nests and
in the east where the cottonfrom Tscbiakowsky's "Nut- EXTERIOR remodeling re- for protection. After the
tail had practically disapsulted in a new display window recent snow, the abundance
cracker Suite."
peared in some areas. Tha
The junior chorus will sing and new facing on the two-story of rabbit tracks in the
clubs in those areas ' have
carols, including "Carol of the structure, which will be painted area indicated the idea got
been
purchasing trapped
later.
Star," for which the accompaniresults, In fact , youthful
rabbits from states where
ment will be by bongo drums Bruce McNally was contrac- Winonans who have passed
there is an overpopulation
and tambourine. Bonnie Christ- tor for the work.
safety course,
and releasing them in suitlanson will be soloist for "Go George Poljack is store man- their firearms
have found it a place to exable habitat provided with
Tell It on the Mountain," and ager.
their newly acquired
ercise
artificial shelters.
Gwen Hatcher will be horn soloskill. On any Saturday, a
ist.
Mondovi Junior High dozen or more boys can
One of the reasons for the
The girls glee club will sing
be observed coming out of decrease in rabbit population
five Christmas songs, and the Concert Presented
the area holding high a is the lack of protective sheltriple trio will sing "Still, Still,
)
MONDOVI
(Special
, Wis.
— bunny, an exhibit of their ter, When wood was commonly
Still," an Austrian carol. Mrs.
The
winter
concert
of
the
Monskill with their trusted used for fuel and cut in farm
Myrnel Wojner will be violinist
groves and wooded areas, the
dovi
Junior
High
School
music
rifles.
and Carol Nelson, pianist , for
trimmings were piled up and
department
was
presented
at
2
the triple trio's performance.
today in the small gym- Now Breza has a plan to ex- leit to rot or be burned at some
The cadet band will play four p.m.
tend the program over a larger future date. Most of such piles
ielections, including "Praise Ye nasium.
area . He suggests that the Wi- were near where the trees were
This
concert
was
given
for
the Lord of Hosts" from Saint- grade school pupils and the gen- nona Junior Chamber of Com- dropped , and were forgotten
Baens' "Christmas Oratorio." eral public.
merce, which annually conducts except by the rabbits. Today,
Mrs. Wojner is vocal director , Appearing were the cadet and
and George Traficante is direc- junior bands and the grade 7
two flutes, two oboes, two clartor of Instrumental music.
and 8 choruses. This was the
inets and two alto clarinets (sub¦
first public appearance of the
stitutes for the string parts),
two bassoons and piano.
In Ireland, Christmas eve of- newly formed cadet band , memten is called the Night of Cakes. bers of which come from
The chamber chorus will conThis name is based on an an- grades 6 and 7.
sist for 30 members of the mutcient custom, still practiced, of No evening concert will be
ed chorus. Vocal soloists will
baking special Christmas cakes given by the junior high school MONDOVI , Wis. (Special) - be Kay and Thomas Casey.
spiced with caraway seeds for this winter season.
Mondovi H i g h School In addition to this cantata , the
eating on the night before James Lundquist is junior The
Christmas
concert will be held program will consist of carhigh school music director .
Christmas.
at 8 p.m. Thursday in the small ols by the grade school chorus
and by the girls and mixed
gymnasium.
•>p«BfHa-af---|--s_H__-B MATINEE-2:1$
The program will consist of chorus. The last group will also
25ts50*-65*
I Oj if t ll i l *s,3
holiday music presented by perform part of Handel's "The
the grade 6 chorus under the Messiah."
direction of Mrs. Florence Ca- The concert band's program
nar . and the high school mixed will include the first movement
chorus ancKthe concert band , from Haydn 's "London Symphony."
wmwmR OMANCE AND RACING ARE IN THEIR BLOOD !mmmmm directed by Richard Putzier .
New on the program this year
will be the presentation of California has 1,000 miles of
DOUG
JOANIE
JAMES PAMOA
Christmas Cantata 142, "For Us freeways.
a Child Is Born ." by Johann
Sebastian Bach. This cantata
calls for a small chamber chor- K.
us and orchestra and vocal so-^Mlj^s___t_rs_l-ssssfiMHfoft
frftftra
loists.
The orchestra will consist of
j
*

Yule Concert
At Eleva-Strum
Thursday Night

Concert Slated
Af Mondovi
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Forholiday sifts and partie^ramember*..

with no fuel wood cutting, such
brush piles have disappeared.
The rabbit population is left to
become easy victim of the
many animals and birds that
prey on it.
Another reason for endorsement of the Breza
plan by sportsmen is that
fox prefer a rabbit as a
I meal over a pheasant. It is
easier to catch and it
mattes a better meal. Give
rabbits protection and they
will maintain a huntable
population in favorable habitat.
Iowa Deer
Iowa's permit deer season,
any deer, opens Dec. 12 with
hunting hours from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. with one-deer limit.
There are two zones — a twoday and four-day one.

Good taste
costs very little
this .
Christmas.

The Conservation Department has set a population
figure of 36,700 deer, the
highest population since the
state established its lottery
system of issuing deer hunting permits. Under the lottery plan, 16,000 permits
were issued this season.
Landowners can hunt on
their own land without a
permit. Unsuccessful applications for permits are returned with registration
fees.

He'll Provide
Dinner for
'Deserving Blonde'

FAIRBANKS, AJaska (AP ) Wein Alaska Airlines tries to fill
all its requests but this one may
have it stumped.
"This is your authorization to
advance one round-trip ticket
Fairbanks to Rampart for some
deserving blonde female wbo
can cook up a turkey for myself
and a few Indian kid* for
Christmas dinner ," read the
message received Tuesday.
It was signed by Ira Weisner,
who operates a trading post at
the remote village of Rampart
on the Yukon River.
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Sunny BrooVs smooth, mild taste has the quality to maVe memoroMe
gifts and porties. Share your good taste with friends this Christmas;
Straight or Blend, both ore handsomely wrapped for the Holidays-

Sunny Brook
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COMING SATURDAY !

You Are Cordially Invited to Bring Your Family
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to See and Visit With Santa 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
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NASON ON EDUCATION
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Minneapolis Man
Wttl Help Shore
Up Tower of Pisa

New Policy
On Failure s

Inc., is trying to interest the
Italian Public Works Commission in using a solution the company says makes earth nearly
as hard as concrete.
J. W. Alexander , company
president, went to Rome Monday to spell out details. Italian
officials recently invited engineers to propose Ideas to keep
the famed tower from toppling
over eventually.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The
president ol a suburban Minneapolis company has gone to
philosophy of the college, he Is Italy with a plan to shore up
anxious that every student suc- the Leaning Tower of Pisa.
The company, Soil Solidifiers
ceed in mastering his course.
Why do some students fail in
spite of all this? It still holds
true that you can lead a horse
The Ultimata in Christmas Giving
lo wafer but you can't make
him drink !
¦

By LESLIE J. NASON. Ed.D.
University of S. Calif.
Once a student has been accepted in college, his success
Is strictly up to him!
There is a changing attitud e
of college authorities toward the
student's success or failure.
Time was when admission to
college was easy, but the per15° Eait Third Stmt
centage of failures in the fresh- Pennsylvania averages three
tornadoes
a
year.
man year was high , in some
schools ranging up to 50 percent. In effect , the freshman
year became the real admissions hurdle to college.
The cost in money to the\ college, and in frustration to the
students, was enormous. Improv'
*
*
'
*
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ed selection techniques have in*
* s_T ^¦_ ! all
* l
as% ^*am mm\'
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^
fluenced a change in policy. The
measure at present of a successful college is the high percentage of graduating students ,
rather than the high percentage
of failures.
Having carefully selected students whose past records and
ability ratings mark them as
capable of successful work in a
particular college, the authori~
fm^k^k^k^k^k^
mm^k^k^k^k^K/k^
m m m^k^k^k^k^k^L
m^k^k^k
ties provide special counseling
^^
service to aid the student who
is in trouble.
^
ma\\\\\\\\\W
^
AOE O Ff i N <3, DAYS'^
Counselors face a difficult
Halldoy 8
psychological p r o b l e m ! AlHaavy Cauye Sree/
Folding
as«sfsssss||»ss|
though it is obvious of them
TREE
DOLL
CARRIAGE
jgjy
H
D
that the student is not apJ
proaching learning in an ef»eov*Wy<»
°J JMMj M ^
ficient manner , the student is
f^*^
apt to blame everyone but himself for his difficulties . He may
feel that the college professors
should teach more in the manner of high school teachers.
Since the student's procedure
W togvhrty W
99 ^^£
A\
J
brought high grades in high
^^
school and, since the same procedures do not bring high
>
v-grades In college, he feels the
"TT
**'
'
WW M
• Pe' ""e Rectptlonl
college must be at fault.
# Cocrylng Cott l
^-^
v
[
D.llghtfu
l
smboss.d
l
doll
ny
A dapandobl* yal •cononnlca t
The first major hurdle faced
• Eorphorul
free ,loni In r *6 ,nd oraan tl».
0 9 Volt Bolter?)
""' "V T , fl.'°n,u u ,
"«..
by a counselor is to- convince
Uh. D..p w«u,eup.(TF052«-J)
,
(ME0008-9)
"*
?f«W9
4)
the student that some change in
^
his learning procedures is called
'
10 Foot
for , and that the responsibility
5 P/ece
M i, m -Matl *
rests with him not the instrucCHRISTMAS
BRIDGE AA m£ma **9
5 TO 8 CUP
tor. This is not easy, because a
C0RD
*
2
PQ™
PERCOLATOR
^_ mJQ*
student is reluctant lo change
^T
his procedures halfway through
fla^"
^^h->.
a semester, perhaps because of
the old admonition against
changing horses in mid-stream.
If the counselor is successful
and the student agrees to
make a change, drastic efforts
can bring almost miraculous results. I have known students so
convinced, to spend 25 hours in
a single weekend reviewing a
^"as *-course from the beginning. Not
$AF« CHRISTMAJ LICHTtNC
. _ .. lA
m
II
II
square eersl tobitwl*
Full
33"
Complst.
ly
kr.ws
p,, t |», vt *n cord, rswj plug
34 cups of aulomallcolly
only were his methods different
Ut
rich full bodlad
4 poddad boefc dwlrsmd saddle
#nj S^utlat connactor,
but his written notes and probcolUslTapsrsd aluminum body,
shaped s»at*. Toast Brews.
.-_•„«J
eapreved. iimnu.
(CB023? S
SJl
Charcoal blU. bo... (WS0450.-0)
lem - solutions were a record
fFWO600-5)
.
of his effort.
Student after student reported
ot y Va lf Y
Btmiomot^
7 Light
"
*" '
that , through such an effort , he
********
ELECTRIC
had gained a clear understandTORCH KIT
TREE LIGHT SET
MS
^
ing of a course for the first
time. The isolated facts and
partially understood ideas were
at last assimilated into their
thinking.
There remains another problem. The instructor 's grade
book, and the instructor's opinion of the student' s knowledge
of the course, are no longer a
fair measure.
A conference with the instructor , during which the student
Each lit* bum. Ind.p.nd.ntlyf
p
„ ,„, topeh ( f ,am# ,p„orf .
Cutt .Ucfrleally wilt, i .tainleafs through his new notes askio
ng
Indoor u«, .xt.n.lon plug,
Us. .
I
.
.
I ,hollow ground, wsver .
tip, h.ayy duty
,^\ fdarl
ing for clarification on difficult
color.. (TF02«0-3)
bum.r hood, spark llghtor . In
ly odgo blados. Dttachable
points, has proved a successful
~"
I5-LITE SET. (TF0270I).*I.77
m.tol caso. (HA1896-7 )
cord. (WJ0450-U
way of acquainting the professor with the new situation .
With evidence of the change
and willingness to work , the instructor is happy to lend his
Phone 5025
75 East Third Street
advice and counsel to the enunder
the
new
,
After
all
deavor.
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LAMPS BY WESTWOOD , IN STRIKING NEW DE- %
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R]CH TCWED BRONZE , SPARKLING IMPORTED IJ

CRYSTAL , AND COLORFUL IMPORTED ITAL IAN 1
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I PUT COMFORT AND COLOR IN EVERY ROOM IN YOUR
I HOME WITH THESE SOFT, LEATHER-LIKE VINYL HAS|SOCKS - BY BABCOCK PHILLIPS. A LARGE ASSORT|MENT OF SIZES AND COLORS.
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COAST-TO-COAST STORES

WESTINGHOUSE RANGES
• Are simplest to cook on
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# Fastest to clean

Kay Goergen,NSP Home Ecconomist will
New

Westinghouse

W

Ranges.
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Kay 's collection of unique and delicious re-
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cipes. Be sure to see our comp lete selection
of new ranges . . . a perfect Christmas Gift
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CHAHMlNCi TRADITIONAL , MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY SOFAS , UPMASTERED IN RICH QUILTED FABRICS. UNUSUAL STYLING AND
DETAILS. FOAM FILLED CUSHIONS.
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Continental Range KHC30
Miglc Mirror Door made of heattempered block glass... "Light On—
See
In " ... "Light 0«f-NBet A» A.
pin. "
Plug-Out Suiface and Ov«n Units (or
•aiiy c '«» nln B.
Two-Step Tlmar ll easy to read , easy
to use .
Infinite Heat Surface Units let you
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Downtown Valuation
Freeze Suggested
MAYOR ALEX SMEKTA of Rochester,

iddressing Southern Minnesota legislators
,n Manka to . told them that one of the
critical needs of cities is legislative authority to freeze valuations in downtown
business districts. He cited a law in Wisconsin which covers this matter.
flavor Smekta was speaking of urban
renewal when he offered his suggestion.
One of the real needs , he said , is renovation of central business districts. He cited
his city of Rochester as an example. The
downtown business area in Rochester deteriorated alarmingly a few years ago
when property values there skyrocketed
and resulted 3n the establishment of some
five shopping centers on and near the city 's
outskirts.
The shopping centers are constructed
on property that has only a fraction of the
value of that in the downtown area , Smekta
pointed out, and as a result do not pay
taxes that are comparable to the central
business district. Thus, the move to shopp ing centers becomes a serious matter to
the city from the standpoint of tax revenues. In almost every case the downtown
business district declines and numerous
empty stores are found there.
IN ORDER TO combat this Smekta advocated a state law which would permit a
city to freeze valuations for a five-year period where the downtown property is purchased , old buildings razed and attractive
new stores constructed. This, he said, is
the only way to equalize taxation so the
cental business district doesn't suffer. At
the end of five years the city could reassess the new property and put it on the tax
rolls at a higher value.
Winona is only one of several Minnesota
cities where the downtown business area has
obsolete buildings. In some cases they are
from. 75 to 100 years old and need replacement. But, if the new buildings are taxed
on the basis of their true value, it might be
economically unfeasible to invest the added
money.
The Mankato Free Press says Mankato
is an. example of a city where the cost of
a selected site was considered too great to
merit the investment that would have to
be made and, as a result, a potential store
owner rejected the proposition. If the city
had had the authority to go to the owner
and guarantee a five-year period in which
the valuations would not have been increased, it might have made a difference
in the deal.
THE POINT THE Rochester mayo r
made was that no city can afford from a
tax standpoint to allow its central business
district to wither and die. It would be too
costly to the rest of the taxpayers,

Williams Deserved
Better Treatment
EVEN THE Milwaukee Journal,long a

staunch organ of the Democrat party ,
agrees that John Williams, the Kepublican senator from Delaware, deserved better treatment than he received at the hands
of the chairman and counsel of the Senate
committee investigating the Bobby Baker
scandal.
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WASHINGTON CALLING

SURPRISE!

Power , Prestige
In Nuclear Blast

To GOP Unity

By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Press News Analyst
WASHINGTON of)—Somebody mention unity?
There are about a dozen dictionary definitions of unity and this may explain the lack of
it among Republicans who want their defeated
party to unite.
Dean Burch says he wants unity although
over the weekend some Republican governors
said they want him fired as chairman of the
Republican National Committee, a job he got
through Sen. Barry Goldwater.
The governors in Denver issued a statement
calling for party unity and, among other things ,
suggesting the national committee take a good
look at its leadership.
Some of them said this wasn't aimed at
Burch; some said it definitely was. Particularly Govs. George Romney of Michigan , Nelson
A. Rockefeller of New York and William W.
Scranton of Pennsylvania said they want Burch
out.

AT THE SAME TIME Us right-hand man John Grenier, executive director of the national committee — quit with a statement which
could hardly be considered a unifier or a pracifier.
Grenier, a fervent Goldwaterite, had been
under criticism, too. His sudden departure , so
soon after "the governors' statement, could be
considered an effort to cool off attacks on Burch
and the committee.
But Grenier didn 't seem obsessed by unity
when he called in newsmen to announce he was
leaving.
He said he will defend Burch and blamed a
big part of Goldwater's defeat on "so-called Republicans": Romney, Rockefeller and Scranton.
He said he was leaving to resume his law practice in Alabama.
THE URGE TOWARD unity among Republicans is not new although it has taken strange
turns. It began right after the election.
Rich ard M. Nixon, former vice president who
campaigned for Goldwater, said the party needs
unifiers , not dividers, and then attacked Rockefeller, who didn 't campaign for Goldwater . as
one of the principal dividers. He called Rockefeller, a "spoilsport" and Rockefeller called
him "peevish."
About the same time former President
Dwight D. Eisenhower was saying he thought
Nixon would play a great role in unifying the
party. But Robert E. Sroylie, Republican governor of Idaho, was just then calling for Burch's
ouster.
Goldwater after the election suggested it
might be a good idea to realign the Democratic
and Republican parties into "two new teams"
under "liberal" and "conservative" banners.

Fifty Yea rs Ago . . . 1914

Another hi gh award has hem won hy ,Io
seph Watkins , son of Mr. nnd Mrs. Paul Wntkin.i, who has been awarded (ho John Harvard
Scholarship at Harvar d University where he. is
n junior
Mrs. Ida Miln p was selected president of Ihe
Woman 's Relief Corps.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1889

Large quantities of grain are still being ran vketed at the various stations on the line of tho
Winona & St. Peter Railroad.
John Olson was elected captain of the Sons
of Veterans at their annual meeting hold in
GAR hall .

One Hundred Yea rs A go \ . . 1864

The German Theatrical Troupe will give another of Its semi monthl y entertainments nt Sanborn Hall.
The mercury indicated 18 degrees below rero
this momfng.
¦
Considering the insecurit y in Russian
politics , if Khrushchev didn 't put a few
rubles aside for a rainy day he deserves
to live on that meager retirement pension .
¦

lie In our pencr . who halh madr both one.
*nd hntli broken down thi> middle wall of partition between m. Kphcslano 2.M.

By MARQUIS CHILDS
- To observe even briefly the struggle of
DEHLI
NEW
.na tion to cast off the bondage of ancient poverty is t 0 Un .
difficult the undertaking is. T
de stand how enormouslyinertia, caste, tradition
,
Ignorance
- a r e so
handicaps handicap is added the out.
Ereat And when still another
look must seem all but hopeless.
That added handicap is the arms race. Unless the «vermounting burden It Imposes
is reduced or done away
with , the end will be failure
—starvation , anarchy, chaos
whether with or without a
large-scale war.
This has been shown in
Urge Congressmen to
stark relief by the lurid light
Vote No on Medicare
exof the Chinese nuclear
the Editor :
To
plosion. The comforting beis
cherished
You recently published t
lief currently
fine editorial against Medithat China has been shown
by this act to be a wicked
care. You did not go far
enough. You should have told
w armonger. But the mushroom cloud that hangs on
that the social security prothe horizon is a symbol of
gram is operating in the red
power and prestige to all of
so we can 't afford to pay
Asia. Go and do likewise is
more and jnor e taxes that
what seems to signal to naare going down the drain,
tions yearning for prestige
The President has not told
and power.
how he can improve the fi.
nancial condition but hints
What it shows in an
he will broaden benefits as
equally stark light is the
well as add Medicare, which
bankruptcy of a policy that
as you said is a duplicate
simply opposes the proliferto the Kerr-Mills law.
ation of nuclear weapons.
The race cannot be halted
Every taxpayer should
by wishing it away. India is
write their representatives
in Washington to vote NO ,
a dramatic case in point.
NO , NO on Medicare.
THE brilliant physicistJohn Anderson ,
administrator , H o m i J.
Whitehall ,. Wis.
Bhabha , who is largely re'
s
sponsible for this country
Thanks Winona Count y
remarkable atomic estab4-H "Leader 's Leaders "
lishment at Trombay, near
To the Editor :
Bombay, believes that withI am a 4-H leader.
in 18 months a nuclear deA short time ago I recelv.
vice could be set off in India.
ed a note in the mail from
Actually, assembling the de<..- •. of my 4-H'ers. It was
vice is a relatively simple
a nicely written "Thank
process once a plutonium
plant is constructed and in
You " for helping him to beoperation . Furthermore, he
come a better 4-H person.
believes the Chinese have
My first reaction was one ol
the capacity today to make
complete pleasure and hap30 to 50 bombs a year and
piness. Then I thought "I
this apparently would not be
have done only what is my
beyond India's reach at a
job as a 4-H leader."
cost of under $100,000,000.
Perhaps that will be your
Bhabha says his critics
opinion as I propose a toast
are wrong in saying he
plus a big bouquet to our
wants to rush into making
Winona County extension
bombs. But he insists that
people. Perhaps you say
China's bomb is above all
they are only doing their
a signal that no time is to
job. I would like to say they
be lost. Neither the United
are doing far more than
Nations nor the great powtheir "jobs.
ers, he went on, have sucNot long ago I attended
ceeded in creating a climate
the 4-H leaders appreciation
favorable to countries which
banquet sponsored by the
have the capability of makAgricultural Committee of
ing atomic weapons but
the Winona Chamber of
have voluntarily refrained
Commerce. As I sat , happy
from doing so.
and well fed, listening to
Within two years, In his
praise and applause for 4-H
view, a start must be made
leaders, I thought "Who deon nuclear and general disserves the title of 4-H leadarmament, Particularly , the
ers more than John , Virginia
United States and the Soviet
and Ollie," for they are truUnion must make massive
ly the Leader 's Leaders.
cutbacks. Having set such an
Without their ready help wa
example, the great powers
leaders would be stumbling
could take the steps essenaround in the dark . Few
tial to prevent the further
people realize how hard it
spread of nuclear weapons.
really is to always be graShort of this, the drift will
cious and helpful to everycontinue and the nuclear
one who has a problem .
club will be steadily enlarg"We are approaching the
ed.
holiday season , when we
who are thoughtless at othTHE VITAL Importance
er
times of year, take time
of new and bold Initiatives
to express our thanks and
Is regarded here as the first
appreciation to each other
lesson of the Chinese exploIn the ageless tradition of
sion and the situation of unGood Will Among Men.
certaint y and dismay it has
So we say thank you to
created in Asia. New proJohn Halverson , Virginia
posals are being put forIlohmann and Oliver Strand
ward. M. R. Masani , head
and a very Merry Christof India 's right-wing Swamas.
tantra party, suggested that
Mrs. Henry Heublein
the United States and the
Lewiston , Minn.
Soviet Union agree on a
joint guarantee to> all Asian
nations that feel threatened
will he built later In
by China 's new weapon.
Madras,
Bhabha has proposed that
BUT HOWEVER ImpresIndia set off an underground
sive
this is, it docs not
nuclear explosion that would
somehow
match the raw
be an experiment pointing
force
of
China bus
what
the way to the peaceful use
done
.
That
irony of
is
the
of nuclear energy in buildthe
present
moment
as the
ing dams and moving mounpsychological fallout frnm
tains. This would demon Asia 's firs t nuclear exp lostate India 's capacity and
sion continues to manife st
the decision to use thnl caitself in a wide variety of
pacity for peaceful purways.
poses. The initial experiTo assume that China had
ment might be aimed at a
won admission to the nuspecific project in the Imclear club and that in any
mediate future.
future conference of nuclear
The Trombay operation ,
powers Peking would ha
which began with an atompresent , this in tho Indian
ic reactor provided by Canview would be the greatest
mistake that could be mndo.
ada , Is producing enough
Such n conference, if It Is
plutonium tn fuel two powbold , must include Ihe power plants with a capacity
ers with a potential for maknl 1 ,000,000 kilowatts of powing bombs In the not too diser This is a formidable
tant future — among others
achievement in view of the
Canada , India , Japan , ,Swodfact that except initially
en , West Germany.
very littl e help ha., come
from the outside. The. first
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plant in Rajasthan is In (tin
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\
|
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Letters to The
Editor

Bureh, whether or not he was a good chairman , -was a terrible prophet for on election
night , Nov. 3, with the roof falling in on Goldwater , he cheerfully predicted: "This picture is
going to brighten considerably as the sun moves
toward the West."
The final news from the West was even
worse. Goldwater lost every Western state except his own Arizona.
But Monday , in a statement which some interpreted as a move to soothe his critics andv
keep his job . Burch called for unity.
"It now remains for all of us, governors,
senators, congressmen, state chairmen , national committee members and workers, to demonstate that the Republican party seeks strength
through unity — not weakness and even impotence through needless quarreling and disunity:''

IN YEARS GONE BY

WINONA DAILY NEWS

_

Many Meanings

BUT HENRY CABOT LODGE, who had been
a senator and ambassador to South Viet Nam ,
thought this was such a bad idea he called it
"totally abhorrent to the American two-party
system. "
While Goldwater said he intends to retain
the party leadership, he also said the real source
Williams Is the senator whose charges
of the leadership is in Sen. Everett M.
touched off the investigation 14 months
Dirksen of Illinois , Republican Senate leader ,
and Indiana 's Charles A. Halleck , Republican
ago and who , after Baker had resigned
and the inquiry bogged down, produced / House leader.
But Dirksen apparently doesn ' t want to get
new charges last September. Last week
into
any fights. He said : "I .intend to stand
Lennox McLendon , the committee counsel,
still. I intend to do a lot of thinking and get
told Williams he "ought to at least tell the
a new perspective. "
truth" and Chairman Jordan (D-NC) implied — to Williams ' way of thinking —
that the senator from Delaware had held
back his most recent charges until they
Ten Years Ago . . . 1954
might have election impact.
Richard Darby was elected president of the
In his 18 years in the Senate , Williams
Winona Chapter of the University of Minnesota
Alumni Association succeeding William S, L.
has never resorted to lies , smears or
Christensen.
cheap politics. He has won a deserved repF. J. Marin , assistant advertising manager
utation by fighting dishonesty and uncoverof
the J.R. Watkins Co., wns guest speaker at
ing corruption in both political parties.
the meeting of the Winon a State Teachers ColWILLIAMS HELPED force the resignalege Business Club.
tion of William Boyle as chairman of the
Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1939
Democratic national committee for aiding
a client to obtain a gove rnment loan. Then
C. E. Williams was elected worshipful mashe turned around and leveled similar
ter of Winona Lodge No. 18 , AF & AM at its
annual meeting at the Masonic Temple. He succharges against Guy Gabrielson , Republiceeds
J. L. Christopher.
Gabrielson
was
rep
laced.
can chairman.
Leo Kemp established record game and
Williams led the demand for an investimatch in Class A League bowling at the Athgation of Sherman Adams , President Eisletic Club by having a 278 game and 70B pin
match .
enhower 's administrative chief , for gift
takinc.
SAYS THE JOURNAL: San. Willianu'
lontf record shows no ju stificat ion for challeng ing his integrity or questioning his
word. The attack nn him again raises
questions about the real desire of tho committee majorit y to got to the bottom of tho
Baker case.

_

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Johnson Won t Deser t
Committee Dictators

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON — President Johnson today throws
a party for freshman Democr atic
congressmen. " It
should be a salubrious affair .
Some very fine new congressmen are coming to
Washington for the first
time , and if they stick with
the President they can be
invaluable in putting across
his program, especially such
tight issues as Medicare .
The President will be
warm and eloquent with the
newcomers as only he can
be . He can tell thera all
about the problems of Capitol Hill, and what it's like
to be a .very green , very
lowly freshman , because he
was a very green , very
gawky youngster from Texas when he arrived in Washington 27 years ago.
But one thing the President probably will not tell
his guests about is the frustrations of being a new congressman. He may tell them
not to be discouraged with
the rule that a freshman
should be seen and not
heard. But he won 't tell
them what to do when they
go home after the first year
and the voters ask . how
many bills they passed and
their embarrassing reply
will be: "None. "
J ohnson won't touch on
this , because this involves
one of the sacred rules of
Congress — seniority . It involves the right of one man
who , not by ability but by
living longer nnd coming
from a safe district such
as Mississippi or B rooklyn ,
can outlast his colleagues
and rise to become committee chairman.
IF YOU WANT to gel a
bill passed , therefore , you
have to back-slap and bootlick that chairman. More
important , ynu have to trade
votes — vote the way he
wants you to vote on his
pet projects , in return for
which he 'll give the green
light to yours .
Or you have to bow and
scrape evon to get on his
committee.
Rep. Wilbur
Mills , the charming Arkansas Democrat , who is chairman of the powerful ways
and moans committee nnd
i.s opposed to Medicare ,
will he very careful whom
he lets on hi.s committee .
Ho wants nn liberals who
oppose the A M \ .
President .lolinson wants
to have Medicare passed ,
and would like to see new ,
anti-AMA congressmen on
the Ways and Means Committee. Hut this i.s a sacred
Biibject , which he won 't disOPINION-WI&

cuss at the very pleasant
White House reception tonight .
His freshman guests will
find out the score in a hurry, however , as did a courageous California freshman,
Don Edwards, when he proposed a motion to censure
the would-be vice president,
Rep . William Miller, RN.Y., for making speeches
on a tariff measure affecting Lockport Felt from
which Miller was drawing a
salary. W h e n Edwards
pressed his resolution, two
oldtimers, John Rooney, D.,
wtio comes from safe,
Democratic Brooklyn, and
Chet Holifield , from the
safe Los Angeles suburbs,
warned him he would get
no more bills passed and
would lose out oij . good committee assignments if he
persevered.

EDWARDS WAS fighting
for ethics, was also trying
to help Democratic candidates , including a man
named Johnson. But senior
Democratic members of
Congress urged him to pipe
down. It was more important not to antagonize "the
establishment" than to fight
for ethics on Capitol Hill.
Charley Porter , a livewire youngster from Oregon , learned what it meant
to antagonize the establishment. Waging a campaign
against dictators , he cited

the late dictator of the
Dominican republic, Generalissimo Trujillo , and the
fact that he had given
decorations to various congressmen , including Speaker John McCormack. After
that , Charley got no more
choice assignments nor any
help with his legislation . He
was defeated next time
around.
These are some of the unwritten rules of Congress
which nobody talks about .
Two years ago, the seniority system permitted two
octogenarians, Sen . Carl
Hayden , D.-Ariz., and Clarence Cannon , D-Mo., to hold
up all appropriation bills
for three months because
they wouldn 't agree on
which would walk across
the Capitol to meet the other.
They were pleasant , able
men , but seniority had gone
to their heads.
THE PRESIDENT will mot
tackle this sacred subject
of seniority, first because
he was once part of it , second because he can get his
legislation passed despite it
— whereas a less able and
less persuasive president in
the future can 't, Finally,
some of Lyndon 's old cronies would be involved , and
Lyndon made it very clear
immediately after the election that old cronies, even
when they kick him in the
shins politically, come first.
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"Regarding th e request for decorations for our
forthcoming Husbands ' Night Christmas Tarty, tho
decorations chairman asks that I make the following
announcement: 'PLEASE, no more mistletoe!"'

Bill Merrill' s
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BILL MERRILL'S
By BILL MERRILL
What have you got on your
mind? Whatever it is, it could
be vital to your future. So, let's
explore your mird.
Locked in the cavity of the
ikull is the embodiment of gray
matter that has value to the
individual beyond comprehension. I do not intend to delve
into the amazing aspec t of the
mechanics of thought, and what
the Creator has instilled into
the organism of man to make
the brain function. Let's accept
the obvious and that is , that
along with many other wonderful truths regarding the human
make-up is the fact of thought.
The brain is a willing worker
often tossing off ideas and
thoughts long after an individual has emotionally surrendered to the physical desire to
quit. I mention this because
many good thoughts are discarded because folks have not
understood what to do with
them. I suppose most of us
from time to time have indulged in daydreaming. The things
one daydreams about we believe would be pleasant to experience, only we often submit
to failure before we start, and
thus, few daydreams are ever
experienced.
I HAVE read that what the
mind can conceive, the mind
can achieve. At first , this seemed a little far-fetched , but then,
once I weighed it out, it struck
me. That's right. If you can
conceive a thing mentally and
hook it with a plan to develop
that idea, and persist to the
fulfillment of the plan, that idea
can and will become a reality.
But , it takes initiative and ambition to work out the details
and the determination to accomplish the task, even in the
face of obstacles, and there are
usually obstacles.
Do you know why groups often fail to achieve their ends
and goals? Because the element
of thought has not been coordinated between them. The
church board, school board,
sales force, or what have you,
need to learn the art of thinking together. A negative attitude in any group can cause
failure before a plan is off
the ground. And that negative
attitude is usually born of the
lack of togetherness of thought .
BY THE same token , the
Individual needs to boil his
ideas, dreams and ambitions
born of thought, down to singleness of purpose , and then let
the mind develop on that particular purpose, Trouble is, most
people just don 't realize the
value of their ideas and let
them pass. The next time an
idea hits you, -write it down,
then meditate on it at every
opportunity. Very soon after
you get the idea , begin doing

something about it; develop a
plan, and then pursue it. The
value of that idea , may well
exceed your fondest imagination. But remember, you must
do something about it. Make
the first move immediately and
the idea has a fighting chance

to live. And who knows — that Rome Cracks Down
very idea could prove vital to
your future.
On Sparrow Snipers
Bill Merrill'i "Something
ROME (AP ) - Rome's
to Live By" may be heard
"Operazione
Passero," a citydaily over KWNO at 8:50
wide crackdown on sparrow
a.m.
¦
snipers, ended with 59 persons facing various charges and
an arsenal of confiscated weapXigh School Gets
ons in police hands.
Conscience Lette r
Since Operation Sparrow began a month ago, police, urged
CHEYENNE, Wyo. (AP) — on by the Society for Protection*
Officials at Cheyenne East High of Animals, have seized nine
School received a letter Tues- hunting rifles with telescopic
day. It contained a quarter and sights. 28 air rifles, two air pisa note written in crayon, ob- tols, a gas gun and 1,450 slingviously by a small child.
shots allegedly used for illegal
It read: "I snook into the bird hunting,
)
East-Sidney (basketball game
¦
Saturday night."
Texas has 33 junior colleges.
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TOWNSEND CLUB MEETING
Townsend uub I will raeet if
6 p.m. Friday at West R^,J
tion Cental*. Members are to
bring sandwiches for lunch \
social hour and games will f 0i
•,
low tht meeting.

SEND A GREEIINg

yovton put your hwt into.,,
T^auua()k *t>*4X *H^>"-

benek , president; and Mrs. Harry Czarnowski ,
secretary. The group is admiring decorations
and gift s that were exchanged at the holiday
event. (Daily New* Photo)

NEW OFFICERS . . . Elected at the
^Christmas party and meeting of the Winona Athletic Club Auxiliary were, from left,
Mra. Andrew Rorek, treasurer; Mrs. Arvel
Allred, vice president; Mrs. Raymond Bam-

Mrs. Ra/mond Bambenek New
President of Club Auxiliary

:

tbe Legion Memorial Club. Joyfully singing here are, from
left, David Morse, Mrs. Robert Sexton, Leo C. LaFrance, Mrs.
Hannah Toye, Dr. D. T. Burt, William King, Mn. LaFrance
and Mrs. Ronald Hammond, (Daily News photo)

CAROL SINGERS . . . Members of the American Legion
and its Auxiliary and their spouses joined forces to sing
Christmas carols, following a holiday dinner party and separata meetings of the two organisations Tuesday evening at

Legionnaires , Auxiliary Members
And Spouses Celebrate Christmas
7 Legionnaires, wives and auxiliary members to Leon J. "Wetzel
"Post 9, totaling about 200, dined
en baked ham and "all the trimmings" at the post's annual
Christmas dinner and joint
meeting Tuesday night at the
Legion Memorial Club, and coneluded the evening singing car<As ur the gaily Christmas-dec. orated club.
Serving as chef for the din• ner was Legionnaire John Watembach, assisted by Mr. and
7Mrs. Roy Peterson, Mrs. Milton
<Jreen and the club steward, Joe
Toblocki. Following the meal the
.Brigadaiers, all - girl color
guard,' instructed by Richard
Otto, and the Brigadiers boys'
<irum and bugle marching unit , instructed by Carl Neville,
entertained in the main ball-

room. Attired in their white chairman : and Mrs. Adolph
and yellow uniforms, the color Bremer, membership co-chairguard presented a precision man. Mrs. Bremer urged all
drill and the drum and bugle auxiliary members whose 1965
unit played musical selec- dues are still outstanding to
contact her or Mrs. John Dutions.
The post and auxiliary held gan immediately so that tbe
separate meetings and one of membership quota can be atthe first orders of business for tained by Jan. 1.
the auxiliary was to recognize Upon the recommendation of
and commend the members of the executive board which met
the club Christmas decorating Dec. 4, the auxiliary voted to
committee. Those who helped assume all costs over the $250
"deck the halls " were Messrs. voted by the 40 & 8 to buy
and Mmes. It. V. Hammond, clothing for needy children of
Alvin Beeman, E. G. Callahan, veterans at this Christmas seaWib Helzer and Joe Poblocki, son. Mrs. Honer and Mrs. HanJohn Watembach and Mrs. ey will take charge of processing the children in cooperation
Robert Sexton.
Mrs. Herbert Honer report- with relief agencies.
Auxiliary president, Mrs.
ed receipt of a letter from the
State Department of Public Robert Thaldorf, and secretary,
Weliare requesting a second Mrs. Arthur Dorn, reported on
Crippled Children's clinic to the fall conference in St. Paul
be held here in February. The in November, stressing latest
auxiliary voted unanimously to information about Girls State
sponsor this second clinic, and the Legionville school pawhich will be cc-chairmaned trol camp.
Volunteers were accepted to
by Mrs. Honer and Mrs. Frank
work at the annual Legion chilNottteman.
Reports were heard from dren's party Dec. 18 and the
Mrs. Lyle Haney, child welfare meeting adjourned for joint
chairman; Mrs. Earle Toye, post and auxiliary Christmas
hospital visitor and memorial •caroling.

Columbian Squires j Dakota
Squirettes Plan
Society
Christmas Projects

Rosary
Plans
Yule Meeti nq

C (fa*? 1

INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (Special ) — The Columbian Squires i DAKOTA, Minn. (Special ) '.
and Squirettes of Mary youth j Women of the Rosary Society
^k\ CHRISTMAS ^ groups
are busy with commit- j of Holy Cross Parish are to
CAMS
^k
t
AW tee projects set up at a recent i take note of the change in their
^
*
meeting date and the fact that
meeting.
^K will be a Christm as gatherThey have invited parish
members to give support to a ing. The meeting wQl be Dec.
candy-selling project being con- 17, starting at 7:30 p.m. with a
ducted over the weekend. Pro- Kensington style dinner. Each
ceeds will finance a trip the member is to bring a food to
youths will take in the future.
the table and a 50-cent gift for
The Squires and Squirettes exchange. The dinner will be
will go caroling to local rest preceded by recitation of tlie
homes and hospitals Dec. 16, Rosary in the church. A busiDECORATE WITH
| after meeting at Ss. Peter and ness meeting will follow the dinPaul School at 5:30 p.m. Fol- ¦ ner and exchange of gifts. All
HALO CANDLES
lowing the caroling they •will women of the parish are invitSo perfect - So elegant. Sehave a Christmas party at the ed to attend .
lect from tall tapers , delicate
school , with an exchange of
spirals , color dri p, or fragrantMrs. Keith Redig is in charge
gifts .
ly scented ones in Apothecary
of the treats for students in the
The Squires spiritual com- Saturday religion classes.
Jars.
mit tee will conduct a KeepWelfare chairman, Mrs. Val
Christ-in-Christmas campaign
locally, with advertising and
posters.
953 W. Sth

Hold&iiL
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SEE THE ANNUAL
MODEL RAILROAD SHOW
SUNDAY 2-5 p.m.

!1
—

American autograph collectors generally are willing to pay
more tor George Washington 's
handwriting than that of any
other President.

Former Lewiston
Girl, Norwegian
Husband Go Abroad
LEWISTON. Minn. (Special)
—A former Lewiston girl and
her Norwegian husband sailed
from New York City today for
his home in Vevang per Kristiansund, northern Norway.

Eleva-Strum School s
Set Yule P rograms
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STRETCH SHIRT ;

convenient panel. Uses standard Ainsquipt 36-Hlid« all:» , metal slide magazines. 4-inch f/IJ.6 color-corrected kn«.
Powerful clown-draft blower cooling system. Easy U> own.

WAVELAND BEAUTY SHOP }
f
i 14*1 Weit Fifth Streot
Phon* 3194
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Protein Waves - - $7.25 1 If s easy to see why this i« the greatest TMhie vrtr offered
{ R«g.
$14.00
,1| in • slidte projector . It's the smallest, lightest, most com£
pact 50O-watt projector on the market. Shows both 36
and super slides. Easy t o uxe with famousAirequipt
I
Lanolin & Creme Waves $8.00 { mm.
semi-nutomatic changing mechaniHm. All controls on on*
fi"

I
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fr Reg. $12,50

Each
O
r
only *»v (25 or mor»)
Envelop** INCLUDED at
No Extra Charot !

ELEVA-STRUM , Wis. (Special) - Strum Grade School
will have its Christmas program
Monday at 8:15 p.m. and Eleva
Grade School Dec. 17 at 8 p.m.
Dec. 18 will be the last day
of school in the Eleva-Strum
District before Christmas vacation. Classes will resume Jan.
4.

MR. AND MRS. Anders Vevang Jr., are aboard the Bergensfjord. Mrs. Vevang is the
floor-length sheath gowns of slipformer Margaret Siebenaler, Miss Mary Randall ji per satin in olive green, gold and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alex
! orange. They wore matching
Siebenaler. They wer« married Weds Mr. Fennell
pillbox hats with veils. Their
Sept. 5 at St. Stephen's Catholic
flowers were rust and yellow
From
New
York
City
j
Chunch, Minneapolis.
mums.
Vevang came to the U.S. as! LA CRESCENT, Minn. (SpeA dinner was held at the De
i
an exchange student in April,;
Fredrick i Jarlais Dinner Club and a recial)
—
Mr.
and
Mrs.
1963, under the auspices of the ;
; ception for 150 guests was held
University of Minnesota. Hej Fennell are at home at 1441 at the American Legion Club, La
worked nine months at the Rus- j Overing Street, Bronx, New Crosse. They left for a wedding
sell Church farm near Minne- 1 York, following their wedding trip to their home in New York.
sota City and studied three Nov. 28 in the Church of the The groom is employed by the
months at the unrtfersity's agcity of New York. ricultural college in St. Paul. He Crucifixion here. Rev. - Thomas
The bride was graduated from
had worked at Bachmann's Fitzgerald performed the cere- Aquinas High School, La Crosse,
Greenhouse and Nursery in! mony. The Children's Choir sang ¦ and was employed at the De
Minneapolis since March.
i the Mass.
: Jarlais Supper Club.
After secondary school he at' Prenuptial entertaining was
,
tended agricultural and com- THE BRIDE is the former
by Mme§T Gilbert Wolf and
mercial schools in his home ! Miss Mary Randall, daughter of Sheri,
Adolph Waldero and NorRandal),
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nathan
country and spent 16 months in'
man Nelson.
La Crescent, and the groom is
the Norwegian army.
the *on of Fredrick Fennell,
MRS. VEVANG is a graduate Bronx, New York, and the late
of Good Counsel Academy of ] Mrs, Fennell.
Mankato , Minn., and Winona | Mrs. Bruce Michalke, sister
State College the first quarter ; of the bride, was matron of honOIL TREATED
this year. She was a member j or and Miss Shari Wolf was
of Kappa Delta Pi and feature bridesmaid. Mary Boma was
editor of the "Winonan," ccl- |junior bridesmaid for her aunt.
| Bruce Michalke was best man
lege paper.
A Pirfect, Controllablt,
Following practice teaching s.t and Daniel Patterson was
Solid Fuel
St. Charles this fall she and her ' groomsman. James Patterson,
husband visited his relatives in; and Raey Ross, La Crosse, were
Seattle , Wash., and San Fran- ! ushers.
j The bride, given in marriage
cisco, Calif.
$1.00 Discount, 3 Tom or Mora
by her father , wore a floorKIRALS HAVE GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Chappell , length gown of peau de soie emCharleston, S.C., have returned broidered with lace and seed
home after visiting here with pearl* and fashioned with a
Mrs. Chappell 's parents, Mr. chapel train. Her silk veil was
and Mrs. John Kiral, 521 Grand held by a crown of crystal and
pearls. She carried a cascade
"Clta n to Handlo . . .
St.
bouquet of yellow roses.
Clean to Burn "
Niedbalski, aided by Mmes.
v-^
HER
ATTENDANTS
were
In
George Bilskemper, Paul Plapp
and Anthony Foegen and Mssrs.
George Bilskemper and Val
Niedbalski, packed clothing for
the Thanksgiving Drive, Friday
of last week. Clothing this year
was of excellent quality and the
number of articles about the
same as that of last year. E. H.
Trocinski was instrumental in
making delivery of the parcels
to the terminal.
JJUU u uuuJUUULTJ j UUUHUUUUJ ufjoiraj

Priced For Christmas Giving

IftE-7 "

New officers were elected, ! Appointed to the kitchen comgifts were exchanged and dona- mittee were Mmes.- Peter Kutions were made to Christmas las, Josephine Breza and Edprojects at the holiday meeting ward Kleinschmidt. Mrs. Stella
of the Winona Athletic Club Chick was re-appointed welfare
chairman. Mrs. Lawrence JasAuxiliary Monday evening.
One hundred members of the zewski and Mrs. A. T. Wiczek
group met in the Athletic Club will audit the books.
During the business meeting
where Christinas decorations
added a festive air, as the wom- conducted by the retiring president, Mrs. Henry Glaunert,
en sang Christmas carols.
Mrs. Raymond Bambenek was the . members voted to donate
elected president; Mrs, Arvel $5 each to the Goodfellows and
Allred, vice president; Mrs. An- to Christmas Seals. Mrs. George
drew Rozek, treasurer, and Mrs. Lubinski was welcomed as a
Harry Czarnowski, secretary. new member.
The -late of officers was pre- Special prizes were won by
sented by Mrs. Virgil Ramm Mrs. Chick and Mrs. Gertrude
and Mrs. Walter Banicki, nom- i Chuchna. Party chairmen were
inating committee. Mrs. Jerome Mmes. Clarence Chuchna, HarRozefe will Install the new offi- ry Smocke, Kleinschmidt and
Frances Hamerski.
cers in January.
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SHOP TONIGHT TIL 9

WHAT A WAY TO GLOW FOR THE
HOLIDAYS ! COLORFtlL PANDORAS,
A.

niNaurr

NECK PANDORA PULLOVER

IW SHAKER KNIT . BA CK-ZIPPED TO^KEEP
FROM MUSSING HER HAIR, IN \rVHITE,
CITRON YEU-OW, BLUE , PINK. 36-40.

ft.9S

¦. TRADITIONAL CLASSIC

CARDIGAN
EVERYONE WANTS IN SEVERAL COLORS.
STYLED BY PANDORA IN SHETLAND

TYPE WOOL . SNOWFLAKER WHITE ,
RED . NAVY . BLACK , BROW
N, 36- 40.

'

7.»B

™U ARK INVITKD TO
CHANOK IT

SHOP TONIGHT TIL 9
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Bethel 8, Job's Daughters
Elects Miss Neumann Queen
Miss DeAnn Neumann was
elected honored queen of Bethel
B, International Order of Job's
Daughters, at a meeting of tbe
group Monday evening at the
Masonic .Temple . Presiding during the election was Miss Susan
Fried , retiring honored queen.
Other new officers are: Cindy
hammer, senior princess ; Susan

Halo Benders
At Kellogg Is Busy Group
KELLOGG , Minn. (SpeciallThe Halo Benders Catholic
Youth Society of St. Agnes Parish , Kellogg, met recently to
select committees to work on
holiday events and projects.
Patricia Deming, president , conducted the meeting.
Chosen to help with refreshments for the group's Christmas
party Dec. 20 were David Granw, Gerald Hawley, Barbara
Kennebeck and Joann Deming.
Assigned to the entertainment
committee were John Arens,
Peter Tentis , Patricia Deming
and Carol Hall. Members may
oring guests to the party .
Committee members assisting
with the Christmas Crib and
treea arrangements in t h e
church are Ralph Hager , David
Graner , Gerald Hawley, Peter
Tenlis, Patricia McDonough ,
Mary Collier, Barbara Kenneocck and Patricia Deming.
The Halo Benders have a religious display in the parish hall
of gift articles which can be
purchased after both the 8 and
10 a.m. Masses each Sunday
during Advent. Breakfast is also
lerved after the Masses.
The youth group is sponsoring
¦
volunteer baby-sitting program during these Masses each
Sunday.

Godsey, junior princess ; Jane
Deedrick , guide ; and Rosalind
Snell , marshal.
Tickets were given members
for the DeMolay-Job's Daughters dance Friday from H p.m.
to midnight at the Temple. It
is sponsored by tbe Winona Area
Shrine Club.
It was announced that a fathers and daughters banquet will
be held preceding the Dec. 21
meeting, " for which special entertainment is being planned .
' Three Coins in a Fountain "
was the theme chosen for the
Job's Daughters ' formal dance
Dec. 30, when Jerry Van 's Orchestra will play. Tickets are
on sale by JD members and Sue
Godsey is general chairman.
Germain* Lauer will be in
charge of the check room and
refreshments.
The girls have completed
Christmas tray favors for the
children at Shriners' Hospital
for Crippled Children in Minneapolis and for patients at Winona Community Memorial Hospital.
Announcement was made that
a proficiency study will be held
Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
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by the
cooperation
oi a famous New York Diamond J ewelry Designer
and Manufacturer. This is an opportunity without
parallel . . . a select ion of diamonds ancLdiamond
jewelry equaled only in the largest and finest jewe lry
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stores in the country. Timely, too, for Christmas
Gift-Giving or other Gift Occasions.

Diamond Engagement
Rj ngs . . . . . . . . . . f rom

1

This showing

J

*

WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP
LEWISTON , Minn. (Special )The Women 's Fellowship of the
Lewiston Church of the Brethren
will meet for a Christmas supper party Thursday, at 7 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Harold
Cady. There will be a gift exchange.

j f^

made possible

For Expert Hair Styling . . .
PHONE 5661

$50.00

§

$30.00

\
|

Diamond Dinne r and
...
from
Cocktail Rings

$65.00

1
I

Diamond Necklace
Pendants

/
/

1
1

Diamond Wedding and
Guard Rings ..... from

Diamond Men 's
Finger Rings
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$80.00
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CENTER
BEAUTY SHOPPE
Op«n Mon. A Thun.

I
'l * p.m.
All Day Saturday!.
422 Cartor St.

Mrs. Putnam
Feted on Birthday
WEAVER , Minn. (Special) The Neighborhood Ladies met
with Mrs. Wallace Putnam Friday in observance of her 77th
birthday. The self-invited guests
brought food with them for a
noon dinner. Mrs. Putnam received cards and gifts .
In the evening Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Schultz and daughter ,
Bonnie, and Janie Leison came
for the birthday celebration
also.

f

Many Atfend FC
Homemakers -Fair
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. —
More than 140 women attended
the Buffalo County Homemakers
Fair here Saturday and saw
Miss Jane Comings, ADA home
economist, demonstrate the uses
of cheeses.
She explained how to make
cheese appetizers, cheese and
beef barbecues, a cheese salad
and a cheese dessert.
An auction was held and
Christmas cookies were served.

"IRMA LA DOUCE"
WAS THE QUEEN
OF PARIS . . .
POLLY ADLER WAS
THE MADAM OF
NEW YORKI
•
THIS IS FOR ADULTS.
NO ONE UNDER 16
UNLESS WITH AN ADULT.
•

ORNAMENT SHOWER
TAYLOR , Wis. (Special) —
Each member is expected to
bring an ornament for the
church Christmas tree to the
meeting of the Taylor American
Lutheran Church Women Tuesday evening. The group will
meet at the church at ft p.m..
Members of Martha Circle will
have charge of the decorating
and Ruth Circle members will
be hostesses. The "oranment
shower" is planned to cut
down expenses of buying needed decorations.
LA LEC11E LEAGUE
The monthl y meeting of the
La Leche League will be held
at the Guildhall of Central
Methodist Church at «:30 p.m..
Thursday. There will be an informal get-together , with lunch
Berved. Anyone interested is invited to attend.

SHELLY
WINTERS
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Quantities ar« limited on these special priced ditimondt — so ACT NOW.
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tion of his service* in maintaining Sylvan Park In Lanesboro.
Mayor Robert Gosselin made
the presentation.
¦
LEwfSTON, Minn . (SpeciaDMiss Carleen F. Stincshower,
Marshalltown , Iowa, and Gerald
E. Hook were married Monday
by Justice of the Peace Harold
A. Selvig.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Randall
ST. PAUL (AP) — The wife
were witnesses.
¦
of Sen. Eugene McCarthy, DMinn., has returned to WashLanesboro Man Cited ington after several days in a
St. Paul hospital for a checkup
LANESBORO, Minn. (Spe- and rest.
cial) — Mr. and Mrs. Daniel The senator's office said Mrs.
Hennessy were special guests at Abigail McCarthy had entered
the annual Commercial Club the hospital Dec. 1 at her docChristmas dinner party Mon- tor 's suggestion. She was reday night. Mr. Hennessy was leased last Saturday and returnpresented a watch in apprecia- ed to Washington Monday.

Lewiston Justice
Rushford Women
To Hear Missionary Marries Couple
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
—Miss Joyce Benston , a former
area girl who is a missionary
from Ecuador , will be the guest
speaker at a meeting Thursday
evening of the Rushford Federated Women 's Club.
The group will meet at 8 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. George
Himlie.

Blair MNC Club
Sets Yuie Party .

SANTA'S^HELPER . . . Marita Wolf
hands a Christmas gift to Miss Rose Schettler,
second from left, at the festive holiday dinner party of Winona Business and Professional Women 's Club Tuesday evening at

Hotel Winona. Others admiring the tables of
exchange gifts are, Mrs. M. J. Fleming, left ,
who was speaker of the evening, and Miss
Alma Kemp. (Daily News photo )

Child at BPWC Dinner Party

DORCAS YULE SUPPER

BLAIR, Wis. ( Special) — Mrs.
Don Huibregtse will \e hostess to Music, N eedlework and
Culture Club members for their
Christmas party at 1:30 p.m.
Friday.
Mrs. William Weiss, E a u
Claire, will present a Christmas
musical miniatures program.
Members are asked to attend
promptly at the special time ,
instead of 2:15 p.m., to accommodate the guest speaker , the
hostess said.
The club women will bring
gifts to exchange.

PORTABLE
TV
$99,95

. ROBB S
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SILVER LINK LODGE
FOUNTAIN CITY , Wis. (Special) — Members of Silver Link
Rebekah Lodge 144 here will
have their annual Christmas
party at the IOOF Lodge Hall
Tuesday, preceded by a dinner
at the Golden Frog Supper Club
at 6 p.m. All members are requested to bring 50-cent exchange gifts and 10-cent game
prizes.
¦
The Wright Brothers tested a
foil-supported boat in 1907.

LEWISTON , Minn. (Special)Dorcas Society of St. John 's
. Lutheran Church will have a
potluck Christmas supper at the
Christmas c a r o l s , lo-vely ternational Congress Reserve school auditorium Thursday ,
Christmas poems and a story, Fund and to continue the "2 starting at 7:30 p.m. Husbands
and a little six-year-old girl who ' Cents Worth" giving to the five and other guests are being inassisted Santa Claus in the dis- ( national projects, which include vited.
tribution of gifts to the mem- ; the Chinese Nursing Fund , the
bers, were the highlights of the favorite project of the Winona
December dinner meeting of the ' Club. This fund has provided a
Winona Business and Profession- home, for the nurses, aided in
al Women's Hub Tuesday even- their training, and now is seting at the Hotal Winona. Din- ting up a dormitory in memory
ner was preceded by a Christ- of Dr. Minnie Moffat who bemas prayer devotion given by gan this project many years
ago. The dormitory in Taiwan
Miss Sadie Marsh.
wiU house 180 nurses when comTHE PROGRAM was divided pleted.
. Into three sections , each in
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members that Christmas is es- A social hour of cards folsentially a children's holiday, lowed the business session.
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' and a time of reminiscence to
the older members of children Mabel Teacher
telling of the Infant Saviour and
the joy He brought to the world. At Convention
Mrs. Werra also directed the
•„ members ' in the singin g of a MABEL, Minn. - Miss Lorraine Kingstad , home economic
t group of familiar carols.
^A\
Miss Alma Kemp, chairman teacher at Mabel High School . ^A\ Often , there's no reason to. Do two things.
First, see your doctor. Then if you
of the friendship committee, in- lis attending the 58th annual ^H
^H
need a hearing aid , see a Benson's qualified ,
troduced Mrs. M. J. Fleming, I American Vocational Associa- ^A\
^B
guest speaker, who reviewed "A J tion convention in Minneapolis ^W
thoroughly trained hearing aid consultant.
BB
this
week.
or
at
!
Partridge in a Pear Tree" by
your homeland
In,his office
^A\
Mil
Neville Braybook , which con- She is one of 4 ,000 vocational,
without obligation. Ask him to explain
Bfl
tains 195 tributes to the Infant technical educators throughout ¦fl
fully why there 's no risk when you
BB
Jesus. She read "Christmas Day the United States in session in ¦H
— A Family Sitting." by Meade the various sectional meetings ¦flj
buy from Benson 's.
flB
Faulkner, who was headmaster being conducted.
¦H • Choice of various models to fit different hearing
BBJ
at Oxford from 1850 to about Miss Kingstad is secretaryneeds • 10-day money-back guarantee—you hear
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1890; "Three Kings" by John treasurer of the National Vocabetter er you don't pay • Warranteed for two years
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tional
Homemaking
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—unlimited free consultation and replacement or
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derful story by O'Hcnry, of' 'The Section of the AVA.
repair of defective parts • Choice of payment terms
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Gifts of the Magi ."
.ADVENT PROGRAM!
MRS . J. I . Van Vranlien ,
I SEE OR CALL A BENSON'S CONSULTANT SOONH
assisted by Marita and Miss I ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) ,
Members
of
the
Ruth
circle
Kemp, distributed gifts ex- j
changed by the members. "Mrs. ' of the Lutheran Church WomE v a , Ferguson , decorations en of Faith Lutheran Church ,
chairman , Had carried out the j rural Ettrick , will present an
*> theme of the season with red Advent program for the Luthsleighs filled with goodies , and er League Sunday at 8 p.m.
attractive table trees. Hotel Wi- Mrs . Aklred Sexe is the chairnona added j mother festive man. Ho.st.s will be Messrs. and
100 EXCHANGE BLDG.
PHONE 2554
touch with an individual gi ft to ; Mmes . Aldred Sexe , Leonard
Sexe and (J arven Borreson ,
each person at the dinner.
WINONA , MINN.
Miss Rose Schettler , president ;in<l Miss Ida Herreid. Lunch j
of the club , presided at the lj rief |will be served and the public 1 60-Y EAR REPUTATION FOR QUALITY S ERVICE
business session. She read tho has been invited .
Christmas message from the
Nati onal President , "TTnWliy M .
Ford. Plans were discussed for
member contribut ions lo the In-

Adds to Meaning of Holiday

Mrs. McCa rthy
Hospita lized for
Checkup, Rest

that a friend bo hired as a dou
hie.
Pink said he met this and other demands - until It became
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Actor apparent Mature had no intenVictor Mature has been accused tion of working.
in a $L ,l#,000 damage suit of
falsely representing that he inARVIN BIG 1MNCH
tended to work in a movie in
order to get a free trip to Europe.
Producer Sidney Pink , who
filed the suit in Los Angeles
Monday, alleges Mature accepted a round-trip ticket with the
understanding he was to report
to Madrid last July 8. The complaint says that when Mature
arrived in France, he went on to
V A S HARDWARE
London . He finally was induced
574 E. 4th St. Phont- 4007
debut
Madrid
in
up
to show
manded , the producer claimed

Vic Mature Sued
For $1,175,000
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Why give up hearing during
the best years of your life?
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and altogether great!
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Sty les like these are their " own reason for being, "
of
but when you find
beauty
line, magnificence of fabric ,

\ 'I

luxury of comfort crafted in such a manner
,hat

'* P1-0"1' 581 *uper-long life and super-great
. then it 's reason for cheersi What more
perfect time for this choice than now when
you can start enjoying the beauty of a "new" room for
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It's
Christon us
Gift Time at
Togs 'fi Toys
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A new machine designed by Husqvarna for all practical sewing
at a sensible price!
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Stocking Gaps

Wonderfully wa rm loo-;, nui< nine washable »rlon in smart
jnc qiiard patterns , Sizes .small
Hits ;t}»es 4 to fi> , medium i fits
a«cs 7 to 12) .

$3.00

Togs 'n Toys

jor Girls a ml Boj/.v
Mh And Main
Phone 2697

Full - surfaced automatic . . .
tanflle-proof hook , . . Swedis h
steel . . . plui many m- • <• .
citing featu res in this new ma-
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Winona Sewing Machine Co.
551 Huff Street

Phono 9348
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Make It A Merry Christmas
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All Through the House ...
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Shopping Is a Joy Here! G^ \*^
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Justice Explains Little Joe Rocket Space Administration officials I vehicle away in the mock emerthe test a milestone in i gency.
this nation's bid to put men on Range officials set out to reTests Moon Ship termed
Redisricting
ttie^fhoon by 1970.
| cover the spaceship, which was ;
WHITE SANDS MISSILE The 340,(WO-pound-thrust rock- to descend about 6V4 miles from i
RANGE , N.M. (AP)-A Little et was knocked off course by a ' the launch pad.
i
At La Crosse
¦
Joe 2 rocket hurled a dummy ground signal about 37 seconds
'
moonship

skyward Tuesday in after launch , at an altitude of FIBKRITE OFFICER
LA CROSSE, Wis. - State Supreme Court Justice Nathan S. nn apparentl y successful test of about 31 ,000 feet/
i Donald W. Schmanskl is vice ,
H e f f e r n n n said Tuesday the launch escape system for
The 155,000-pound thrust es-' president of research and devel- '
that "rule by the majority en- proposed moonflight astronauts. cape motors then ignited and op ment for aerospace products
i
visions not only equal access to National Aeronautics and pulled the dummy moonship at Fiberite , Inc.
the polls, but also equal weight
in the count , and equal effect
in the ultimate result ."
Heffernan said that recent decisions by the U.S. Supreme
Court and the Wisconsin SuSreme Court on reapportionment
ave recognized this and have
done something about it .
"The d e c i s i o n s affording
equal representation in the state
legislature and in Congress have
guaranteed to each citizen an
equal voice in the -vital decisions which affect us all ," he
continued.
FIRM—GOLDEN—YELLOW
)
Heffernan was appointed to '
the high tribulan by Gov. John
W. Reynolds and is seeking a
10-year term in the spring election.
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. by teaspoonfult) or shape dough into 1-inch bulls
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tops of cookies with remaining M&M' a Plnin Ohoc-
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PURE

OLIVES

BLACK PEPPER

FOLGER'S

CHARMIN

°;
°' 59c

—

1£ 33c

,(5 °r $129 COFFEE

INSTANT COFFEE

NESCAFE

Toilet Tissue

2-lb. $145
Can

CORN

>
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12^0,1.98*
CHEF BOY-AR-DEE
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Mayonnaise 59 | JS& *\*
NSTANT

Pizza Pie Mix
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BETTY CROCKER
FAMILY SIZE
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Figure Skates
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COOKING OIL
Quart 49c
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WABASHA, Minn. - At the
quarterly meeting of the Wabasha County board of the American Cancer. Society this week ,
Mrs. M. G. Mahle, education
chairman , announced that 16
NEW CROP , MOIST
millimeter films are available )
for group showings.
Information on the free films
may be secured from Mrs .
Mahle or any member of the
ALL-PURPOSE CORTLAND
society board.
Mrs. William Wallerich, Lake
City , is new county memorial
chairman. The society announced that more persons are sending memorial contributions to
FRESH ROASTED DAILY IN OUR STORE!
cancer research. Such memorial gifts may be sent to Mrs.
Wallerich. An acknowledgement
will be sent to the family by
the American Cancer Society.
SALTED IN THE SHELL ALSO AVAILABLE
Although about 43,000 die in
the U.S . ol lung cancer annually, much is being done in reSMOOTH, CLEAN
search and cure, Mrs . Mahle
said. Today more than a million people are living who have
been cured of cancer. It is important to have periodic medi- )
i
—.—
— »—
————^—¦-^—^——¦
cal examinations — every docNORTHERN WISCONSIN
tor's office is a primary detection center for cancer, said
Mrs . Mahle.
The meeting was held at the
new home of Dr. and Mrs.
Mahle on Sand Prairie.
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CAB Dismisses
North Central
Plea for Funds

WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
Civil Aeronautics Board has dismissed a petition by North Central Airlines for a $117 ,360 increase in its 1964 subsidy to
cover the estimated economic
impact of doubling daily service
at Worthington , Minn.
The CAB said North Central
did not seek reassessment of its
system - wide subsidy need but
asked only for an adjustment related to increasing Worthington's service from one round
trip to two round trips daily.
This is "a schedule change
within the control of management" and is no basis for a subsidy increase, the board said.
It noted that North 'Central
made no claim that its annual
subsidy payments of $7,859,000
failed to meet its need, including a fair return on investment.
"Nowhere does North Central
assert or even suggest that its
anticipated profits, after including a second round-trip to
Worthington, will be reduced to
the point where they are inade''
quate," the CAB said.

WASHINGTON (AP ) — President Johnson told Monday night
of some whi spered advice he
had received from I ho First
Lady.
At a While House dinner honoring British Prime Minister
Harold Wilson , Johnson said :
"I had some very special advice , Mr. Prime Ministe r , just a
few minutes before you arrived.
My wife whispered in my ear as
wc were coming out to greet
you this morning, she said,
'Dear, this Is judgment day and
be sure you use plenty of It. "
"I have tried to follow her
advice. "
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Johnson Gets
Good Advice

Now Many Wear
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LONDON (AP) - Britain
plans to ask its allies in the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization to endorse an economy reduction in tho 51,000-man Rhine
army it maintains in West Germany, political sources said
Monday night.
British and West Gorman officials were meeting today to discuss the cost of (he force, which
takes $23B million of Britain 's
scarce foreign exchange each
year.
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Britain Wants
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Leaders of the Democratic Study
Group, an organization of House
liberals, are backing sweeping
changes in party and House
rules and procedures.
In general, the changes would
strengthen the hand of the party
leadership and the majority of
the House as against committee
chairmen. At least one might
help President Johnson's proposal for medical care for the
aged to win House approval.
This recommendation would
revise the party makeup on
House committees to' reflect
Democratic election
gains
which gave it 68 per cent of the
House.
The Ways and Means Committee, which has been the graveyard of the Sncial Security
health program in the House,
has remained at a 3-2 ratio ;
now, 15 Democrats and 10 Republicans. The division has been
so close that a shift of one or
two votes might make the difference.
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Construction
Outlook Good

By SAM DAWSON
AP Buslnesi Newi Analyst
NEW YORK (AP)-Winter 's
first onslaughts may be putting
i crimp on construction here
and there but not in the industry 's confidence that still another good year lies ahead.
Construction poured about 562
billion into the economy in 1963,
and in the fi rst 11 months of this
year was .running 6 per cent
ahead of that.
Once feared as a possible;
drag on 1965's economic growth
because of. a slowdown, in home
building, construction in general
now is billed to add at least a
moderate lift next year.

Housing account* for about
one-third of the total and may
be less than spectacular. Many
elements in the'other two-thirds
continue to boom.
Census Bureau figures for
November show actual construction, figured at a seasonally adjusted annual rate, running
at $65.6 billion, ahead of both
October 1964 and November
1963.
This helps offset the pessimism generated by the October
reports of another statistic , conawards. These had
tract
dropped 7 per cent from a year
ago, . largely because of the
sharpest decline of this year in
the residential field.

STANDARD

OENWS THE MENACE

BIO GEORGE

school building, manufacturing
plants. Plans have been announced for expansion in all
three fields.
Office building has topped out
in some regions, continues at a
fast pace in others. For the nation as a whole, office building
may stay around this year's
rate — far from a drag on the
economy, but still no boost.
And the utilities should spend
more for expansion because
Americans go right on talking
more on the phone and using
more electricity and gas.
Much of the slowdown has
been charged to overbuilding in
some communities , and largely
in apartment houses where vacancy rates.have been rising.
All of this is expected, to
change in the next few years as
the many who were born in the
middle and late '40s become
young adults and move, first
into apartments, and then into
homes of their own.
But next year, if construction
is to help the economy grow , the
accent will be more on spending
by federal , state and local governments, and - expansion by
industries. The climb from the
$55 billion of 1961 to the current
annual rate of «5 billion is expected to continue.

Contract award s point ahead
and any drop if prolonged is
disturbing. But economists point
out that other forward-looking
signs are- good. Spending ( for
several other forms, of construction seem sure to rise.

foot tree may take as much as a i
quart of water dally to keep it I
freah and fire-resistant after it
is first brought indoors.

from domestic forests and plantations, but about 850,000 will be
cut in national forests.
The department said a six-
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At the Foot of Sugar Loaf Hill
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SHOP THE EA.SY WAY — READ THE ADS FIRST
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a Red Snapper

WASHINGTON (AP) - About
46 million Christmas trees will
add glitter to the American holiday season this year, the Agriculture Department predicts.
These include new highways ,
Most of the trees will come
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Girl liWill
Rejoin Mother
In Poland

HARTFORD , Conn. (AP ) — A
!;irl'3 love for her mother and
ather has triumphed over that
for her/adopted land.
Henla Wysocki, 13, who ran
¦way rather than return to Poland with her parents, has
decided to join them.
The pretty , flaxen-haired seventh-grader left Hartford by
train Sunday for Quebec. Today she'll sail alone on the
Polish liner Batory to be with
her parents in a Warsaw suburb
by Chriatmaa.
The Batory Ii the same ihlp
that took her distraught parents
- Leon, 43, and Jadwiga, 40 —
back to Poland Nov. 13.
Wysocki spent t\v" sleepless
daya looking for the giri after
she disappeared Nov. 11 from
their home, She ia the Wysockis' only
child. Two younger brothers
died of illness in Poland before
the family came here in late
1961.
With $2,000 invested in ship
tickets, the Wysockis finally
decided to sail as scheduled and
leave Henia's welfare in the
hands of relatives.

Services Still
Can't Agree on
One Belt Buckle

WASHINGTON (AP) - Three
years ago today, the chief of the
newly created Defense Supply
Agency bearaetT-'at reporters
and announced his first victory
In a campaign to end wasteful
buying practices by the armed
services. ,
Folding his arms contentedly,
Lt. Gen. Andrew T. McNamara
said he had decreed that all the
armed services should standardize on a single belt buckle
design and that it would be
made of black coated metal.
As It turned out , McNomara's
victory claim was a bit premature.
Since then, the general has
retired from the Army , his
place in DSA has been taken by
a Navy admiral — and the allservice belt buckle still isn't a
reality .
There are those who believe it
may never be.
The Defense Supply Aegncy
was one of Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara 's earliest
ideas for saving millions of dollars.
Me hopes to do this by combining the purchasing of thousands of items used by all the
services — clothing, foods, auto
parts , and many others. The
aim; To eliminate duplication of
efforts , sometimes even competition among the services for
the same thing.
After creating DSA in late
1?)61 , the secretary appointed
fien . McNamara — no relative
- to head the new agency. The
genera) was once the Army 's
• liief quartermaster.
One of the flint queNtlons to
confron t the general was this
one; Why .should the services
use different kinds of bell buckles?
Army, Navy and Air Korce
men wore gold or silver ones.
They were less expensive than
the metal buckles favored by
•he Marines .
The Marine buckle was said
lo come in handy opening beer
bottles , but it wasn 't this feature that miide it more expensive. DSA said the relatively
high cost of the Marine buckle
was traceable to Its heavy copper content.
So Oen. McNamara stepped
in and handed down his unification ruling.
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DEAR ABBY:

You Just Can 't
Trap This One
By ABIGAIL VAl^ BUREN
I am a divorcee a« with tw>
children
neiH !r attractive.
M »i
L
andJ am considered
About
a year ago I snotted an
eligible bachelor in tow, so 1 moved into hia a^artSbuild"
ing hoping to make h s acquaintance. I made his acquaintasce all right but that s about all. He says hello pleasantly
when we meet in the hall , but I've never been able to get
him into my apartment. I teleohoned him nn. «,«mi„ n .«
tell him my bedroom window waa stuck
(it really was) so he sent a janit or up with
a hammer. He's not going" with anybody
special and he's not a goody-goody because
I ve seen him entertain women in his apartment. None of them is as attractive as I
How can I get him interested without having it look like I'm chasing him? GETTING NOWHERE
DpAR

BY

DEAR GETTING : It's not easy to
chase a min without having it "look
like" you 're doine what vou 're rfnint»
Pace it. He 's not interested in you. And
ABBY
any more moves in his direction will make your scheming
so obvious that he's apt to hide when he sees you coming.
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DEAR ABBY: I was one of nine children in a very poor
family so I had to quit school in the 6th .grade. I always
wanted to get a better education but I never had the chance.
I feel so bad when my 8th grade son asks me to help him with
his homework and I am too dumb to help him. M y husband
can 't help him either , as he never got through the 7th grade
himself. I asked around and found out there is a night school
for grownups. I could go four nights a week from 6 to 8.
My husband laughed at me and said he never heard of a
32-year-old woman going back to school . My heart is broken.
Please tell me what to do,
WANTS TO LEARN
DEAR WANTS : Your husband should quit laughing
long enough to learn a f ew things. Adult education has
been a lifesaver to many who have decided to complete
their educations in their 40's , 50's and 60's. You are to be
commended.
DEAR ABBY: I live in a very nosy neighborhood . Yesterday, the woman next door ran to her window the minute
she heard a car pull up in front of my house. I saw her
peeking through her Venetian blinds. And she saw me, too.
Then she called me on the phone and said , "I didn 't mean
to be nosy. I just wanted to see who it was, and by the
way, I didn 't recognize him. Who WAS he?" Another neighbor stopped me in front of my house and said she had heard
I was collecting Social Security and she was curious to know
If I got it by the month or by the week and how much was it.
I have always minded my own business and have never
seen the equal of such nerve. I am not able to cope with it.
FLABBERGASTED
What do you suggest?

W r r tpJ

I

2 * $l.39

DEAR MRS. H.: If you don 't want people who "bring
their children ," don 't invite people who "bring their
children ."
Troubled? Write to ABBY , Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped , self-addressed
envelope.

Boy, 10, Takes
Car on Freeway
WESTMINSTER , Calif. (API
— Whoever said experience ia
the best teacher had it all wrong
— at least in youn g Stephen
Dugmanies' case.
Stephen , 10, took his first
driving lesson — solo — Monday . He drove to his aunt' s
home in Pacoima , Calif., 62
miles away, police said.
That , by itself , is a considerable accomplishment , as-i-any
veteran truck driver would admil . Stephen , however , look the
joy ride during the peak traffic
rush hour , navigating a long
dis ' ancc on the San Diego Freeway.

her 17-year-old son drive Stephen home — to a severe greeting.

Stephen, who stands only 4
feet 9 inches , sits considerably
less, and can barely peep out of
the windshield of his parents '
1964 compact car , officers said.
Police ^said apparently no one
paid any attention to the boy as
he drove through the heavy
traffic , but Southern California
traffic is like that — everyone i.s
intent on one thing, getting
there, and fast.
Investigators said Stephen 's
mother wns told to bring him to
The freeway speed limit I K R5 the station , probably for a lechad
miles an hour. Stephen 's speed ture. They said Stephen
encountered
already
probably
was not determined.
one lecture — one he's still
Police learned of the trip from smarting over.
a neighbor , who reported at 11:15
a.m, he had seen the boy drivThe general use of 0 and Mac
ing around the neighborhood.
Police contacted his mother , in Irish family names dates
Mrs, Joseph Dugmanies, who buck to the period of King Brian
nni d that she diin 't know what Horu in the 11th Century . The 0
means of; Mac means son of.
had gotten into the boy.
Two hours later , officers said, Names beginning with de and
Slephen showed up at his mint' s Fitz derive from the Norman
home, Bernico Watts , after she conquest of Ireland in the 12th
recovered from the .shock, Century, Fitz me» ns son of and
railed Westminster , then had de means of .
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DEAR FLABBERGASTED : Go on minding your own
business and ignore those who insist on helping you do it.
DEAR ABBY : How can my husband and I invite friends
for dinner, but tactfully ask them not to bring their children?
Abby , we love children, and have three of our own, but we
never drag them along to the homes of friends when we
are invited for dinner. Would it be rude if I said specifically
please to leave their children at home? MRS. H. IN ONTARIO
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HODER FOUR TH TO COP HONORS IN FIVE GAMES

Redmen Win Has Wiltgen Smiling

straight victory against an opening-game loss to Stout and will
send the Redmen into the MIAC
opener at Macalester Saturday
under a full head of steam.
• Any rebounding problems
the Redmen had in their earlyseason tests was forgotten as
the group swept the boards at
both ends, coming up with 41
ricochets.
• The shooting, both from
outside and inside, sizzled under
"a 24-for-52 barrage that netted
the team a 46.2 percentage.
And then there were the two
biggest reasons:
• Sophomore center George
Hoder rapped home 24 points to
become the fourth Redman to
capture team honors in five
games.
• When St, Norbert went into
a combination zone and man-toman defense in the first half ,
JWiltgen was convinced his team
had as much background as it
could hope for prior to league
activity.
"That's one thing that really
Page 20
makes me happy ," he said.
Wednesday, December 9, 1964 "We've seen something of everything — zones, man-to-man
and now the combination. We
even got to practice controlling
the ball tonight ."
With St . Norbert content to
"sit" in its zone, the Redmen
coolly controlled the ball in the
game,
St. Mary 'i {7}
Pos.
SI. Thomaj (J) final eight minutes of the

By GARY EVANS
Daily News Sports Editor
St . Mary 's 69-58 victory over
St . Norbert Tuesday night had
Redmen Coach Ken Wiltgen
beaming broadly — and for
good reason.
The smile was there for the
following reasons:
• The victory shattered a
three-game Green Knight unbeaten, string and wrote finis
to a 101.6 St. Norbert scoring
average.
• It . was St. Mary's fourth

AND AWAY WE GO . . .. St. Mary's
diminutive center Yvon Thibodeau (5-5, 145
from Sorel, Quebec ) whirls behind the enemy
goal as he gets ready to set up a play In the

Redmen-St. Thomas MIAC hockey clash at
Terrace Heights Tuesday. St. Mary 's won
7-2. (Daily News Sports Photo)

Hot-Shooting
Gophers Crush
Warrior Stall

Skaters Win , Lose Cooney

St. Maryls took step No. 1
toward successful defense of
its 1963-64 MIAC hockey championship by dealing St. Thomas
a 7-2 setback on Terr ace Heights
ice Tuesday afternoon.
The victory was another pergonal chapter in the saga of
center Andre ' Beaulieu , pride
of the Hilltoppers and Shawinigan, Quebec.
Beaulieu stormed the Tommie
nets for two goals and two assists in the victory that proved
costly to Redmen hopes.
Dennis Cooney, who centered
the "whiz-kid line" of a year
ago but was pushed to ' right
wing on Beaulieu's line for the
clash with St. Thomas, suffered a cut foot as the result of
a battle with a skate. The gash

required six stitches and wiff ~ 5:50 for St. Thomas.
The Tommies got their final
keep Cooney out of action ungoal from Groebner at 10:59,
til after the holidays.
That could be an important but by that time St. Mary 's held
factor in how the Redmen do a 4-2 lead on goals by Desbiens
against alway-tough Macalester and Jean Cardin and would go
at Terrace Heights Saturday in front 5-2 by intermission on
a goal by Cooney.
afternoon.
Cardin counted unassisted in
"He was such a good fore- ' the second period and Beaulieu
checker that we're going to : in the third to wrap it up.
miss him a lot," said Hanzel, Pleased with a defense that
who plans to move up fresh- allowed St. Mary 's goalies to
man Dave Brekken from make only 17 stops , Hanzel
Crookston , Minn., to fill a wing said: "We hustled well. "
i According to the coach , Maposition .
calester is a young team that
The game was just 1:25 old is
progressing rapidly after 9-3
when Beaulieu set the stage and 3-2 losses to the University
for a goal-filled first period by of Wisconsin and a conference
blazing in on an assist from wm.
Brian Desbiens and Mike Bish- "You'd have to rate it pretty
op. Bob Magnuson counted at much a tossup right now, " said
2:28 before Swenson scored at Hanzel.

Irlene Trimmer Smashes
591 to Take Fift h Plate

If Irlene Trimmer keeps up
her present pace, it won't be
long before she owns the top ten
women's seriesl in the city.
She already has a tie for secend, fifth and sixth. She took
fifth place Tuesday night in the
Ladies City League at Hal-Rod
Lanes by smashing 206-177-208
—591.
Carrying a 170 average in the
Ladies City, she is tied with
Shirley Squires for second with
a 593 in the Westgate Pin Toppiers and nosed her own 590, hit
in the Ladies City , out of fifth
with the 591.
"I JUST CAN'T quite make
it," said Irlene, who bowls for
Pozanc Trunking, referring to
the 600. "I had five blows last
night , so there's no excuse for
not getting it. I was chopping
down the strikes, but rushing on
the spares."
Elsewhere in the league ,
Lucille Weaver came up with
208—535 for Pool's, B uck's Camera toppled 941 and Linahan 's
2,634 .
Helen Grulkowsk i recorded
544, Annette Wieczore k 541, Ruth
Lilla 522, Elsie Dorsch 523, Betty Biltgen 502 errorless , Lillian
Thurley 501, Betty Thrune 20O50O and Esther Pozanc 500.
The men were on target for
a flurry of honor counts. leading the way wa.s Jerry Dureske 's
224-233-187—CA4 errorless f o r
Fish Shop in the Winona Athletic Club Classic. His team registered 3 ,00!i.

PAUL PLAIT JR. picked np
246 for Emil's Menswear and
Bub's registered 1,029. Gordy
Fakler tipped 237—622, B o h
Weisbrod 220—612 and George
Pozanc 223-223—599 errorless.
In the American League at
Westgate, John Sherman Jr. labeled 258—643 (his first 600) to
;ead Country Kitchen to 1,022—2,941. Cliff Hoel of Earl's
Tree Service hammered 601 as
did Bill Silsbee for Grain Belt ,
which topped Westgate Bowl by
a game and one-half for the
first-half title.
Will Jochimsen produced 217-

1RLKNE TRIMMER
Another Big TVifiht
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JEWELERS

"At Hie Sign of the Street Clock"

245-145—607 to p a c e Golden
Brand in the Hal-Rod Four-City.
Central Motors came up with 1,
017—2,843. Al Feltz of that group
spilled 576 errorless.

LEONA LUBINSKI, subbing
in t h e Westgate Wenonah
League, r apped 201-224-146—571
and Sue Plait, another sub
came up with 506. Ann Lynch
shoved Alley Capers to 856—
2,475 with her 473 and Ruth
Hanson recorded 181 for Pin
Pals.
HAL-ROD LANES : L n c k y
Ladies — Alfreida Fuglie slapped 206—531 to lead Hamms to
952-2,644. Lois Bantle had the
top series of 534 for Standard
Lumber.
Twilight — Kathleen McGuire's 170—301 paced Gutter
Gals to 490-916.
WESTGATE B O W L : Hiawatha — Fred King's 560 paced
KAGE to 2,822. Lew Hatleli riped 207 for Norm 's Electric and
House of Heileman 979.
Working Girls — Doris Bay
notched 177-459 for Hi-Pockets.
Sweet Slxteens picked up 515
and KIS Gals 1,463,
National—Mike Haggen hammered 149-234-211—594 to lead
Short y' s to 1 ,000—2,860.
WINONA AC: Elks — Harol d
Machutt bounced 200—553 for
J.C. Penney 's. Speltz Texaco
knocked down 964—2,747,
KEI ) MEN'S CLUB: Tuesdaynite — Steve Belisle of Appaches came up with 186—459
ami Braves ripped 883—2,533.

State Swimmers
Fall to Macs

Winona
State ' s swimming
loam failed i in its attempt to
avenge last season 's only loss
in dual meet competition when
Macalester College came to the
Warrior pool Tuesday afternoon ,
The Scots went home with n
60-'.yi victory .
Two pool records were crack- ,
ed in the meet. The Warriors '
Dennis Blanchard , a junior and
the captain of the team , shattered the 1(H) - yard - freestyle
mark with a 52 (> clocking . The
old mark was 52 .8.
Maca lcsler ' s Jim Do Wccid
raced to a 2:17 .7 clocking in the
200-yarcl-individunl medley to
better the old record.
Tho Warri or s host Stevens
Point State University in the
Memorial Hall pool Friday in
their next meet . Starting time
is 4 p. m Saturday, the squad
treks to Mankato Slate for another dual.
Boh Gibson of the Cardinals
made 14(1 pilches in the deciding World Series game , lie
made 34 of them in the sixth
inning when M ickey Mantl e hit
a three run homer.

Beaulieu
C
Scanlan
Cooney
RW
Karner
Oesblent
LW . . , . . , . . . Goimiti
Paradise
RD
Turk
B iihop
LD
Pates
Archambe»u
G . . .'
Penn
ST. THOMAS SPARES - Davidson,
Swenson , Walsh.
Groetj nor, Mulvane,
Meyers, Kant, Johnson .
ST. MARY'S SPARES — Thlbideau,
Cardin,
Magnuson,
Werslno,
Ulrich,
Brekken, Tiedeman, McCormlelc, Krelbich.
FIRST PE RIOD SCOR ING: SM—Beaulieu (from Desbiens and Bishop) V-.2S;
SM—Magnuson (from Thibideau) l-.H;
ST—Swenson (from Walsh) 3:10; SM—
Desbiens (from Beaulieu ) 9:45: SM—
Cardin (from Thlbideau) *-.4ii
ST—
Groebnor (from Swensan) 10:59; SM—
Cooney (from Beauliiu) 12:05.
SECOND PERIOD SCORING: SM—Cardin (unassisted ) 2:31.
THIRD PERIOD SCOR ING: SM—Beaulieu (unassisted ) 10:41.
STOPS: Penh
f 11
S—55
Archambeau
I 5—10
Kreibich
7— 7
PENALTIES: ST. MARY'S — Cooney
(cross-checking);
Magnuson
(holding);
Desbiens (hooking); Beaulieu (charging);
Paradise (illegal checking); McCormick
(tripping). ST. THOMAS—Turk (hooking);
Karner
(elbowing);
Turk
(hooking);
Walsh (tripping).

Basketball
Scores
LOCAL SCHOOLSSI. Miry 'I 49, St. N orbert SI.
BI STATEOnalasfca Luther to, Hokah St. Peter
55.
ROOT RIVE R—
Spring Grov« 44, Houston 42."
Peterson 45. Mabel *W.
Caledonia 44, Canton 44 (OT).
NON CONFERENCETaylor II, Trempealeiu S3.
Chippewa Falls McDonnell 71, Lima
Sacred Heart 60.
Lewiston 40, Rollingstone Holy Trinity
48.
Independence 40, Arcadia 3).
Osseo it. Fairchlld 54.
Eleva-Strum 73, Fall creek 65.
Wykoff 73, Grand Meadow 71.
Eau Claire Memorial 14, Chippewa

Falls il.

HOCKEY
St. Miry 'i 7, SI. Thomas J.

"I DON'T like to stall , " summed up Wiltgen. "But if they
don 't want to come out and get
us , we'll control it."
A glance at the scorebook
brought another smile. "A different leading scorer ," he stated. "That' s what I like to see."
St. Norbert , the team that had
shot three successive foes into
submission, wasn't about to
blow the Redmen off the floor.
That fact was demonstrated to
the packed house early.
With the tough man-to-man
St . Mary 's has always employed taking its toll and Hoder
coming up with a beautiful individual effort in the middle
of the first half, St. Mary 's
led by 35-32 at intermission.
WITH ST . NORBERT leading
6-5 and under 15 minutes left ,
Hoder rolled out of the pivot
and scissored in two long jumpers from the right side for a
9-6 lead before John Patterson
counted for the Knights on a
short one-hander.
Just tOs_prove he wasn't a
"one-spot man ," Hoder moved
left and drilled home two more
long-range goals to up the margin to 13-8. Green Knight reserve John Zeihen hit a jumper
and the score went to 16-14
before Hoder got into the act
again .
He ripped home another longrange one-hander from the top
of the key to make it 18-14
before sliding down the lane
on a drive for another two
points.
St. Hbrbert led at 26-25, before Jerry Sauser dropped in
two free throws and Rog Pytlewski a jumper . St. Norbert
got it back at 32-31 and goals
by Pytlewski and Hoder rammed the halftime margin out
of reach.
THE SE COND HALF was no
contest as St . Mary 's pulled
steadily away, leading 61-47
with 6:54 left and then coasting
home.
Playing supporting roles to
Hoder were George Valaika and
Mike Maloney with 13 each and
Pytlewski with 12.
LeRoy Weyenberg led St.
Norbert with 14 and Patterson
and reserve Dave Gagermeier
each got 30.
The Green Kni ght s drew two

S W I M M I NO
Macalester 60, Winona Stale 31,
WISCONSIN SCHOOLS
Lakeland 133, Northwestern 51.
Minnesota 71, Marquette 5».
La Crosse id, stout 43.
Northern Illinois tl, Wisconsin-Milwaukee SO.
Carthage i t , North Central S3.
Eau Claire 71, Augusts ru ol South
Dakota i t .
Carroll 137, Rocklord 61 .
CO L L E G E S
EAST
St. John 's 77, Holy Cross 74.
Wisconsin 80, Pitt 41.
LaSalle 90, Miami (Fla.) 14.
MIT 56, Brandeis 56.
Colgate 14, St . Lawrence 77.
North Carolina Stale 4.J, Maryland It. technicals
for
SOUTH
Wake Forest 7), South Carolina 54 .
William * Mary 54, George Washingto n
44.
Davidson 113, Furman ll.
West Virginia 67, Rlchrnond ,5.
Vanderbllt 14, Western Kentucky 19.
sr . Norbert <58)
Tampa tl, Florida Southern 71.
la rt pi tp
MIDWEST
Ranlln
1 3 4 5
Notre Dame 1C0, Michigan State t).
Patter™ 1 0 4 1)
Illinois 100, Bowling Grtrn 61.
Weycnbg 7 • 2 14
Minnesota 7», Marquette St.
Mlnten
4 0 3 1
SOUTHWEST
Smlti
1 3 4 5
Texas A&M 75, Sam Houston 51.
Gamalar 4 a * 10
Tulsa <t, southern Methodist SO.
1 0 ) 4
Zelhtn
FAR W E S T
Bllck
0 O S 0
Seattle 7t, Arliona Stat e 71.
L A . Loyola 14, San Diego 41 ¦,
JI
San Francisco I i , San Francisco 'Stale ST . NORBERT
\ ST . MARY'S
77.

talking to the

officials with exuberance and
St. Mary 's picked up one as the
wrong man went to the .line
after a foul

Toiiis u ¦
n

St. Ma ry'» U»)
(a (l pt tp
Valaika
1 7 i IJ
Ptltwskl I 1 112
Hodtr
* 4 I 34
Maton«y I 3 ) U
Sau«tr
1 1 I T
Buffo
» • 1 0
Lutldtn
0 0 0 O
Tolali

14 11 14 49
IJ 1*-M
35 34-4*

BIG GEORGE . . . George Hoder , St. Mary 's 6-4 sophomore center from Chicago, 111., goes high in the air for a
rebound against St. Norbert at Terrace Heights Tuesday
night. The Knights saw too much of Hoder. He scored 24
points as St. Mary's copped its fourth straight by 69-58. That
broke St. Norbert's three-game unbeaten string. (Daily News
Sports Photo)

CALEDONIA , PETES VV/M

Homuth, Grovers
Upset Hurricanes
ROOT RIVER
Peterson
Houston
Caledonia
Rushford

W
3
1
2
1

L
0 Spring Orovi
l Canton
1 Mabel
1

W L
1 4
0 1
I J

TUESDAY S RESULTS
Spring Grova 14, Houston 43.
Caledonia 44, Canton 44.
Peterson «S, Mabel 40.

of the Platteville game and
wound up with ten points ,
He will .also bolster trie rehounding corps .
Loras , with bitter memories of "Winona because ol
last Friday, when they were
shellacked 81-53 by St.
Mary 's nt Terrace Heights ,
will field a rangy lineup tonight .
The Duhnwk front line
will average a shade under
fi-fi , with G-5 center Denny
liaerle , •who had 16 points
against the Redmen a week
ago ; Laddie Sula , 6-6 sophomore at one forward , nnd
Dale Tirnmerman , 66 and
at the other forward.
Sula counted 15 and Timmerman five aga inst St,
Mary ' s.
At the guards will be 5-9
.Jeff C.ndient and 6-1 Hill
Cameron
( oach Robert Znhren 's Dull a wks linve had their share
of tough luck thi.s year in
an attempt to Improve upon

remaining in an (/A ^^ff mf
o v e r t i m e to ARrajPvjwU

Squeakers were the order of
W
the night Tuesday, as three scrappy Canton ERfp t&
team. Houston f \
was upset by
Grove
Spring
64-62 in another battle and Peterson had some trouble with
Mabe l, but won 65-60.

Badgers Whip
Pitt 80-63

PITTSBURGH W - T h e University of Wisconsin soundly
defeated Pitt 80-63 in an intersectional basketball game Tuesday night , and so thorou ghly
were the Badgers in command
they devoted the last minutes
to experimenting with their
tallest lineup in years .
"This is the firs t time we'll
fly home with a -victory in over
a year, " said elacted Badger
Coach John Erickson. Reminded that the Badgers swept the
Milwaukee Classic Tournament
last December , Erickson recalled , "We went home from
that one by bus. "
The Badger victory , was built
on the scoring of 6-foot-junior
Mark Zubor and the rebounding
of another junior , 6-foot-3 Ken
Barnes.
Zubor matched his Badger
high as he scored 28 points,
hitting on ll of 16 shots from
the floor and 6 of 9 from the
free throw line. Barnes added
13 points but made his biggest
contribution with 17 rebounds.

Injury-Riddled Warriors
Take on Loras Tonight

By ROI.MK WTSSOW
Daily N PH H Sporls Writer
Injury-riddled
but still "
spunky, the Winonn State
basketball team will lake
the court at 7:.'10 toni ght
against Ixiras College of
Iowa in search of its first
win of the yenr.
The Warriors w ill be without the .services of highscoring Dave Meisner , a
sophomore guard , and hi.s
replacement , Jack Kelly, a
senior .
Meisner , bothered by nn
infected blister sine* tho
start of the season, now has
nn injured toe to add to
his discomfort . Kelly v who
filled in ably in earlier
games , suffered a severe
ankle sprain against Platteville Monday and will be
out for a week.
Replacing Kell y in the
starting rotation will he 64 ,
200-pouncl Tim Anderson , a
fi esnman
from
Bantfor,
Wis. Anderson played most

Root River league games were
decided by a total of nine points.
In the topper, Caledonia's
Jon Ask flipped
in a basket with
«

last year 's 13-12 mark .
Gerry Klimisch , 5-10 senior guard and playmaker ,
has pulled ligaments in his
knee as a result of an earlier game , nnd 6-4 sophomo re
and ace rebounder Hon Zw*olinskl has a cracked vertebrae . Both were starters .
A year ago , Loras bent
the Warriors Rll-72 nt l>ubuque.
Going for tbe Warriors
will be Dave (ioede and
Gary
Petersen at the
guards , Dave Rosenau at
center and Tom Stallings «t
the othe r forward position
with Anderson.
Top reserves for (" am pbell tonigh t will be Bill Werner , Keith Asleson , Dallas
Diercks , Denny Morgn n ,
Clark Spanton and Terry
Hurtson.
There will be a fi eshmnn
preliminary game hetween
the Warrior yearl ings and
the I/oras frosli starting nt
5:30 p.m .

SP RING GltOVE 64
HOUSTON 62
Mel Homuth' s basket in the
last 11 seconds provided Spring
Grove with a 64-62 win over
previously unbeaten Houston.
Homuth meshed 32 points for
the night to lead both teams.
That runs his three-game total
to 111 points .
The Grovers were down- by
ten points, 60-50, with, three
minutes to go, thanks mainly
to a Hurricane press. The
Grovers led 31-27 at the half .
Lowell Trehus aided Homuth
with 11 points . Doug Poppe led
Houston with 14 , Bruce Carrier
added 13 and Bob Bremseth 12.
Trehus and Rolf Hanson starred
defensively for Spring Grove.
CALEDONIA 46
CANTON 44 (OT)
Thanks to n last-ditch basket
with five seconds left by ion
Ask , Caledonia pulled out an
overtime victory over Canton
46-44.
The score was tied 42-42 at
the end of regulation play.
Ask contributed 20 points in
one of his finest nights of the
season. Jack Ilauser ,counted 16.
Norm Gillund meshed 15 for
Canton , while Don Fay had 11 .
Caledonia also won the "IJ"
game DO-16.
PETERSON 65
MABEL 60
WltJi Murton Boyum leading
the way once again , Peterson
scored a 65-fiO triumph over
Mabe l .
Boyum , flipping In 32 points
on 15 field goals and a pair of
free tosses , Is averaging 35
points per game thank s to several 30-point performances and
a 52 point showing earlier this
year .
Don C.udmiinilson and Gerald
Agrimson contributed 11 for the
Petes , who now lead the conference with a S-0 mark.
Robert Rommes had 211 for
Mabel . Rick Heuliman n got 12
and Housker 11 .
Mabel won the "B" contest
3R-2I.

HOCKEY MEETING
SET SA TURDA Y
Thfr* will be a .'ark-Hrr
midget and pee wre hockey league meeting for all
boy» through IS yeari of
*Rt> at Lake JPark Lodge
.Saturday at 10 a.m.
Ken Nelson , Jim I 'lnnrry
and Kd Hnln)<2 .v k will he
in charg e of the boya program.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Minnesota's flashy Gopher basketball team, ranked sixth in tho
nation this week by The Associated Press, showed the home
folks the surest way there is to
break up an opponent's slowdown tactics Tuesday night.
The Gophers simply shot Marquette's Warriors off the court
with a blazing early volley, and
went on to a 78-59 victory, their
fourth straight.
Marquette'i plan was to contro l the ball with what looked
like a late-game stall. The Warriors employed a five-man roll,
circulating all their p layers In a
counter - clockwise motion
around a wide circle.
The aim was to set picks that
would hopefully spring a man
open breaking toward the goal.
It worked for just over two
minutes. Marquette managed a
4-4 tie to that point.
What Marquette didn 't bargain
for was Minnesota 's blinding
shooting. The Gophers ripped
through 10 of their first 13 shots
to "break on top 22-11, andj t was
all over. Marquette never got
closer than that 11-point deficit
the rest of the way .
It was 31-15 with 8:17 remaining before halftime, and 44-32 at
the half.
The Gopher advantage hung
at that margin until a little over
five minutes had elapsed in the
second half when the score read
49-38.
Then Minnesota outscored the
Warriors 10-1 in a three-minute
span to up the bulge to 59-39.
That ended the contest.
The Gopher advantage crested
at 28 points, 74-46 with 4:06 left.
Minnesota wound up hitting 44
per cent to Marquette 's 26 per
cent.
The Gophers had six players
with nine or more points — Mel
Northway and Archie Clark with
16 each , Terry Kunze with 13,
Lou Hudson 12, Dennis Dvoracek 10 and Don Yates 9.
Scoring honors went to Marquette's Bob Wolf with 18, and
Billy Joe Smith added 14. Warrior scoring ace Tom Flynn
played with a jammed shoulder
and got only eight points, He hit
onl y 2 of 11 shots from the field.

Erdmann's Goal
Helps Wykais

WYKOFF, Minn . — Rick Erdmann scored the winning basket with only five seconds to
go as host Wykoff won a spinetingler 73-71 from Grand Meadow here Tuesday night.
Erdmann wound up with 21
points for the Wykats. Steve
Bicknese had 18 and Gary Nordhorn 19.
Doug Glynn ol Grand Meadow totaled 28 and Paul Sveen
25.
The Wykats won the "B"
game 40-31.

"IRMA LA DOUCE"
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POLLY ADLER WAS
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NEW YORK I
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Three Dairyland Conference
ichools notched victories in
„on-conference play Tuesday
night. Osseo nipped Fairchild
56-54 , Independence slipped by
Arcadia 40-33 and Eleva-Strum
pipped by Fall Creek 73-65.
Trempealeau of the "Coulee
circuit fell to Taylor of Ihe
West Central loop 61-53 in another Badgerland game,
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PRBSTO N 10. CALEDONIA 11
1i~ Gary Burrnon (P) dec . Tom RunMnborqer (C) 4-3 ; 103—Douq Hariri (P)
««c Dan Helller (C) 4-0; I1J—John Arnold (PI dec. Bl»lne Schuldl (CI I3« ;
111—Jim Lillle (P) tied wilh Dav« Focll
ml IC) 7- 1, 1)7 —Don Arnold (P) d«e.
Oavt schul li (O i- Oi 133-Vincenl Arnold (Pl p. Q.v , shtohan (C) 1-.43;
13(-Dfnnl, Dornfc I P ) dtc Allan Mtlnni (C) 4 0 ; 145— Oordon Wel ortfa (C)
,
*"m by lorlell ; 154 -Rodney Grnoleri
IP I dec Dav» V«1\ch (C) 1-0; US- Gary
Chi itlopho non (PI draw with Riclurri
Hnl'and (C ) j -j , U5-D»rroll B- urgetv I P)
drc Harold Oulso (C) 4-0; Hwl, —Richard
Hamon (C) dec. Bill Manoan IP) J-J.
'
I
I

Hi:il )K SEVKNTH
NEW YORK (AP ) — Concorriin ' s Dav e Ileidc wound up !
snvcnih in rushing in final .seasun statistics for small colleges
I
released Tuesday.
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It
JO

31
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"MAGIC MIST"
CAR WASH
in

ilUy

Winter Hours
Every Friday
Saturday
Sunday
9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
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AIL INDOORS - COMPUTELY HEATfO
Aftondant on Duty for
Your Conv«niBnc»

I
i
1

'

1

bililaid Hal-Rod

L.n.i.

J4

W.
17
14>~i
14
14
HVi

L.
10
U'/i
11
11
1J14

W.
13'/i
11
11
•' »
I
•
7' i
7
*Vi
*
A
4

L.
IVi
<
4
'' i
I
•
l"l
t
tV»
10
U
11

W
17' a
24
23
30' >
12
t

L
ll' a
13
17
lli/fc
17
10

W.
35
lt
It
17
14
11

L.
1)
17
14
1*
JI
11

W.
Hal Rod
Gutter Dnit e rs
*
4
Scramblers
1
Alloy Gators
1
Powdnr Pulls
>
Pin Cats
St rikallrs
uinM SCHOOL BOYS

L.
J
J

It ' i J5V4
13
33
14
t

HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS

Jl
J4' i
J»
J* 1 '"

DON'T LET DAMAGING ROAD
CHEMICALS RUST YOUR CAR

Entrant*

I

'
71 i
?
?
t'i
'0
11
1>

SAVE YOUR
CAR!

2JV>

31

Dorn 's IGA
Siobrccht' s
Sunshine Cafe
SATURDAY BOYS
Westgate
Strikers
Alley Cracke rs
All-Star s
Te.im I
Pin Toppl ars
PARK REC BOYS
Hal-Rod
Four Aces
Alley Rats
Four Go Fours
Spartans
Black Hawks
Kinrj Pins
Black Eaglet
Braves
Vikings
,
Lucky Strikes
Crusaders
Red Docs
GO GETTERS
Athletic Club
Graham A McGuire
...
E. B. 's Corner
Kramer Plumberetts
Circlo G
Ranch
Winn ne Plumbing
Farm a, Garden
HIS a, H E R S
Hal Rod
Kai'phuiman - Kauphusman
McElmury • Wnlle
Anderson ¦ Hansen
Fountain Cltla ns
Overby - James
Evans - Gunritrson

»

J4
JO' 1
It
'« l 1
U

Poioli
41
41
. . . 44
It
3)1
3Jli
14
30
,. . . . *0
21

Sclimidl's Beer

J

J4

L
14
31
31
11

Keller Construction Co
23Vi
Bauer Electric
31
Roverud Construction Co. . . . . . . 31
11
Brem 's Sign Co.
Bundy Construction Co
V.i,
NITE OWL
Athletic Club
W
L
Coca-Cola
22
I
Curley 's Floor Shop
30
It
Dick's Marine
17
IJ
)}
II
Waionry "Mlka "
;. . . . 10
20
Bittner Oil Co
Seven-Up
t
31
Iu.viwn
IKIAU
Hal-Rod
Poind
Bauer Electric
IJ
Winona Plumbing 0
11
Mutual Service
. 10
Watkins Pills
t
Hamernlk's. Bar
I
Freddy 's Bar
I
East Side Bar
7
1
Mayan Grocery
7
Hamm 'i , Beer
Bunke Apco
4
NSP
4
Williami Annex
5
PINDUJTERS
Hal Rod
W.
L.
Teamsteri
JUi HVi
Winona Rug Cleaning . . .
31
14
Short y'i
37
11
.
35
10
Graham S, McGuire
Vikincj Sewing Machine
35
10
24
Jl
Blanche ' s
Black Horse Bottle Club
33
JJ
13
32
Steve 's Lounge

Hl-Pockefs . . .
30
U
Gutter Dustara
20
14
Sweet Sixreena
U
. 20
Swabblei
11
32
Bell Chlmei
11
J3
Leaguellet
. .. 11
IS
HIAWATHA.
Wastg at e
Poind
Midland
45
Kulak «r»tti«r«
38

PRESTON , Winn. - Preston 's ;
wrrstling team took a :i()-l2 j
wrestling decision from Caledonia here Tuesday .

f

V.P.W.

t
14
laVi
lt
l
1»
10</I

Hal Rod
W
L
Blanches Tave rn
4
•
Bunkes Apcc
S
1
Jones * Kroeger
i
1
Abrami Furnace Co
4
I
Wj ioni Supper Club
4
1
Bubs Beer
)
1
Bakken Con. Co
2
4
Bernles DX
1
4
Taamslen
f
4
Winona Milk Co.
1
S
Clarki Super 100
1
I
Hamms Beer
1
i
MONDAY LEAGUE
Winona Athletic Club
W
L
Ahrens Plait Oil Co.
30< ., IVi
¦
Sclihti Beer
33
17
East End coal Co.
.
20v, HVi
Polly Miadow
....
I7i,i 3l'/i
Home Beverage Service
H y J2'/i
Isl National Bank
10
2*
ALLEY GATERS
Wesfgaie Cowl
Poind
Fanske Body Shop
It
Curleys Floor Shop
13
Mohani Window Co
32
Winona Daily Newt
3*
Montgomiry Wards
17
Naih's
17
Williams Hotel
It
Jatnette 'i Beauty Salon
14
PIN TOPPLERS
Weslgele
W
L,
(Final - Second Round
Watkins Mary King
IJ
4
Lincoln Insurance
14
7
11v> fVi
Main Tavern
Wally 's
10
11
Hamernlks Bar
t
11
Winona Paint a Glass
13
*
Coca Cola
. . .. »
13
Lakeside Cities Service . . .
4' j 14 1-!
CITY
Hal-Rod
W
L
Oasis
Bar
24
13
Wally 's F. City
JJ
l«
Bunkas Apco
22
17
Merchants Bank
21
11
Speed Wash
21
11
Hotel Winona
lt
20
Pepsi Cola
it
20
Linahans Cala
lt
20
Country Kitchen
11 21
Bubt Beer
I
I
21
Graham 4 McOufre
I
i
34
KWNO Radio
11 24

3)

POUR CITY

Hal Ro(1

TAYLOR 61
TREMPEALEAU 53
M aynard Krai and
Gary
Chrisinger led Taylor to a 61- j
63 victory over Trempealeau , j
K rai netted 24 while mate 1
Chrisinger added 19. The Bears ' j
Gary Meunier led both teams !
|
with 26.
Trempealeau held leads o( j
15-12 at the end of the first !
period and 38-:;3 at the half , but '
Taylor blitzed for IS points in '
the third period , compared to;
Trempealeau 's eight , to win.
Trempealeau ran away with
the "B" game 52-25. ..
ELEVA-STRUM 73
FALL CREEK 65
Four men in double figures '
provided the spark needed to ',
curry Eleva-Strum to its third \
win of the year , a 73-65 win j
|
over Fail Creek.
John Dinkel led the parade
lor the Cards with 23. Roger I
Tollefson netted 17, Jeff Have- i
nor 15 and Greg Finstad 12. j
Fall Creek' s Bob Henninp, '
counted 25 and Chuck Kramer :
!
added 19.
Eleva-Strum won the "B" ;
game.
j
¦

WESTGATE LADIIS
Wastgate Bawl
W
Grulkowski Beauty that
M
Salranak' i
I1H
Kan' s Hardware
U
Winona Typewriter
M
Haddad' t
r»
Midland Co-op
17V]
REOMBNS MON. NITE
Radmam Allyi
W
Schmidts
33
Sunbeam
i»
Bubs
)«
Doirart
lt

..

.' .' .'7.7'77'
.' .'"

K "'v 'i

OSSEO 56
FAI RCHILD 54
Af ter trailing for the first
three periods , Os.seo roared
puck in the fourt h to outscore
Fairchi ld 22-8 and eke out » ¦
]
56-54 decision .
Fairchild led 29-21 at the half ;
and 46-34 at the end of three i
quarters before faltering,
j
Ly le Sell paced Osseo with;
j l , while Lon Herrick bagged ;
15. Dennis Ani ahamson count
e4 23 for Fairchild , with Dennis Blang getting 12.
The Chieftaas also „won the
" game.
"B
i
I INDEPENDENCE 40
I ARCADIA 33
I
Independence led from the
I outset of its game with Arca- .j
I (jj a, and emerged with a 40-3.') •
I win .
I
Balanced scoring was the
I key. with Jack Bisek and Bob I
I Etimundson each getting ten j
I Rollie Thomas netted 13 and ;
Pat Maloney 11 for the Raiders.
The Indees were victorious in
the junior varsity contest 31-21

^.\ /

tripped Rollingstone Holy Trin- goals for the 79 percent total ,
ity 60-45.
! but made only 12 of 24 free
throw s for the difference in the
ONALASKA LUTHER 80 score.
Northern Illinois.
HOKAH ST. PETER 55
La Crosse, play ing at horn*,
Dave Bauer netted 21 for LiOnalaska Luther used a bulky- ma, while Bill Brunner had 15 , !
overhauled Stout as Terry
1
scoring second quarter to de- and Herb Poe«chel and Al Weiss
Schmidt scored 13 straight
points in the last 3V. minutes.
feat Hokah St. Peter 8C-55. Lu- 11 each. Bob Rooney totaled 27
La Crosse, 2-0 in the conferther outscored the visitors 29- for McDonnell and Sieve Rykal
, 1.1 in the period after a 14-14 16.
ence, was led hy Schmidt and
B y THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Doug Potter with 17 points ea ch.
fi rst-quarter tie.
McDonell won the junior varUndefeated La Crosse grab- .Jerry Kissman was high for
! Don Larson paced Luther with sity game 60-36.
bed
the lead for the first time Stout, 0-2 in the league , with 23
BI-STATE
Dennis
18 . Ken Stratman and
with
about four minutes left points.
I
•
i LEWISTON 60
W L
W L Lemke each totaled 16.
'
¦
night to defea t Stout
'Tuesday
> Onalaska t.
1 4
Caledonia L.
» o
ROLLINGSTONE 48
Roger Nunemacher netted 16
Wabaiha 5 F.
I 0 Rollingtlont
68-63
in
a
State
University
Con* I
1
Lima l.H.
• < Hokah S.P .
Rollingstone Holy Trinity fell ference basketball game while
t 1 for St. Peter , with Ed Horihan
Sports Scores
getting 12 and Dave Feuerhelm 60-48 to Lewiston , and inde- Lakeland crushed Northwestern i
i
TUESDAY'* RBSULTS
NBA
pendent , in a non-league con- of Wisconsin 12:1-58 in a GateOnalaska Luthir W, St . P.ltr )S
11.
TueS DAY'J Rt iJ U L T S
Ltw/iton 40, nolllngslon* Trinlly 41.
test.
Phlladalphit
103,
Baltlmora 97.
"B"
Luther
also
copped
tha
way Conference game.
CMppewa Fall) MtDonnall 71, Lima
103, New York 100.
Jicrtd Haart M (non-conlartnctl.
game 54-27.
j Jerry Mueller scored 18 to
Carroll was at Rockford Col- Oatroll
lot , Lot Angeles t» .
lead Lewiston. Roger Kulack lege and posted a 127-60 tri- ; Boston
St. Louis 113 , San Francisco tl,
In a Bi-State league game
McDONNEL 71
ft AMES
added
11
and
Ron
Gatzloff
ten.
(
umph , Eau Claire defeated Au- New Y o r kTODAY'S
at Baltimore
i ,/im Kramer totaled 14 and gustana of Sioux Falls , S.D., 72- Cincinnati
Tuesday night , Onalaska LuLIMA 60
at Detroit.
THURSDAY 'S QAMII
Even though Lima Sacred Ken Peshon ten for Holy Trin- 66 and Carthage defeated North
ther went out in front of the
St . Louis at Los Angelas.
Heart
fantastic*
79
pershot
a
ity.
Central
56-53
in
a
College
Con;
Boston
at Cincinnati.
pack with an 80-55 decision
cent from the floor Tuesday
ference
meeting.
of
Illinoi
s
NHL
The
Rockets
also
dropped
the
over Hokah SI . Peter.
TUESDAY". RESULT*
night , Chippewa Falls McDon- :. "B" game 29-28.
; In other games , St. Norbert ! NioJ jam««
scheduled.
Outside the circuit , Lima Sa- nel emerged with a 71-60 wia !
¦
suffered its first defeat , bow^
TODAY'S &AMBS
at Toronto.
! cred Heart of Durand dropped over the Bi-State league en- Canada supplies about one- ing 69-58 to St. Mary 's at Wi- Montreal
Chicago
at
New York.
'. a 71-60 decision to Chippewa try .
quarter of all the Christmas nona , Minn. , and Wisconsin-Mil- 1
THURSDAY'S GAMSS
1
j Falls McDonnell , and Lewiston I Lima hit on 24 of 29 field trees sold in the United States. waukee was defeated 92-80 by i Chicago at Boston.
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Spartans
4
J
Pin Rustere
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1
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Good Players
Pinks
GUYS » DOLLS
L.
W.
Wedqate
It
W
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Sclimllt
JJ
17
Liihlnikl • Davis
II
Jl
Fr-mht - Cllr-Wlkl
Mohan • Wil liamson
J'
"
JO' > !•' >
Emmons - Schncht
11 11
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Hutchinson • Lldlke
¦
11
»
Konkel
Peterman
JACKS i. QU BENS
W.
L.
Wes loale
34
IJ
Double
I1
11
U
neucei Wild
11 !•
Lrlls a, Rlnghlt
17
Jokers
"
15
Rncluli
"
,J
100 Club
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Poianc Trucking
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hosp ital
Visiting hours. Medical and su rg ical
patients: 2 to 4 and 7 to 8:30 p m . (No
children under 12.)
Maternity patients: 1 to 3:30 and 7 to
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)

TUESDAY

ADMISSIONS
Mrs. John Henry, Lewiston,
Minn.
Carl Anderson , 4225 7th St.,
Goodview.
Kenneth Ross, 271 W. Mark
St.
Rick Gatzlaff. Founta in City,
Wis.
Miss Sylvia Erpelding, Winona Rt. 1.
Mrs. Thomas Bronk , 706 E.
Bth St.
Claire Erpelding, Winona Rt.
1.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. August Fabian, Lewiston , Minn .
Alois Schwager. Altura , Minn.
Bert Phillips , Lewiston, Minn.
Mrs . Clyde Girod. Winona Rt.
1.

•

¦

Leo Kohner , 999 W. Broadway.
Dennis Russeau , 1017 W. 2nd
St.
Philip Duffy, Winona Rt. 3.
William Koenig, 483 E. Howard St.
Mrs. George Kniseley, 1178
Gilmore Ave.
Mark Pellowski7411 Hamilton
St.

Municipal Court
Richard R. Frey , 23, 1017 E.
4th St., pleaded guilty today in
municipal court to careless
driving at Broadway and Lafayette Street Friday at 8:58
p.m. ( causing an accident) .
Frey's $30 fine was satisfied
from bail.
Forfeiture: Charles E. Evenson , 265 Sioux St ., $10 errs, a
charge of going through a red
light at 3rd and Main streets
Tuesday at 8:50 p.m.

WEATHER
EXTENDED FORECAST
MINNESOTA — Tem p e r atures will average 5-10 degrees
above normal with only minor
day to day changes. Normal
high 20-26 north , 25-31 south.
Normal low 1-7 north , 7-15
south. Precipitation will average .1 or .2 inch melted occurring in occasional periods Light
snow mostly during the weekend.
WISCONSIN - Temperatures
will average 4-7 degrees above
normal with most of the departure from normal occurring
at night. Normal high 23-30
north , 30-34 south. Normal low
7-15 north, 14-19 south. Warmer Thursday and Friday , cooling slightly over the weekend
then warmer again about Monday. Precipitation will total
\i-Vt inch occurring as rain
or snow and rain mixed mainly Thursday night and Friday
but possibly again Monday.

Quie Plans
Conference
On Tourism

FARIBAULT , Minn. - Cong.
Albert H. Quie said here today
that he will soon issue invitations to hundreds of First District leaders in various fields ,
asking them to attend a meeting to explore further methods
of promoting the tourist industry
in Southeastern Minnesota.
Cong. Quie expressed the
hope that all cities and villages
in the First District will be represented.
The meeting i.s to be held at
7:.i0 p.m. Jan. 22 , in Section 1
of the Kahler Hotel ' s Heritage
Hall in Rochester ,
It is being organized with I lie
cooperation of the Hi awatha
Valley Association , the Rochester Chamber of Commerce and
other interested persons.
Cong. Quie pointed out that
tourism is now the third largest industry, both in Minnesota and throu ghout the nation.
"There are now some fine
studies being made in Minne
sola concerning tourism and
good plans for future organizat ions , " said Cong. Quie. "1 believe that Southeastern Minnesota can more fully realize the
benefits of the tourist industry
if it involves itself more fully
in early ¦ planning. "
Chambers of Commerce , organized tourist groups , county
commissioners , business lenders and other interested pers ons
are lo he invited , said Cong.
Quie .

Divorce Granted
To City Couple

Judge Leo 17 Murphy grant
ei[ a defaulted divorce lo Mailin Hoc , 70, im K. Waliashu SI .,
from his wife , Kmily IV . 70 , aft< T a hearing Tuesday idler noon
in Hist riot Court .
The grounds were cruel and
inhuman trea t ment The couple
wa.s married in Winona Jul y 11
I »K :I .
Although she did not contest
the act ion , Mrs. Hoe was r epresented by Attorney Richard 11
Darby, lie and plaintilt ' s ultor ney I' . S, .lolinsiin . arranged i
financial w.' lllemcnt for Ihe con
pie.

WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 9, 1964

Winona Deaths

Two-State Deaths

Mrs. Lillian Malenke

Mrs. Pear l M. Gleason

Village Elections
Cast Ballots
Harmony Voles 34
At Stockton , Elect
Against Sale T hree Incumbents
Of Park Land

WINONA MARKETS
Swift * Company

Buying hours arm from t a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Theft will be no- call markati during
tht winter monlhs on Fridays.
These quotation! apply ai to' noon
today.
All
livestock arriving alter closing
time will be properly cared (or, weighed
and priced the following morning.
Hogs
Top butchers, 190-220 lbs., U.aO-lS.M
Top sows
12.35-17.73
C-ittle
Tha cattle market. Steers and heifers
steady; cows steady.
High choice
•
52.25
Top beet cows
11.75
Canners and cutfert
10-down
Veil
The- vast market Is steady.
Top choice
35.00
Good and choice
9 00-17.00
9>.0O-down
Commercial and bonera
•s

OSSEO, Wis. ( Special )—Mrs.
Pearl M. Gleason , 84, died at
4 p.m. Monday at her home after a short illness.
STOCKTON , Minn. (Special )She was born at Baldwin ,
Voting was light at the Tuesday
Wis., May 24 , 1880, to William
evening Stockton village elecand Clara James Schultz. She
tion. There -was no contest.
was married to Edward GleaThirty-four
persons voted.
son. They lived at Cumberland
Three
incumbents
who filed
HARMONY , Minn. (Special)
several — The majority of voters in were re-elected. They are: Kenand Barron. Wis.,
Froedtert Malt Corporation
years. She was a school teach- Harmony don 't want to sell neth Ziebell , trustee, three-year Hours: t a.m. to 4 p.m.; closed Saturdays
Submit sample before loading
er and a member of St. Mark ' s their park to the school dis- term , 33 votes; Alvin Burfeind ,
(New crop barley)
,
two-year
term
,
clerk
33 votes,
Episcopal Church , Barron.
No. 1 barley
$1.11
trict.
No. 2 barley
1.05
and Mrs. Ray Lafky, justice of
Survivors include one son,
No.
3
barley
95
With 246 votes cast , the count
No. I barley
U
R o b e r t , Los Angeles ; one against selling the park was the peace, two-year term , 34
'
daughter, Mrs. Howard tMar- 191-54. The school board had votes .
Winona Egg Market
No one filed for the two-year
cella) Johnson , Falls Church , thought it might buy the park,
These quotations apply as of
term
of
constable
or
the
onegranddaughter.
10:30 a.m. today
Va.. and one
situated nort h of the school , for year term of justice of the Grade A (iumbo
)
VI
Her husband died in 1956.
24
a future addition to the high peace, Roger Volkman , incum- Grade A (large)
Funeral services will be at school.
Grade A (medium)
19
bent , received 6 write-in votes Grade A (small)
13
2 p.m. Thursday at Osseo UniGrade
B
20
for
constable
and
Anthony
William
Tollefson
was
reChrist,
the
Rev.
ted Church of
Grade C
.13
Schell, 5. Mrs. Arthur Ziebell
John Morrison officiating. Bur- elected to the council with 160
received
3
write-in
vot
es
for
jusBay State Milling Company
ial will be in Osseo Cemetery. votes. Eldon G. Hoiness was
1 northern spring wheat
1.69
re-elected justice of the peace tic* of the peace and Mrs. No.
No.
spring wheat . . . . 1.67
Friends may call at Ofte- with 214 ballots . Both filed. James Duellman and Mrs. No. 23 northern
northern spring wheat . . . . 1.63
dahl Funeral Home here after There were scattered write-ins. Ralph Benicke , 2 each .
No. 4 northern spring wheat
1.59
No.
1
hard winter wheat
1.59
noon today and at the church
Otto
Fritz
,
Mrs.
Ziebell
and
No. 2 hard winter whea t
1.57
Richard Morem , who hadn 't
after noon Thursday.
Clyde English were judges.
No. 3 hard witfier wheat
1.53
filed , was re-elected clerk with
No. 4 hard winter wheat
1.49
Winona Funerals
Pallbearers will be William 88 write-ins. Among the scatterNo. 1 rye
1.13
,
No. 2 rye
1.10
and Milan Cox, Fred Brenzel ied write-ins against him , one
2
Elba
Candidates
Mrs. Mae S. Hughes
William Myer , George . Walters I received as high as 11. Morem
Funeral services for Mrs. Mae and James Tilly.
Get Unanimous Vote
I has been clerk since 1958.
LIVESTOCK
S. Hughes, 1763 W. Broadway,
Dr. Jesse N. Lietz
were held this afternoon at
ELBA, Minn . ( Special ) —
CHICAGO
EYOTA , Minn . (Special) Fawcett Funeral Home, Dr. C,
Thirty-one votes were cast in 1 CHICAGO i* -(.USDA)— Hogs 7,000;
the election at Elba village butchers jtrong to 25 cents higher; 1-2
Clayton Burgess, Central Meth- Dr. Jesse N. Lietz, 80, died sud, 190-220 lbs 16.25-16.-50; 125 head at 16.75;
Tuesday.
odist Church , officiating. Bur- denly Tuesday afternoon at the
' bulk mixed 1-3 1 -90-230 lbs 15.50-16.25;
Alois Mueller , clerk , and Ed- 230-250 lbs 15.00- 15.50 ; 2-3 250-270 lbs
ial was in Wocdlawn Ceme- Waltman brothers ' farm west
14.50-15.00; 1-3 35O-40O Ib sows 12.50-13.00;
of Eyota.
ward Kieffe r , trustee , who had 1 400-500
tery.
lbs 11.75-1 2.50; 2-3 500-650 lbs
filed
to
succeed
themselves
1,00-11.75.
,
1.
,
William
Pallbearers were
He was born Sept. 26. 1884
both received all votes cast. ( CaHle 1,000; calves 15; slaughter steers
Hughes , George Wicher . Wil- in Quincy township, Olmsted
ELGIN . Minn. — TDea n Swan- Bernard Kirch received 12 1 25-50 cents lower; six loads prime 1,2501,100-1,400
1,400 lbs 24.25-25.O0; choice
Gottt6
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wellck
County,
,
liam Boernke, Henry
son was elected new .council< lbs 23.00-24.25; choice 900-1,100 lbs 23.00Roy Greene and Clifford Her- lieb Lietz and married Mane man here Tuesday to succeed write-in votes for constable , al- 23.75; load high choice 1,070 lbs 24.00;
Welsh Sept. 15, 1933, at Mila- Calvin Baumbach. Baumbach thoug h his term doesn 't expire i good and choice 22.50-23.00; good 20.50manson.
22.25; three loads nigh choice and prime
ca , Minn. He attended Plain- hadn 't filed but received 13 this year.
996-1,075 lb slaughter
heifers
23.50;
Mrs. Myrtle Firt h
view high school and graduated write-in votes to 22 for Swanson ,
choice 800-1,100 lbs 22.50-23.25; load prime
1,300
lbs
23.00;
good
19.75-21
.50;
good
Mrs.
Funeral services for
in June 1918 from Kansas State a filed candidate.
1 P. M. New York and choice 22.00-22 .25.
Myrtle Firth , 71. former Wino- Veterinary College.
Sheep 400; wooled /slaughter lambs
Miss Esther Rossin will conStock Prices
about sleady; wooled slaughter ewes
nan , will be held Saturday at
Dr. Lietz always had prac- tinue as
steady; several packages choice and
justice
of
the
peace.
10 a.m. at Breitlow Funeral ticed in the Eyota area. For
52*8 Int'l Ppr 33^ prime 80-105 Ib wooled lambs 21.00The incumbent , she hadn 't filed All'd Ch
50; good and choice 20.00-21.00; good
Home , Dr. E. Clayton Burgess, many years he was on the but received 25 write-ins.
Als Chal 19% Jns & L
66^ 21
Three
19.00-20.00, cull to good slaughter ewes
Central Methodis t Church , offi- Olmsted Coun ty Health Board. others received write-ins.
Arnrada 84^ Kn ' ct
92 l. 4 \! 5.50-6.50.
Am Cn
42 ;» 4 Lrld
ciating.
Dr. Lietz was a former mayor
43 V,
Mrs. Vivian Ihrke , incumbent Arn M&F 18 Mp Hon 126
Last year 19,650 immigrants
of
Eyota
and
a
former
presiFriends may call from 7 to 9
c]erk who had filed , received 35
14 Mn MM
55% landed at Montreal.
p.m. Friday. Burial will be in dent of Tri-State Veterinary of the 38 votes cast. Two others Am Mt
AT&T
67M) Mn & Ont 25
Association.
Woodlawn Cemetery.
received write-ins.
Am Tb
33% Mn P&L 52
(Isr Pub. Dale, Wed., Dec. 9, 1964)
Mrs. Firth died at the home Survi vors : His wife; three
Mrs. William Boelter has been Ancda
557/8 Mn Chm 85%
CITY OF WINONA, MINNESOTA
of her son, Robert , Omaha , brothers , Paul , Eyota; Charles , reappointed assessor by
WINONA PLANNING COMMISSION
the vil- Arch Dn 34 Mon Dak 40
Monday
evening.
Dover
and
E
dwin
,
,
Wheatland
,
Neb.,
Notice of Hearing
lage council.
Arrnc St
64 Mn Wd
37% PLEASE TAKE NOTICE:
Mrs. Firth was a former Wyo., and three sisters , Mrs.
Armour
52% Nt Dy
82% A preliminary plat of "Burns Acres teacher at Eyota ,. Lewiston and Ella Hetman , Eyota; Mrs.
been filed wild the Winona PlanAvco Cp 20% N Am Av 52% has
considerafor their
ning Commission
Margaret Campbell ,
L oag
Winona schools.
Beth Stl
35 Nr N Gs 60% tion. This plat Is located In the South' She join ed the public school Beach , Calif., and Mrs . EleaCSEV<) of Section 35,
Bng Air
69% Nor Pac 51% east One-quarter
Range 7
107 North, and
Township
faculty here in 1922 , taught for nor Graham , Rochester. Four
Brswk
8 No St Pw 39V4 West, of the Fifth Principal Meridian;
in
brothers
and
one
sister
have
returned
then
a year and
to and North of Dr. Boa rdCtr Tr
40% Nw Air
€P.i adiacent
man 's, home on East Burns Valley Road,
1948. From 1949 to her retire- died.
Ch MSPP 28% Nw Bk
47 V4 all located in the City of Winona, Minnment in 1958 she was a third
Funeral services will be FriC&NW
58:!4 Penney
653i esota.
Lincoln day at 2 p.m. at Sellner Fuof the preliminary plat
teacher
at
RUSHFORD, Minn . — The Chrysler 611-4 Pepsi
grade
62% willA hearing
be held In the Court Room ol
neral Home, St. Charles, the village of Rushford has one Ct Svc
School .
74 Phil Pet
54% the City Hall, Winona, Minnesota/ at
p.m., December 22. 1964, al which
For several years prior to her Rev . Dale Wordelman , Faith new officer as a result of the Cni Ed
5454 Plshy
73V4 7:30
Interested persons may appear
time,
departure from Winon a a little Community Church , Eyota , of- election ' Tuesday, and another Cn CI
51% Plrd
174% either in person, in writing, or by
agent, or by attorney, and present any
more than a year ago, she was ficiating. Buri al will be in Ev- who exchanged jobs.
Cn Can
51% Pr Oil
55
reasons which they may have to the
Carl Fann Jr ., received 32 Cnt Oil
.71% RCA
receptionist for the Winona ergreen Cemetery, Dover.
32% granting or denying of the above provotes for trustee succeeding CntI D
3
its
at
Society
45
posal.
Historical
4
Rd
Owl
27-74
County
Friends may call from Thurs- Charles Ekern . Ekern was
requested to prepare their
, 413.* They inartdetail,
44 Rp Stl
museum.
day noon to Friday noon at the elected clerk with 28 votes , suc- Deere
and present all evicase,
Survivors are: A son, Robert ; funeral home. There will be ceeding Joseph Olness, who Douglas 27M> Rex Drug 55% dence relating to this matter at the
the scheduled hearing.
four grandchildren and a broth- no reviewal at the service. A chose not to run again after Dow Chm 76% Rey Tob 40% time of Respectfully,
Her
du
Pont
231
Sears
Roe
130
Winona.
,
E. J. Slevers, Chairman
Cross
er , George
memorial is being arranged . serving seven years. Harry
Winona Planning Commission
husband. John, died in 1949.
Mueller received one write-in East Kod 136% Shell Oil 58
Ford Mot 53% Sinclair
53
(Pub. Date, Wednesday, Dec. 9, 1964)
Two-State Funerals for clerk.
Socony
88%
Advertisement for Biits
Ted Thronson -was re-elected Gen Elec 92%
3
Four Door, Sedan Type,
13'/«
Theodora Budde
constable with 28 votes . Norman R e n F d s 7fl 1i Sp Rand
Passenger Automobila
Gen Mills 47 * St Brnds 8074
WABASHA, Minn . ( Special) Thorud received one write-in.
Winona, Minnesota
Gen Mot 9-2% St Oil Cal 70% Sealed proposals will be received up
— The funeral service for Theo21, 196*, at 7:30
Gen Tel
36% St Oil Ind 42-74 to Monday. December
dore Budde will be Friday at
p.m., and publicly opened and read in
Gillette
28%
Oil
NJ
88V
St
4 the Council Chambers , City Hall, at
9:30 a.m. at St. Felix Church ,
Goodrich 59 Swft & Co 57% 7:30 p.m. on the same day, tor furthe Rt . Rev. Msgr. John Genga four door , sedan type, pasGoodyear 4:5% Texaco
87% nishing
senger automobile to the City ol Winler officiating. Burial will be in
Go-uld Bat 37% Texas Ins 87% ona, Minnesota , all In accordance with
Police surmise that two shop- St. Felix Cemetery.
therefore,
prepared
the specifications,
Gt
No Ry 57% Un Pac
43
by the City Engineer, Winona, Minnelifting incidents which occurred
The Rosary will be lead by
Gryhnd
Z2** U S Rub 62
sota , and now on tile at his office. A
downtown during the noon hour Msgr. Gengler at Buckman now being used
59% U S Steel 51% 1954 Ford Tudor SedanDepartment
FOUNTAIN , Minn. (Speciall- Gulf Oil
shall
Tuesday were done by the same Schierts Funeral Home Thursb y , the Engineering
A trustee here the last 10 years Homestk 47-7» Westg El 44% be accepted as t rade-in .
person , probably a man.
Each proposal nnust be accompanied
day at 8 p.m. Friends m a y call — who had not , however , filed IB M ach 410
Wlworth
29
A "mother 's ring " valued at
by a certified check in the jimounl ot
2 for re-election — was voted out InL Harv 78% Yg S & T 43% five
at
the
funeral
home
after
.
in
counter
percent (ST-1 of the bid.
off
a
$40 was taken
Tha right to re| eel any and all bids
p.m. Thursday.
of office in Tuesday 's village
Stager 's Jewelry Store , 50 W.
Ii hereby reserved
PRODUCE
election.
Mail or deliver nil bids to :
3rd St., and a waffle griddle
John S. Carter
(AP)-(USDA)NEW
YORK
He
is
Lester
Gunderson
,
who
worth about $15 was taken from
City Recorder
will be succeeded by David Dru- Bu tter offerings increased ; dethe Sears Roebuck Store at 57
Dec. 9, 1964)
Wednesday,
Date,
ry.
Drury
received
25
write-in
(Pub
mand
steady.
half
.
E. 3rd St., within about a
votes in an election in which no
AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND
Wholesale prices on bulk caran hour at noon .
THE CODE OP TH E C I T Y OF
candidates had filed and only tons (fresh) , creamery, 93 score
A clerk at the jewelry store
WINONA, MINNESOTA, 1959
(SpeINDEPENDENCE
,
Wis.
)
SO voters went to the polls.
(A A 62-62% cents ; 92 score (A )
The City Council of the City of Wi nona,
said there were several people
)
Minne-.ota, do orda in :
Capel Helgeson , clerk the last 61 ^-62 ; 90 score (B ) 61%-62.
in the shop just prior to the cial — Mrs. Robert (Carmen
Section 1. That so much of Section
,
Cheese offerings in balance 31 31 ot the Code ot the Clly ot Win
theft ' s discovery . Four clerks Kay) Lyga , 24 C o l u m b i a eight years , was re-elected with
Minnesota, 1 959, duly pasr.td by
were on duty but all were busy , Heights , Minn , wa.s kitle<l Mon- 23 write-in votes . There were with needs; demand good ; I ona,
the Clly Council on September 19, I960,
day
night
when
the
car
she
other
scattered
write-ins.
when the theft a pparent ly took
pri ces unchanged.
| which section esta blishes diagonal parkwa.s driving wa.s involved in a
The offices of justic e of the
ing of vehicles on corfaln streets, And
place.
Wholesafe~"£Eg offerings am- which
STREET ,
" M A R KE T
reads:
rear-end
collis
ion
with
a
stalled
peace
and
with
constable
were
vaThe l ing, a gold band
ple; demand good .
westerly side, trorn tho southerly line
four colored slones across the vehicle on Highway 10 near cant , and write-in votes were
( Wholesale s e l l i n g prices ol Third Slreel t o Ihe northerly line
"MARKET
Streesl
and
lop, was being displayed on a Anoka , where she was a kin- scattered among a number of based on exchange and other ofS T R EFourth
E T , easterly side , Irons Ihe southcandidates . The only ones to re- volume sales,)
counter when it was taken. The dergarten teacher.
erly line of Third Slreel loulherly one
hall block to Ihe alley. " be and Ihe
ring wa.s used for demonstrat ion
She and her husband moved ceive more than one vote were
New York spot quotations fol- same Is hereby r epealcd.
J
'
. V. Hunt for justice and Clifpurposes , the st ore s emp loye recently to North Minneapolis
3. Section 31-33 ot s.ald Code,
low: mixed . colors? standards Section Section
two hour
establish es
said. When all the clerks were from Denver , Colo. Robert is ford Bacon for constable.
I which
111-32%; checks 26-27. /
be> and Ihe
I parking on certain slreels ,
occupied , the thu'f had his op- a son of Mr. and Mrs. Marcel
adding
by
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same
Is
hereby
Whites : extra fane A heavy j
portunit y to pocket the rin g.
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Lyga , Independence,
)
weight
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min
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Minneiska Board
"AAnrkel Street, both sides , from
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Henry Brom , manager at the
line
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Fourth
Ihe northerly
fancy mediuih (41 lbs average )
the
Sears Store , s;.icl that
Slreel, to a point one Imndred
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Switches Election
(47
20-31
;
fancy
heavy weight
forly feel northerly thereof . "
griddle was not missed until West Bend Fisherman
I
lbs min) 34-35; medium (40 lbs ' Section 1. This ordinance shall be In
Date to November
about 12:.'10 p.m. when « police
I force and lake etlect trom and atler Its
average) 2H%-29%: smalls (36 pAss/K H', approval and piihllcafinn.
detective entered the store lo Found Dead on Ice
MINNEISKA,
Minn.
The
lbs average ) 25-26 ; peewees (31 1 Pa- seel al Winona , Minnesot a , Derem
inquire concerning Ihe jewelry
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store theft .
beit Wilkens , 69, of West Bond day night decided to have fuPresident of the Clly Council
Brown
:
extra
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heavy
division
The police deU'ctive
wns found dead on the ice of ture elections on the same date
A l l e - .t
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as general elections , the first fancy medium (41 lbs average)
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Captain
Marlow
e
L
Ihe t h e f t s
I
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election. He succeeds himself .
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CHICAGO (AP ) - ( USDA ) - County of Winonn I In ProhnU Court
Mrs.
Lester
Urueske
,
clerk
,
(In
;t(M
i vru
; year ago
recei pts Tuesday
In Rt Eilalt el
also was re elected , receiving Live poultry ; wholesale buying
,'ll)l: t rading ImsJs unchanged ;
Rmm» Frances Bdumann, Decedent.
2-1 votes. Josephine Pnine and prices % lower to % higher; Order
lor Hearing ion Petition ler probate
price 's !' .• lower ; cash spring
roasters 23-26 ; special fed white ol VrVlll,
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Lidtke
each
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Limiting Time lo Pita Claim!
a
what on is. gnvo 1 dark northern
and for Hearing Thereon
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William
Wolfe and Lester 117- lit .
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(AP ) -~ Chicago Will
CHICAGO
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weak ; wholesale buying prices , ln(H flank ai( nurt
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O. that the hearing
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write-in each.
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Minn - ST) . No 1 hard winter
!bu ying prices unchanged to 2 oilier
, trustee , was
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elected
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ceived a write-in for t ins lee and votes were cast
court mon* In ttie cour t home In
j in the light Pwtaloes arrivals r
Hurley, cars lll!>; ye ar ago
2.>; total U.S. Wlhoeia, MlnmiioM, and Ihal nollce
l.eon« .Severson for' clerk village election at Uti ca
Mr
*.
hereof he given ny publication of th is
T.<:,\; good lo c hoice 1 II1M :ifi ;
Tues- shipments 4(17 ; supplies
Adkins is <m the village powmoder- order In Ihe Whnna Daily Mev«s and hy
day niglit .
low to inlerniei li.iu . (ill-l. 'M; feed
ate' ; demand slow ; market dull; mallrd nnilce M provided hy law.
er iind lighl commission. Thirty!i:» !W.
Harold
Baitsli , incumbent en riot tra ck
Oa'ed November ?1, 1964 .
one
voles
were
cast
sales : Washington
.
E. n I I B C R A ,
i I l \ e No :> 1 .If , • , I :!(! ,.
t rustee , .ind Roderick K r e n / k o , Ituwet s S.W) - 5.60; Minn esota
I'robnt* Judge.
h 'hi * No I :i 17
clerk
,
each received all 21 N i n t h Dakot ii Hod River Valley
There arc three n ational forCrobate Courl Seal )
Streater,
Murphy
1
.
Broinahos,
I Soybeans No l vellow 2.R0.
ests in Florida.
votes. They had filed.
I round reds 5.25-5.50,
Altorney i for I' allt loner .
Mrs. Lillian Malcnk e, 75,
1783 Mankato Ave. Sugar Loaf ,
died Tuesday at 5:50 p.m. at
Community Memorial Hospital
after a brief illness.
The former Lillian Katherine
Rank , she was born July 29 ,
1889, at La Crosse to Joseph
and Augusta Schettler Rank.
She was married to Herman
Malenke , who died in 1951. She
lived most of her life in Winona. She was a member of St.
Martin ' s Lutheran Church.
Survivors are: Two sisters,
Mrs. Helen Rank , Winona , and
Mrs. Josephine Hart , Dickinson , N . D. Three brothers and
one sister have died.
Funeral services will be Friday at 2:30 p.m. at Breitlow
Funeral Home , the Rev. A. U.
Deye , St, Martin 's Church, ofBurial will be in
ficiating.
Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call Thursday
from 7 to 9 p.m.

Baumbach New
To Elgin Council

Rushford Names
New Trustee

Shoplifter Gets
Ring and Iron

Drury Elected
As Fountain
Village Trustee

Mrs. Robert Lyga
Killed at Anoka

Preston Names
Two Incumbents

Held Wanted—FamaU

Want Ads
Start Here

ASSISTANT cook vyanted, local
shop. W rn» E ats T>nn> tww-a.

BABYSITTER wanted, from 7 a.m. to 4
p.m , 1 pro-ichool children. Write 451
E. 9lh, Apt. 5.
BABYSITTER — your hwnt or mine In
Minnesota City. 3 children. Mon., Tues.,
Thurs , Frl., 6:45 lo 3:45 Tel 8689-23M
after 4.
PART TIME. Ag* 30-40. No ex perience necessary Demonstrate Tupperware, world' s best known plastic
houseware, at home parties. Make
your own hour». Fun, profitable.
Should have car. For Interview In

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR—
M, 42,

coffee

WAITRESS wanted, must be 21 or over,
Tel 9?eS.

N O T I C E
Thlt newspaper will b« responsible
for only one incorrect Insertion ot
advertisement
pubany classified
lished In trie Want Ad lecllon. Check
your ad and call 3321 It • correction must be made.

E —li.

26 i

_

44.

privacy of your own home, cell your
nearest distributor
M & M SALES
102 S. Wabash, Si. Paul
Tel 227-2668

In Momori am
IN MEMORY *4 Gerhard! Miller, who
passed away 1 year ago, Dec. 9.
One long year ago you left me,
I now sit all alone.
Your place at the table la empty.
It doesn 't even seam like home.
There Is no one lo talk to
Or tell my troubles to,
But I know someday you 'll be wailing
Because I'm still In love with you .
Sadly missed by your wife,
i
Alma, and sons.

Loit and Found

RAINBOW SALES
3206 Bloomington 'Ave., AAplt.
Tel. PA 1-2411

FASHION
ADV ISORS !

*t

LOST—In vicinity of Cathedral, gray
striped cat with while face, underside
and feet, answers to name of Tommy.
Reward. Tel. 8-2870.

Personals

7

TO WATKINS Products, Inc.-thanks for
the wonderful tour on Frl., especially
to you, Mrs. Altken, and all the rest.
And a Merry Christmas. Irlene Trimmer .
THE INNKEEPER, Ray Meyer, of the
Williams Hotel Is happy lo announce
that they are sponsoring a basketball
team In the City League this year .
He hopes you will support their new
venture into the sporting world.
LOSE WEIGHT safely with Dex-A-Olet
tablets.
Week' s supply only 98c ai
Ted Maier Walgreen Drugs.

I

Unequalled opportun i 11 e s
now with the Fashion Wagon
of Minnesota Woolen Co.
PARTY PLAN or appointment sales , full or part
time. No experience necessary . Tremendous nationally advertised complet*
line of clothing for all seasons , all members of the
family. Save customers 20%
to 40^0 . Start earning cash
today , the Fashion Wagon
way ! For details write Minnesota Woolen Co., Duluth ,
Minnesota. Include y o u r
phone number .

'

:
Help Wanted—Male

27

THE NEW DRAMATIC Dimension . . .
Sculptured
Golden Picturesque wai I TRUCK D R I V E R — experienced . Write
panels, so easy to make on the very
qualifications to E-49 Dally News.
first try. So different , so fashionable, so
glftable. 3 sizes, many themes to choose SINGLE AMN for farm work, no mllklno.
from. PAINT DEPOT , Jo7 Center St.
M. W. Wlltse, St. Charles, AAlnn.
THE amazing Blue Lustre will leave
your upholstery beautifully soft and
clean. Rent electric shampooer, J l .
R. D. Cone Co.
WHEN SANTA'S HELPERS are foot sore and arm weary . . . take a
break for lunch, dinner or a cup ol
steaming coffee at RUTH'S RESTAURANT, I26 E. 3rd. (Right downtown)
Open 34 hours a day, except Mon.
TROUSER knees do wear thin; belter
a patch than a square of skin. W .
BET5INGER, Tailor, 66Va W. 3rd.
COME IN, browse around. Unusual gifts
for everyone on your Christmas list.
Have a snack In our Coffee Shop while
selecting gifts. . Free gift wrapping.
Musical dolls, Christmas bells, sewing
boxes, mechanical toys, wobbly dogs .
Moderately priced. Will mall gifts.
Use our lay-away plan. Open evenings,
Sundays.
Beautiful line of Golden,
Silver Wedding Anniversary gifts. Twin
Bluffs Motel, Coffee i
. Gift Shop, between Winona and L» Crescent.
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? —
Man or woman your drinking creates
numerous problems. If you need and
want help, contact Alcoholics Annonymous, Pioneer Group c / o General Delivery, Winona, Minn.
TRUSSES—ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS

GOLTZ PHARMACY
274 E. 3rd

Tel. 254,

Business Services

14

DREAMING OF A Bright Christmas?
Have rugs sparkling and clean by letting our experts revitalize and restore
your floor coverings. Get like-new beauty from soiled carpeting. WINONA P.UG
CLEANING SERVICE, 11* W. 3rd. Tel.
3722.

Plumbing, Roofing

21

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewera and drains
Tel| 9509 or 6<!3<S
I year guarantee

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

MOEN'S kitchen Dlalcet faucet lets you
preselect the water temperature you
want, no fiddling with separate handles
. . . no wasting water.

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING i
. HEATING
207 E. 3rd
Tel. 3703

Jerry 's Plumbing

827 E. 4th

Tel. «394

FRY COOK—days, 11 a.m. to « p.m., a
days, closed Sun. Call or see Prank
Cunnrnflr-tam, Steak Shop.
RELIEF MILKER parlor operation In
Rollingstone area, some weekends and
holidays. Must be experienced and dependable. Write E-47 .
SINGLE MAN wanted for light chores,
no milkinp,, up to 1st of April. Henry
Bremer, Mondovi, Wis. Tel. Arcadia
57-F-2.

AMBITIOUS MEN

WILLING to work 9 hours a day, M
days a week. Bright future for qualified
men, for
above average
earnings.
Steady year around work , also part time
openings available. Must have a good
car. See Mr. Auman, Thurs , Dec. 10th,
from 7:30 to 9:30 at Ihe Winona Hottl.

~~

MARRIED MAN

FOR full or part time work; under 45. Na
lay-offs, no construction or heavy labor.
Car necessary. Start at $97 SO plus per
week. See Mr. Johnson at Valley View
Motel in Preston on Wed , Dec. *, 7-9
p.m.

ROUTE SALES
SERVICE

AND DELIVERY. 60 slops per day. JlOfJ
per we»!k while training. Married to
age 39. SVi day week. Wrile E-45 Daily
News.

Experienced
Turret Lathe
Operator
Preferably on saddle type
machines, heavy engine
lathes experience may be
satisfactory . See
Henry Przybylskl
Airport Plant

Warner & Swasey Co.
Badger Division
"An equal opportunity
employer "
Help—Male or

Female

2fl

FAUCETS D R I P ? DRAINS GURGLE?
Call 2737 for

BEAUTICIAN
WANTED-state
experience, school attended and references.
Write E-38 Dally News.

Serviceman Now!

ASSISTANT cook wanted , local coffee
shop. Write E-48 Daily News .

SANITARY

(Pint Pub . Tuesday, Dec. «, 1964)
COUNTY QF WINO NA
CITY OF WINONA
N O T IC B
TO WHOM IT MAY C O N C E R N :
From this day, I wl t l not ba respons ible for any clrbts contracte d by
nny per s on oilier than myself.
DUANE SAVOY
Subscribed and sworn to before me
thk lll\ day ol December, 1964.
John D. McGill, Notary Public,
Winona County, Minnesota.
(My commission expires April 14 , 19?0)
(Seal l
(1st

Pub.

Date, Wed,,

Dec. 9, I960

Stale of Minne- cila I ss.
County ol Winona
) In Probate Court
No. 15,159
In Re Estate Of
Nets Johnson , De cedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Administration, Limiting Time lo File
Claims »nd tor Hearing Thereon
Syrus H. lohnson having filed herein
a petition
lor
general
aclmlnlslrallon
ttnllno Ihal sulci decedent died Inteslatee
and pr,eying Ihal S yrus ll, Johnso n biappnlnlril administrator ,
IT IS ORDERED, Tlirtt Ihe hearlna
Ihereol he Mad on Janueiry 7, 196V at
10 in o ' clock A.M.. before this Court
In Ihe prohcsle court ronrn In the court
house In Winonn, Minnesota; Ihal llin
lime wllhin
which (rerlilnrs ol ,/ i lri
decedent
may
file
Ihelr
claims hcllmllecl lo four months trom the data
fiereol, and Ihal the c laims so llleri he>
heard on April 9, I96S , nl 10.30 o'c lurk
A M , hnlorr this Coufl In the proline
court coom in the courl hnu- .e In Winonn
Minnesota,
and Ihat notice hereof br
given hy publication of Ihls order In
Ihe Winona Daily New, and hy mailed
notice as pr ovided hy |,r-v
Dated Dec cniher 4 , lv/,4
F , I)
I I III R A ,
IVobale Judge
{Proh rtlf Court Seall
Sawyer , Sawyer A. Oaf hy,
Attorneys for Petitione r

Businest Opportunities
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FOR LEASE-ncw 2-stall service station, in downtown Winona. Excellent
opportunity for nmblllous man. Training procjrain, financing retirement plan.
Call or write lor confidential Interview .
Take advnnMoo today nl the mnny
extra
aids
bnlng offered
on
this
business locnllon. J. R. Lynch, Cities
Service Oil Co ., Box 8B9, Rochester,
or Tel. Winona 2341.

Supply & Equi pment
Business

Weill established downtown conrrrn
showing nice profit. Excellent unrealized potential. Includes actunl Inventory, fix lures and equipment . About
JB. sOO will handle.

Commercial Buildings
"
Two dow ntown bullcllncis , suitable for
oacuie, murine opiM-allon , etc
M.iin
building;, 30x60' , h.is overhead door In
front, lolcllnc) donrs to roar , c lc- .cn
dry hnseimint |-ronl rrcet itly remodeled lor display purposes. Uonr buildInu, JOxW , hns new rool , coiin ele
Horn find drain, J toldliici (jm.-,oe
doors. All In excellent condition.

A partment Site

.WO frnn hicje nn s e r v i c e rcmcl /nnod
crininii'i i-lal
Reason ably priced at
1IJ. /MI .

(*" ' . '.-;> , , 7 , "; 7

¦ "' 7;:V 7: '"'!

40) Main SI.

Money to Loan

Tel

2049

40

LOANS 'il^:'

PLAIN NOtf. A U I O - F U R N I T U R E
(1st Puh Dale . Wed., Dec. 9. I»A4|
I/O I J,cl
i«|. 79H
lira. 9 a in lo s p m„ Sal. 9 a.m, to noon
Stale of Mlnrir nta ) w
County ol Winona
) In Probate Court
Nn. ls\!J«
In Me Estate Ol
Stella Prondiln.kl , alio Known ai
on any article ol value
Men, prodilnskl,
Nl U VIANN 'S BARGAIN S lOfir
Decedent
I
ill
I.
hid '.I,
Order lor Hearing on Final Acco unt
Irl B 2l.n
and P»lltMJn lor Distribution
The represe ntative ol lr»e above named
estate having filed his
final account
and pelllion for settle me nt and allow
COL I If PHI" , purebred , hicolnrs and
ance ttieregf and lor distribution lo II.B
sallies, lieu in/in Olnri. Cal*, vllle, Wis
.
person- thereunto entitled ;
IT IS OBDI. Rfli , Th-al Ihe heanriq PUPPII. S mule , hrown
In while, Sleep,
Ihereol be had on Januflry a. I96S , n l
heed cr ci,
innlliec rjct rnt c nltle clog
10 4S o 'cloc k A.M , before Ihls Coin I
Mcilvln
liolnhe,
Cushion] ,
Minn.
In the probale courl room In the com t
Illc ntt hnoi
bouse In Wlnnna. Minnesota, and lha I
notic e hercnl he givnn hy public allnn PI¦O KiRI I II M I N IA T U R E
block DaclnOf tills nrclec iik The Wlnnna Dally News
hunch, 1J-, to »40 , lummy l„y i ox
anil hy ma Neil nolle a ns provided hy
l e i r l e r s . 110 In f.1 5, paiecih inuuli on
law
inls, I ny Mmiiliasiei s, »m l i n s i h ' i
Daled Dtc r-Mihe c /. |9 h4
Kennels. MouMnn Minn Is yran enF. II | III F H A .
peiltiKi , fl lwsn n| your s e r v i c e
I ' rolial D ludrje.
( Prnbntf Coin I Seal)
AKC
Rl C I S T I i R f n miniature
hlnck
Jtieater. Murphy i\ Hi nsnaban,
poodles. Ri'»cl , lor Oirl.lnio, delivery.
Atlo ineya lor Petitioner .
Tel . I'lalnvlew S)4njJ,

Quick Money . . .

Dogi, Rett , Supplies

42

Ibrtti' C«ttl<. Stock

43 ArtlcUi for Sat*

-^rT^BOARS-froin lire* lllleri. vacn,C
"nd ,r Vllpela».
zlnlted ,0r
'°
V. '%nc» Scherbrlno,. Minnesota cily.

Sowing Machines

J,

__

OK USED FURNI TURE STORE

' .o r>i0—purebred Hampshire year:
II«O Herman ArnMwi, Hwy. «, Foun'
WU. T.I. ,S7-4753 .
ilTln City,

J73 E, 3rd $t.
Wa Buy
we tell
Furniture—Antique*—Toola
¦end othnr Itoma.
Tel. 1-3701.

¦TitTlCE' At our regular sale Frl , Dtc.
II we wl" h" vt m ,0 4CC heel calves
'. ' , ou r usual run of livaslOCK . Starti ng
l mt 12 noon. Lanersboro Sales Commillion

SNOW PLOW SEASON

will soon ba here . Pul your snnw
plow on lay-by now at WINONA f lO E
«. POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 5065.
lAcrosi trom the nevj parking lot .)

¦.ftLSTEIN SPRINGING cows, 3i 10 In.
Simmerin.ll I I In. bell. Tal. Centervi|l, 5MUS,

GOOD THRIFTY feetler pig*. Oeorge
Surni Jr.. Rl- 1c Lewiston , T«l, 3814,

CHRISTMAS TREES
and Boughs

Poland China boar» unci
PUREB RED
j ilU, ment type. Henri/ Holmen & Son,
" anettioro, Minn. Tel. 447-3317 .
HEREFORD BULL-pyrabred, very genHe, Vincent Ashelin, Stockton Hill. Tel.
Winona 9578.

I

PUREBR ED Spotted Poland Chine boan.
These boars w ilt weigh trom 275 lbs. lo
J7J lbs. Tops In bloodlines. Contact
G«ry Smlkrud, Galesville, Wis. or Tel,
7-F-I2.
PUREBRE D Duroc boars, also Lanrlrace
boars. Clifford Hcff, Lansiboro, Mlrn.,
(Pilot Mound I.
REDEEM VALUABLE COUPONS
Oct. Farm Journal
(Inside back cover,I

All kinds and sizes.
2'to Ifi' , retail and wholesale
Corner of W. 4th and
Lee St., behind
Jefferson Stadium.
Smitty ' s Tel. 8-2731.

FIRESTONE STOR E
300 W . 3rd

Stoves, Furnaces, Parti

75

CHRISTMAS
TREES

SLEDS, TOBOGGANS
boys. Tel. 6-1394.

44

DEKALB 30 week old pullets, fglly vaccinated, light controlled, raised on slat
floors. Available year around. SPELTZ
CHICK HATCHERY, Rollingstone, Minn.
Tal. «e««-23ll.

46

HOLSTEIN SPRINGING COW S and heifers wanted, also open and bred Hilton E. E. Gremelsbach, Inc., Lewlslon,
Minn. Tel. 41el.
~
LEWISTON SALES BARN
A real good auction market fnr your
livestock.
Dairy caltle on hand , all
week , hogs bought every dny. Trucks
available. Sale Triors. Tel. 26*7.

81

and

toyi

lor

i

OLD DISHES, dolls, wooden trunks, picture frames, clocks, lamps, vases, anything old or antique, Write lo Oliver
Oredson, 4921 Abbott So., Mpli., 55410.

Animal Health Center

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON t, METAL
CO. pays highest prices lor scrap
Iron, metals, Jilrjes, wool .and raw fur.
212 W. 2nd.
Closed Saturdays

120 E. 2nd
Open Sundays

Coal, Wood, Other Fu«I 63
"
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enjoy the
comfort of automatic personal care.
Keep full eervlce — complete burner
care. Budget planned and guaranteed
price. Or<ler today from JOSWICK'S
EAST END COAL «. OIL C0„ Wl E.
Ith. Tel. 3389.
SLAB WOOD
Good dry oak slabe.
BRUNKOW'S SAW MILL
t. LUMBER Y A R D
Trempealeau, Wl«.
Tel. 534-6314

THREE- OR FOUR-bedroom house, cork
and carpeted, built-in*, new furnace,
gas watar heater, central air conditioning, 2-car garage, screened patio. 1
lot for sale. Tel. 6059.
FIVE ROOMS, 3 bedrooms, tile floors,
hot water heater, furnace *nd gar*ge
Tel. Fountain City 8667-3554 niter 3 or
Sunday
D. Modest 2-bedroom, 1-floor home on
lull lot. All hardwood flooring. Gas tired
forced air baseboard heat. Good condition. Located east In W - K . School district. Priced to sell al H.SOO. ABTS
AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 119 Wainut
St. Tel. B-4365 or after hours: E. R.
Clay 1-2737, Bill "(lebell 4IS4, E. A .
Abts 3114 .

YOUR ONS-STOP typewriter and Builnejs Machine Hearfquarferi. W« ser Wce
all type s of machines, stock ribbons for
any make and slie typewriter. WINONA MODERATELY
PRICED
3-bedroom
T Y P E W R I T E R SE RVICE, 161 E. 3rd ! home, only I years old, cily location.
Tel. 8330O.
wilh
suburban
atmriipheri.
1359
Glen
|
view Road. Tel. 4087.

USED A Q U A R I U M wanted. Tel. Fountain
Cily 8687-4633.

A. GRAMS & SONS

TED MAIER DRUGS

77

T Y P E W R I T E R S and adding martinet
for sale or r«nt.
Reasonebli rates,
Iree delivery. See us lor ell your of
fica supplies, desks, files or office
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Til. 5222 .

UPRIGHT PIANO, double drmer. In
good condition. Tel. 8-3»35. Altar i p.m.

with carton of 12

For Mastitis

Free Flashlight

Wanted—LivMtcek

I, DUPLEX on Waif King Street- , between
State College and the College ol St
Teresa. 3 bedrooms down, 2 bedrooms
up. Gas lurnsce. Choice condit ion, ready
to move Into. Corner lot. 1-ctcr qarage.
AGENCY ,
Full price Sn,0O0 , ARTS
INC., Realtors,
159 Walnut St. Tel .
1-4345, or a(Ur hours: E. R. C lay 1-2737,
Bill Zl lbell 4154, E. A. Abtl 3114.

TAKE MONTHS TO PAT
NO MONEY DOWN

Wanted to Buy

Scotch & Norway
PineBalsam & Spruce
Wreaths — Branches
Roping

Terramycin

Animal Formula

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

, , '

i.

.

1 962 International

IF YOU. WANT to buy, till or trade
be lure fa lie Shank, HOME/MAKER'S
EXCHANGE, 352 E, 3rd.

21" 1965 Console TV Sell,
IU9.9S. No trade needed.
1 Only Phllco Stereo Cornell,
• Mf. ej . Floor modal.
See' our selection of portable TV
Sen and Phonographs

FAMOUS ALADDIN blue flame kerosene
heaters. No smoke, no smell, hums 25
hour*, on I gellon. Also rang<e, o«« or
oil hctMlers. Service and perls. RANGE
OIL BURNER CO.. 90? E. 511 St. Tel.
7<79 . Adolph Mlchalowskl .

JiBTLAND PONIES. Will hold '111 Christm«i- Marlyn Lanoitlh, Lewls lon, Minn.
Ta|, 4ill.

lease,
Daley,

73

DAliy>J EWS~" j
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At Typewriters
TED MAIER DRUGS

Spall:,

idLSTE IN HEIpERS, 15 bred. 3 due
Jin Is', olhers Feb. Ml. «. M Rork jj €y ; Melrose. Tal. Black River 1-5B72.

HOLSTEIN BULLS—for . , «ale or
ready lor heavy service. Pal
Lewiston , Minn. Tel. 4802.

„

Heavy duty 1 ton chassis
complete with 10 ft . stock
body, 7.00x17 8 ply dual
tireft , 4-8t>eed transmission.
A-l condition.

m tioin STEERS-* Mdltlflnt, between
'iS and «0 I6». fret Klekhoeter , Arirfle, Wli.

2. Vincent

—

C-132

¦r^l7r~eULL-t«rvlc«bl» «9«c from
..nilclll breeding. Thomai Menolek,
Clly. Til, 1MJ-4M4.
J,7, l, Fountain
'CALVHJ—VI, wttlf* faced, wain¦••V
Luehmann,
LrwUton,
edmund
id.
_____ _
W lnlv

WANTED SCRAP IRON & METAL,
COW HIDES , WOOL, RAW FURS.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
M & W IRON AND METAL CO.
207 W. 2nd, across Spur Gas Station
For your convenience
We Are Now Again Open on Sats.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap iron, metals, ragj , hides,
raw furs and wool!

Sam Weisrnan & Sons
INCORPORATED
450 W. 3rd
Til. 5S47

Rooms With Meals

85

BOARD, ROOM arvd laundry. Would Ilka
older gentlemen who prefer not to go
to rest homes. C lose to downtown and
churcheS. Write
Box 494 , Harmony,
Minn., or Tel. 88e-5012.

HOMEMAKER'S SPECIALS
EAST location. Cozy 2-b»droam home,
modern except heat S5.250.
WEST
CENTRAL.
Modern
2-bedroom
home, large lot 410,500.
CORNER LOT, Belmont addition. All Improvements In Reasonable.
HOAftEMAKER'S EXCHANGE, C. Shank ,
552 E. 3rd.

1960 Chevrolet

V.2 C&C, 4-speed transmission , « cylinder , 7 , 50x20
tires. See this one. Very
clean.
1961 In t e r n a t io n a l
Travelall Station Wagon , 6
passenger , Vi ton , V-8, 3specd transmission , Very
clean.

Winona Truck
Service

IHC TRUCK SALES
& SERVICE
65 Laird
Tel. 4738

We 're Dealing
On
RAMBLERS
1959 RAMBLER
Custom
fi cylinder , automatic transmission , new tires , a real
cream puff.
1959 RAMBLER
6 cylinder , automatic transmission , radio, h e a t e r ,
whitewall tires.

1959 RAMBLER
Station Wagon
6 cylinder, standard transf a * ****m a **W ****mai<4Miai 'in>mmummi ^m n, ^
mission with overdrive , radio, heater , whitewall tires.
Economy Plus a
Tel 2849
120 Cen ter St.

I C^ .\*
W

109

99 Truck*,Tritr'i,TralUn 108 Ut«d Cart

71 Housas for Sal*

ZENITH COLORED TV, many Mis an G A REALLY exqulilte home right In CHEVROLET — 1 949 «l-ton pickup. *«S
TBI. «7M.
our floor ready lor dallvary mm or at
lh» heart of town, 9 rooms, 4 bedrooms
Christmas time. Coma and ie» 1hem.
up, tun room can be used as Jth bed
INT ERNATI0NAL-ie» Mon truck, comliving
rporn,
dining
FrANK
LILI
roofti.
Large
kitchen,
A
1
SONS
.
7el
I
.
Ith
PLAIN OR rRBATEO urn) tor illppery
bination box aod rack . Viry oood condlroocn. den or office. Fireplace, Hot »yaOpen evenings.
llon. Tel. St. Charles WJ-3157.
ler oil fired he-It. Full belt, up, ' .
BROt ITO RE, 57» E. 4lh. Tel. 4007 .
betri down. Thla home his so many
featurti, wa can not mention them all.
IC
«LI!!!:AT? e«n,n«». new end need.
~
Call v> on thla home io we can show
W,
,h rp,nM>
KOLTBR Blcvcle FOR CHRISTMAS e flne ••taction Of
.
„
at
f.
you
• home worth every dollar we are
Shop, 301 rVtknktto. T»l. Set],
fine used sewlni) machines. 110 and
asking. ABTS AGENCY, INC., Realtors,
up. WINONA SEWING CO., JJI Hull
"
fat. S 43tS or after
IS* Walnut St,
WHEBLCHAIR * aluminum (rami, loft
St, Tel. «¦<!.
hour I: eV, ft. Clay t-2737, Bill Zlebell
cuihloni, idluillble back reaij win ieii
4IM, E. A. Abta 3114.
lor «o, moulre Marcchanl'a National
Sptclals at th* Storo
74
Bank, Trual Oept.
INCOMI PROPERTY - ?¦roaeri, }-apt
home, In good W, Broadway location
USBD TVa,
portabln and ceneolei; LUND I' toboggan, 132,$0. 110 culhlon
Being tolo* fo utile ttfa fe, Tal . *9K lor
free with DUrchin. BAMBENIK'S, ttti
appointment.
ELECTRIC CO., US E. ltd
1 MankalO.

-tr^N DAPPLED Palomino, i yaan
**£• m«f«> whil! I«c« , mane wind Ull,
lui whlto alocklnoer. Wm. o. Neld° LlwHtMic Minn,

^OLSTEIN sprlnoeri,
trtuntlsM. Minn.

57 Radloa, Television

««N'» AND LADIES' PIBuri tkitH.
U.M l
l BAMBBNEK'S, e|h a. Mtn.
KilO,

View

W INON A UTO
_
"

We can otter you a three-bedroom
rambler with big yard, automatic
haal, bath with vanity, {15,500 to
$16,500.

RAMBLER /""\ DODGR

Decided ly Different
and most liveable, a three-bedroom
home with two level living and.dining
area, pine-panelled kitchen with dishwasher
and
disposal , big family
room,, tcreened porch. Near public
and parochial schools In tow n.

ir SALES &

Open Mon . & Fri. Eve.
3rd & Mankato Tel, 8-3649

Stone & Clapboard '62 INTERNATIONAL
Distinguish tha exterior ot this big
rambler, living room and recreation
Scout
room each have fireplaces, kitchen

CHEVROLET-lfW B«l Air <d«or Priced
reasonable. Wa r be sain at HB Siou x
St.

" HOLIDAY

SPECIALS "

DODGE, I9J? Cornel ±door. «, aland j
art tranamlMlon, beautiful lot black
finish, pa rfecl condlllon, !<»; H59 PLYAAOUTH Belverj«r» 5-door hardtop, radio, tisetar, automatic transmlislon, a
perfect car, J49S.

Used Cart

~

95VCHEVR0TEt~
lmpala

^-door hardiop, radio, haalsr , aulnmalic lranirYil<«.lon. V-a.

$1095

NYSTROM'S

DON'S AUTO SALES
\4*> E. Jnd
Tal. «-1«71

CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH
Open Friday Niohn

REDUCED FOR
QUICK SALE
'63 Chevrolet
Bel A i r
4-door , radio heater , whitewall tires ,
V 6 cylinder, autom a t i c transmission , solid turquoise. Reduced in price .

$1895

Mobil* Homes, Trailers 111
RED TOP Hwy. 61 Mobile Home Sales.
St* us before you buy. Wa (til quality and price 30 years at trailer dealings. Hwy. 61 near Ooodvlsw Water
Tower. Tel. B-36-24.
HUNTERS, VACATIONERS — Heated
pickuo Campari and travel trailer* (or
rent or iali. LEAHY'S, Buffalo City.
Tul. Cochrane 24J-2535.

Auction Sales

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

Everett J. Kohner
158 Walnut. Tel. 8-3710 after houra 78U

VENABLES

Tel . 8-2711
75 W. 2nd
Open Mon. & Fri . Evenings

;

BETTER BUYS !

\
-\

'62 lmpala 4-door, 327 V-fl ,
Powerglide, ex tremely
nice'.
'62 Pontiac 4-door Cataiina,
Hydramatic, exceptional
buy.
Country Squire
Big engine , standard transmission , radio, 27,0*0 miles.
Perfect condition.

$1695

'59 Chevrolet Bel Mr ,
Powerglide, radio ,
ceptional.
'56 Oldsmobile 2-door.
'55 Pontiac 4-door . . . .

V-8 ,
ex$295
$295

AUCTIONS I I I Household. Llveitock or
General. LYLE L. B0BO, Rt , J, Houston, Minn. Tel. Hokah 894-3103 . Licensed & B onded .
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and Male lleenitel
end bonded . 232 Liberty St . (Cornar
E. 5lh and Liberty), Tel . 49B0.
DEC. 13—Self.. 12:30 p.m. 7 mllet N.I.
of Winona Bridge on Hwy. 35, S mil**
W. of Dod»», I mile 5 ai Bohr I > Vtllef
School, Oeorge Stuber, owner; Alvin
Kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co.»
clerk.
DEC. IJ—Sat. 11:30 a.m. 14 mile W. o«
Lund, WI J ., on J. Carl H. Barnes, owner; Ludn Schoeder, auctioneer; Chip*.
pewa Valley Fin. Co, clerk.
DEC. 12—Sat.. 1 p.m. Chevrolet Peril ta
Equipment, Ul S. Leonard St., Wee.t
Salem, Wis. Curl y 't Chevrolet Salea,
owner: Alvin Miller, auctioneer; Marvin Miller, clerk.
DEC. 15—Tues. . 1 pm. rt miles S. or!
Durand, Wis. Francis (Nick) Brunner.
Schroeder , auctioneer!
owner;
Leon
Chippewa Valley Fin. Co , clerk.
DEC. 15—Tues.. 1 p.m. 5 miles S. al
West Salem on Counly Trunk M to Meyer 's Store at Barre Mills, then turn left
and oo 2 rnilcs to RussJ and Coulor; Rd.,
then 2 miles to farm. Fritz Thlelker,
owner; Schroeder 8. Thlelker, auctioneers; Thorp Fin. Co., clerk.

CURLY'S CHEVROLET

|

I

SALES AUCTION
Located: at 163 S. Leonard Street,
in West Salem , Wisconsin.

¦

,' Saturday, December 12
Time: 1:00 p.m.

'
;

'62 FALCO N

Auction Sales

109

;

'
J
X
'*
?
,'
^
l\

CHEVROLET PARTS AND EQUIPMENT
Having purchased the garage building and planning
on remodeling for more room , must sell stock of old
model Chevrolet parts and accessories from 1928 on.
These should be of special value to antique car owners
and dealers.
*
Also selling some equipment including boring bar,
wheel balancer , headlamp tester and adjuster , some special tools, oil burner , roll top desk, electric motor , exhaust
fan , large size tarpaulin , loud speaker amplifier and
other items.
Terms: Cash.
Alvin "Wimpy " Miller , Auctioneer
Marvin Miller , Clerk

MILLER ::

AUCTION

CHEVROLET CO.
;,
, The following personal property will be sold Vz mile
CHEVROLET & BUICK
'-* west of Lund, Wis., on J; or 5 miles north of Stockholm,
Rushford , Minn. Tel . UN-4-7711 ¦\ Wis,, on J.

;
-i
:-'<
V>
ij
%
"
<*
'i
4,
§.
',,
'
$

SATURDAY/ DECEMBER 12

Ladies Aid will serve.
Sale starts 11:30 A .M.
83 HEAD OF CATTLE — 25 Holstein milk cows, 6
Quality Home With
Guernsey milk cows, 12 are fresh , 7 due in March and
balance
in summer; 2 Holstein heifers, due la Feb . and
Rooms
Without
Mead
86
"Gl" Financing
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum 64
Look at These Prices!
April ; 3 Holstein heifers, 18 mos. old, open ; 3 Holstein
You may purchase thla almost new
FOR RENT for ganfliniBn. Tal.
thrae-bedroom rambler wlthi two ceheifers, 18 mos. old, bred ; 1 Guernsey heifer, 18 mos.
Farm lmplem«nt>
48 DAVENPORT FOR SALE-ln very~good ROOM
$1895
6589.
These Cars
ramic baths and pine-panelled reccondition, very reasonable . Tel. 5810.
old, open ; 2 Guernsey heifers, 16 mos. old; 18 Holstein
reation room, living room with flraJUST RECEIVED another truck load
heifers, 4 to 10 mos, old; 15 Holstein steers, 4 to 10 mos.
place, landscaped lot, and -assume a
7~
Rooms
for
Housekeeping
87
MUST
BE
SOLD
WALNUT
COCKTAIL
fables,
J4.
3 PC.
ol Patt silo unloadera and bunk tradlow Interest rate mortgage.
4-WHEEL DRIVE
old; 8 calves.
table group, Includlnc 2 atep tables efnd
er), size s from 13 to If tt. silos.
matching cocktail fable, J)«,M k.d. ROOMS FOR MEN, with or without
DAIRY EQUIPMENT - Dari-Kool 275 gal. bulk
You will enloy the holidays more If
This
Week
$800
Down
PICKUP
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
302
housekeeping privileges. Tel. 4B59.
you let us Install a Patz silo untank;
new Universal 4-unit Jump with 1 h.p. motor , 8
Will purchase ay tturdy brick home
Mankato Ave. Open evenings.
loader: Also for sale 1 used Badger
1962 CHEVROLET
with automatic heat, big yard, stor1957 DODGE 4-door ... $348
mos.
old
; l'/i-inch pipeline for 33 cows, 32 stall cocks;
silo unloader, 2 yeers old; 1 Patz silo
»A TON
90 age garage, hardwood floors, full
Apartments, Flats
Thrifty Gilts at
unloader fo fit either 12 ft ., 14 It.,
30 gal. electric heater; 4 seamless Surge buckets ; 2 strain1959
FORD
Custom,
bath. Balance like rent.
BURKE'S
FURNITURE
Ii ft. illo. Ray Speltz & Soni, Lewis6-cylinder engine, 4-speed
ers; 4 shotgun cans; can rack; double wash tank.
4-door
.... $498
CENTER JOO'/ - deluxe afflclmcy apt..
. Triple plated chrome co»t hanger
ton, Minn. Tel. 2753 or 2112 . .
>;
AFTER HOURS CALL!
partially lurnlshexJ, heat and air conpole — 2 adjustable racks - JP 95
FEED — 200 bu. oats ; 650 bu. ear corn; 2,000 bales
transmission, lock out hubs,
Leo Koll 4561
1960
FORD
Fairlan
e
ditioning. Adults. J85. Tel. 5017 or 6790.
lee the new 12 Ib model XL T 2.
Burk e's, 3rd & Franklin
Laura Fisk 2118
(front
power
winch
mount1st
and 2nd crop hay, crimped , round bales ; 600 bales
2-door
$698
HOMELITE CHAIN SAs/VS
W. L. (Wib) Helier 8-2181
ed)
,
aluminum
canopy
over
feed-grain
hay , square ; 30 ft. corn silage in 20 ft . silo,
TWO-BEDROOM dow nstairs apt. Inquire
AUTO ELECTRIC S E R V I C E
Bob Selover 7827
1960 FORD Fairlane
Good Things to Eat
65 902 E. Bth.
Ind 4, Johnson
Tal. 5435
box, heavy duty rear bump- ,
easily removed.
500, 4-door
$698 «
er, radio, West Coast mirMACHINERY — 1957 D-17 A.C. tractor, wide front ,
BUY YOUR winter potatoes now whlla FIVE ROOMS and bath, all utilities ex1961 FORD Fairlane
cept heat furnished . Inquire 420 W. WBOB
the price Ii right. Full line ol apples.
n
rors,
five
perfect
mud
and
1,800 hrs.; 1948 J.D. "B" tractor and cultivator; Ford
CASE 10 in.
^
4th, evenings.
Winona Potato Market, 111 Market.
2-door
snow tires.
— $698 & tractor, 4-speed; A.C. baler ; J.D. corn planter; Fox chopHammer Mill
& per, hay and corn heads ; J.D. flail chopper ; McD. No. 2
APPLES — Mclntoih, Cortlandi, Haral- FIFTH W. 226-3 rooms and bstri. Heat ,
1958
CHEVROLET
lmpala
Tel. 2349
C ^*.V~
»on», Delicious, Prairie Spy . At reasonlights, hot vialtr furnished. Mailable |
with dust collector
Convertible
$698
/* hay crusher; Woods Bros, picker; J.D. No . 13A combine
>
able prices. F. A, Krause Co , "Breezy
Jan. 1. Adults. Tel. «147 for appoint120 Center St.
and extra screens.
|
.
Acres". S. on new Wwy. 14-61/
ment.
with motor , good aprons; Brillion 8-ft . drill, grass seeder
1960 CORVAIR 4-door ,
Powerglide '
$698
KOCHENDERFER & SONS
FOUNTAIN CITY—1st floor apt., 4 rooms
H and brome attach.; Badger silo unloader to fit 20 ft . silo;
|
Gehl self unloading box and A.C. wagon, 7 ton ; manure
and bath . Tal. Fountain City B6B7-3502.
Fountain City, Wis.
vVantad-R«al Estate
102
loader to fit Ford, snow bucket, manure bucket and gravel
I
BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
bucket; New Holland manure spreader , PTO; etc.
B
Open Friday Nights
NEED LISTINGS on farms and water
Centrally
CARL H. BARNES, OWNER
1
frontage lots. Qualified buyars.
Is Your Old
CORNFORTH REALTY
I
Leon Schoeder , Elmwood, Wis., Auctioneer
Located
La Crescent, Minn.
Tel. 895-2106
Used Can
109
SPREADER
Pi
Chippewa Valley Finance Company, Clerk
M
cintosh , Cortlands,
§
Rep. by: Heit Realty, Inc. , Durand
WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH P R I C E S
105
Johnson
Tel.
2396
Giving You Trouble?
RAMBLER — 1961 Cujtom <00. In real
2Vi bedrooms , bath , upFOR YOUR CITY P R O P E R T Y
and Opsal Real Estate, Ellsworth, Wis.
good condition. May bt seen at 163 E. ' Open Friday Night Until 9:00
|
|
,
living
room,
'
stairs.
Kitchen
Red and Gold Delicious ,,
Be prepared (or the long
Sth . or Tal . 8-JMB.
"HANK" JEZEWSKI
sewing room . Washing facicold winter. Choose from a
(Winona 's Only Real Estate Buyer) '
FORD-1964
V-8, parted condition, 10,000
Northwest Greenings.
lities in basement, $65
Tel. «3B8 end 7093
P.O. Box 345
large selection available (or
miles. I year guarantee left, Tal, 8-303e,
Immediate
possesmonth
.
Immediate delivery. Several
TAKE OVER PAYMENTS on 1M0 Corsion.
models of New Idea, Minnevalr with no money down Rav 'i Trad,
Packed
fresh
out
of
storage
Lincoln
Inc.
Agency,
sota , Allis Chalmers , CunIns Poil, 216 E. 3rd. Tal, 6333.
Inquire
ningham and New Holland.
Real Estate—Insurance
good to eat right now. LimFORD—IM» alatlon wagon 4-door. colonial
hat built-in range and oven, two-car
garage, in the city.

4-wheel drive pickup, mud
and snow tires all around ,
snow plow with hydraul ic
hoist, 2,300 miles, just like
new.

CLOSEOUT!

M

J

1

rN ^

W ALZ

APPLES .

ALSO
LARGE SELECTION
OF USED

ited supply of tree ripened
oranges and tangerines.

New Idea , Minnesota , John
Deere , Schultz anrl Coby
rj prencler.s.

Heuer& Johnso n

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"BREEZY ACRES"

South on New Hwy. 14-61
H«y, Grain, Feed

SO

~
EAR CORN- I5W1 bu. Tel. Olerson «7.
^
M»J.
&C10D STRAW- 300 bales
Olblln , Caledonia, Minn.

In

barn,

E<d

Antiquas, Colin, St am pi 56
AHT IQur. DISHES a nt) nlhar small Item* .
Mrs. Pe«rl (Melius llflllay, Rnrjiester.
Tal. ]I2 190| afts r i p.m. and, or on
weeke nds.

Article, for Sale

57

KROBHI. pe.
|
rtnvinpcsrt,
ttt ||0n,
oood condition, Tel. /Ml,

.

...

In

&

T I E N - A G E 6 | R L'J Indoor rnllcer skate * .
»l'e a, new olfl llemsi anllnui tlms a
"nd cjlesiwnr a ;
nslsrallnnciniu
usc»d
rlothlnp;
larlles
curiam
coal,
•<;
stre lcliec f cluck riru.oy. \ I U W . *th.
TWO PAIR
*lie> 1 nnd
•N anlU|i/»
•lead AIK I

nt girl' s white Ir. e s ka les ,
/; pinno ; luinn\ nil bin n
bullrl, 7 c ninciKKles, I br-rl
sprl no. Tel. M i l aller a

rt l G I D A I R E D n Y r- f / two 9* 12 (ward
"Jfli. I year old. IMO Ollinora.
I ONO NL ED L n rrir tilmai tree n, goot
varl aly nnd idnr. lit. In 12..SO. Tur n
N !» milt at Skally Oil Co., I ewlilon
lamei l. uelinsenn.
MAN'} B R AN D NEW l» |ev/el. 10 karat
HOW, T II w incing, walnr pc ocil w c i s l
watr.lv wnn In sal«i conleaf, don't ne»<l
II C DS I \m. Urst 173 »tk#» It. T»l.
« 1«13,
RE-FINISH WITHOUT RF.MOVINOI Cr eate modern ivncxt finishes vvlthoul r e movlno old imiah with Old Mas len
Li quid yVcicvt. PA I N T DePOl, 16/ (.o n
»«r il,
"TMJttt: SI l.- D S i Lionel eledrlc train i«t
'U Jolinion S|„ alter ] .in p.m.
*T T ! P I C I A I
Ireov
f loe K *rJ Chrlstn s es
me ya/ir *fi» r yam, « '/ lilyh scllNttDEN S A L L 5 , J910 «lli S I , Cdvw.

Bluff Siding, Wis.

Houithold ArtkUi

TAKE snll away Ihe Blue Lustre way
Rent
from cmpeli and uphohtery.
electric, shnmpooir, 11. H. Choate t Co.

Musical Merchandise

Tel . 3348

C E N T R A L L Y IOCATED-modim furnished apt., ImniPdlnte possession, Tel. WH ,
ask lor Sya Johnstone.
DOWNTOWN Inrpe furnis hed B0».
37311 or 4170. 76 W. 3rd.

Houses for Rent

Tel.

95

We Service and Slock
Needles for All
RECORD PLAYKRS
Hardt 's Music Store

FOUR ROOMS and balh nn lint floor, 4
rooms and tinlh on aecond floor, qood
wet conic al location, Sid pir month,
4 rooms and bath, enr. t central location,
•para heater and pas kitchen slave furnl'.hed, >50 WINONA REM. ESTATE,
Mil Main 'it. Trl, 2B49,

GI FT
Gibson or Epiphone

GUITARS

(The 2 top.s in frets)
We

IIIHO

hnve

A Top Selection
of linnJon.
Inslru cfion Classes
fi'or llegiinnerB.
Top U-adc-lns.

HAL^AARD
Guitar Cente r
Telephone 8-2921

4-door

Rarlto, heater, automatic transmission,
l owner, low mileage, can't tell thli
from a new onr>,

$895

4324 lor appointment.

EIGHTH E. 726 — 5 rooms Includino 1
smell bedrooms- Contact Hmry Muraj
or Tel, (14192 lor appointment,

A Number One

~
~
f959 FORD

JH

SCANDALl. I - nOliem plann arr nrtllon,
nnd
2 awltcn , inniplete w ith case
music stand. Tel. em

till E. 1rd il .

CHEVROLET — 1957 4-door, *-eyllnder,
Mraiqht stick, In excellent condition
all the way. 802 E. 2nd. Tel. 8-1947.

WE HAVE
THE BUYERS . .
Apartments, Furnished 91
BUT WE NEED HOMES
W O R K I N G & I R L lo -.hare apt., preferably
IMMEDIATELY
',0 in 2.-1, garapi Included.
hetween I'
Tel. «-31o« nfler 5.
TO SUPPLY OUR
SPACIOUS 3-room apt., centrally locetad,
O DEMAND!
ample closels, nicely deconffltj . Tel.

ONC BBOHDOM

Cloth aid fur wintar cna»i,
' » Price. Ray' a Trecllng Poet, Vt «.
Trn. tal. 6JJ3 ,

T IlRlr !. lamllv fun, cut
your own tiu«. siienrett Ni-nscayn. V tci
•'• VWir ctiQlce, 117J. Oec. 5ih lo j arh,
• n em. lo duiH. Lemke ' e Tree f a r m,
T'emp«»lt«u. Wi» ,

70

white . Tel, J-3I3J. lej E. Sarnie,

UPRIGHT PIANO-good rnndltlncv T rl.
MI7-2272- Edwin L. Meus, Minnesota
Clly, Minn.

V/ OMBN'S

C HWI»TMA »

67

WALZ BUICK

HOME.

Tel -W«.

Wanted to Rent

Bus. Propsrty

for Sals 97

FiNvisTOR'S SPECIAL —eent reily locat
ad, all rnodim, 3-unlt, apt. building,
12.94a annual income, only 117,100. Tel,
777<t, ask for i y i Johnitoni,

Farms, Land for Sals

91

I MILLS from Winona. 120 acres, 10 tillable . Iroom hous-e, furnaci end runnlri o water, pood barn wilh 21 eltncblorn, new drink Ina cupi, granary , milk
homo, machine shed, garacje, chicken
tnnci, alio. i » down, balance nn ton
Irar.i. Alio olhrr small farmi for aele
MINN. LAND s, AUCTION 5GRV.
ns Walnut. Til, 8-3710, aftir hocjr a 7114

Houses for Sale.

99

OWN PRS LEAVING city, mull sill J-b»dr oom home , lull hasemint , ,»r»oe, Buy
Irs Oer will il>l| pay taxii , Til. 4110.
1003 Niw 3-bedroom
B R O A D W A Y f!
hnma wit h garage , ceramic tile bot h
with color ed ll» lures, large Mlchen with
stove , finest cabinets, link ind dlipoiel,
frni lorred air furnace and water healer , provisions made for lulur* follef In
basement , com«»r lot . ImmeaWe pn»««sslnn. Inaulrii i. «o ty Prorhtwllt, Build
litSl I t m l rn t W . 1007 I- . atli, tel, 714) ,
GOOD I N V LST W C N T lor under 11,000.
.l-unlt apt. hoi/ae. Large ina lullabli
foe binlneu or workihop, Til. SlrOI,

CHRVSLt R ¦ PLYMOUTH
Open Friday NlflhlJ

'59 FORD

Galaxie Victoria

.UTTER HOURS

2-door hardtop, Fordomatic ,
radio, power steeriiiR, power brakes. Sharp!

Pat Heise . . , 5709
Gordon Weishorn . , . 4B84

'

96

DM R Y F A R M want ed to tent nn halt
hails, mult havo at ,enst lid ncra* tillable. In I awlMrwRu shlord arnfl Write
Brnw rt Mueller , Rt. 3, fio< 131, Plainvlnw, Minn,

NYSTROM'S

If you would like your home
sold before the first of the
year , call now and we will
gladly come out and make
a free appraisal. We will
either list your property for
sale or purchase it outright.

m
m

LINCOLN
AGENCY

g$

t. W . 4tj,

J

Motorcycle.., Ble/cU i

"

MILLER

107

BOY'I BIC.YCLe-3e". like new condition, naw paint lob. Perfe-cl Chrlslmei
present, tn. 77f i,
&CHWINN l spiad Bngllsh racer, excellent condition, 130; Vi ' maple skit,
excellent, tl. Tal. 1-1026 a liar 4 n m.
Tt LL MOM and Dad wa »\ave a complete lln' of accessor lei far the motorcycle anlluiilaM In Ihe teimlly. ROBR
a>OJ. Motorc yc le ilmp, }?] B, 4in

, Trailori 108
Truck* ,Trsct'i
~

TRAILHRJ
Built , . . Repaired . . , Rabullt
l e t , 4911
•BRG'S , 3910 W. 4th.

7 ~

59 INTERNATIONAL
•V* ton pickup

4 spaed Iranimlsslnn,
mileage, In extremely

I

owner, Inw
conditioi

OOOKI

$995

NYSTROM' S
CMRYJLBR - PLYMOUTH
Opan Friday Nliahls

$995

CHEVROLET CO,
CHEVROLET & BUICK
Rushford, Minn. Tel . UN-4-77U

NEW CAR?

INVESTIGATE LEASING
WK FURNISH:
l(K) r ;. MalntcnancA
(Including Tires)
IfHT., Service
100% Licensed
100% Insured

YOU FURNISH:
(las
Wnsli Jobs
Ono mid two year lenses

Nystrom
Leasing
Inc.
104 Wo.st 2nd

^ \f
Ir
'63 FORD V-8

y

'63 COMET 6

I
B
I

Galaxie 500 hnrrltop, very low
mileage , carefully maintained ,
will ple ase the most discrimin-

One owner. Has new car perfoimance and appearance , used
car price .

1
I
K

n
.. as .low ns *$50
cn
r aympnts
per

Generous allowance for Jyour old
cn|. 0|. (nirk

month Tan hn annii R ed.

'63 MERCURY V-8

\
\

Monterey Hreczoway sedan ,
Mercomnli c , 1-ndio , power niceriiiR, completely cheeked over
hy our -service depnitment ,

fi
fl
Yu

I

'59 MERCURY V- 8

Monterey 4-door sedan, Merromatio transmission , radio.
power steering. Real vnluo nt
our low price ,

t

I 1

\w

Im
fiw
W
,|M

II
\ m
\m
i \fl
\ Jim

(W

'59 CHEVROLET V-8

4 iliK)i' hardtop, many extras.
' 'oni pet llivcly priced at.

•
Vu

1 1
I I

Buy With Confidence at Winona 's Automobile!
Super Market , -- ¦- We Always Advertise Our Prices

1
I

1 A
. fl

{ Owl Motor Co. //
|

Ford-Linenlri—Mercury —Comet

' -•w

Open Friday Plvenlng and Sntm diiy A fternoon
W MR

IM

Jf M

wmwwaaiP^wwmwmaamh ***w *%amwwwm **Sm

V *°V Cr«"»

BUZZ SAWYER

By Ch«t«r Gould

DICK TRACY

'

'

BEETLE BAILEY

BV Mort Wa,k,r

By Hanna-Barb«ra

THE FLINTSTONES

By Don Sherwood

DAN FLAGG
'

BLONDIE

By Chic Young
i

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

Luggage Closeout Reduced to Vs off
WOOD PLANTERS Reduced to Vs off ¦ f ft Inlrnfliia*fft t^>-^
$
TRACY
GUN
SET
&&
1.99
PICK
$1.49 CHRISTMAS LITES
' '1.15
. $1.99
3 98 CHRISTMAS UTES
FINE WALL CLOCKS $1695 to '31°°
WALL PLAQUES ¦ss.r 'I00 to s1400
Decorative Glassware tz;:i s2 to $10
TOY POWER BOATS jga $ 3 to $ 5 I J^^SS^K
HOLIDAY SOFA PILLOWS $1" to 'I'8
Disneyland Kiddie Rugs ~„ s 3.98
Scatter €. Area Rugs JSL st 79 to $1995 IwSmWrnwrnL^wm
cL- :z. s7" to $9"
KIDDIE CHAIRS
TRANSISTOR Radios »«_. '^r lO^o off
H
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Thoroug hbreds, Arabian, Quarter
Break Resistant , Durable Viny l
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Genuine

ATLAS First
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¦
Atlas Snow Tiros can't bo bout
¦
for pulling power when the goM ing gets reall y deep!

1¦ :'"^t*T"'?A 'J''WM

I
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Quality

SNOW TIRES

jia^B
(HI

I

a Good Size ? EIBEE 1 1

-k All Popular Sizes

• Up to 12 Month- to Pay
Wrltton Guarante.
*
Tradt-lns Accepttd
*

you pur- 1
# Balancing
Ichase a
Snow Tires I
h r
~ ,hi « '» r«gulc"ly a /
f .", *
1S3 valuo at NO EXTRA \
CHARGE.
#
{
At^'Se******^!**^****
********.****,*^**?

H
I
¦
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LINOLEUM RUGS 9x11
'5.95
SALE! MARBLEHEAD Braided Rugs
Siia
R«9-

Now

21x34
2.98

2.49

27x48
4.98

3.99

26x70
6.98

5.99

3x5
6.98

5.99

4x 6
9.98

8.99

6x9
22.95

19.99

8x10
34.95

29.95

9x9
49.95

39.95

9x12
49.95

39.95

DRY CLEAN YOUR foT
TT\ I STANDARD SERVICE^HONE 9^ I
OWN CARPETING! INftUfflgklrV t
,f
r„
SI,.
F.n.erl,
Hl
iJ
rV
St
n
t
/ |
»
II
^
¦
¦

RENT OUR EASY-TO-USE ElECTRIC UP-BRUSHI PLUS DRY
COMPOUND MAKES YOU R OLD CARPET LIKE NEW
AGAINI

1 ^MAeW______
mmmwmm****wm*m***********
Across the Street from Kresgu's
58 W. 3rd St.
Phono 8-3389

waWMmtmm ^-mwAmmwmwmwmwwmwmwwwmm ™mmw *mmwmmwmmwmmm wmmwmmmwm *mmwmmmwmmmmwmmwmmwmmmmwmmmm
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HIGHWAY 61 — Just West of th* Country Kitchen in Winona
NOW OWNED and OPERATED by DON VANG

t*r FRKB Pickup and
Dollwiy

*

Winona

1
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